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  ABSTRACT 
In April 1917, Clemson Agricultural College was a small, relatively-unknown 
land-grant college.  The college had only been open for 23 years, 8 months with an 
average annual enrollment of 616 students when the United States declared war and 
entered World War I.  By the end of the war, over 821 Clemson graduates and former 
students would serve in the U.S and Allied military services.   
James C. Littlejohn, the registrar from 1910 – 1925, attempted to catalog the 
service of these alumni during and after the war.  In order to conduct this study, a cross 
reference of Clemson students from 1896 – 1920 with soldier rosters from World War I 
was necessary.  Once this list had been assembled, tracking Clemson alumni through the 
war is possible by cross referencing their records with their assigned unit.  This analysis 
has permitted locating Clemson Alumni on the battlefield and following them through the 
course of the war. 
Clemson alumni earned 2 Medals of Honor, 10 Distinguished Service Crosses, 1 
Navy Cross, and 1 Distinguished Service Medal in addition to multiple Silver Star 
Citations and foreign decorations.  Thirty-one alumni gave their lives for their country.  
This record, combined with the scope of Clemson alumni’s military record, demonstrates 
a distinct contribution which went beyond what could be expected of such a small, young 
institution.    
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Clemson Agricultural College was a small, relatively unknown land grant college 
at the end of 1916.  Enrollment was 977 students in the 1916 – 1917 school year and only 
1,347 men had graduated from the college to that date.1  But, despite the young age of 
Clemson, over 800 Clemson young men joined the U.S. military during World War I, 
serving in every branch of service and every theater of the conflict.  Additionally, before 
the U.S. entry into the war, several Clemson men went into Commonwealth and other 
allied military services to “get in the fight.” 
The role of Clemson men in military service during World War I demonstrates 
three key characteristics.  First, Clemson men entering the military represented a 
significant contribution beyond what would be expected of such a relatively small and 
only recently founded school.  Second, uncommon valor was a common virtue among 
those who volunteered.  Third, the legacy of these Clemson men has left a lasting impact 
on both Clemson and the U.S. military to this day. 
James C. Littlejohn served as the college registrar from 1910 to 1925, when he 
became the college’s business manager.  As registrar he realized the significance in 
documenting these men’s contributions to the nation, the war effort, and Clemson’s 
heritage.   His first attempt was in the April 1917 publication, Clemson’s Answer to Her 
Country’s Call.  In that booklet, he noted that “Six hundred and thirty-six Clemson men 
are now known to be in the service.  This is about ten per cent of the total number of 
                                                          
1 Clemson Catalog, 1916.  Clemson Agricultural College.  Clemson, SC.  p. 25. 
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students who have ever attended Clemson to date.”2  Clemson’s Answer to Her Country’s 
Call is largely incomplete due to Littlejohn’s rush to publish the information. 
After the war, Mr. Littlejohn once again attempted to document Clemson’s 
contributions to the war effort by compiling several lists of “veterans” and distributing a 
“Service Record of Clemson Men in the Army, Navy and Marine Corps” survey among 
returning students and alumni.  Littlejohn compiled a post-war list of 1,612 names of men 
who were Clemson students and enlisted in the U.S. military or returned from military 
service to attend Clemson.3  The bronze plaque placed in the Clemson Chapel (now 
Tillman Hall Auditorium) lists 1,549 “patriots whose names are known and other 
unknown Sons of Clemson College who answered their country’s call to arms in the 
World War 1917 – 1918.”4  Appendix 1 lists 815 Clemson men who attended the college 
then entered military service.  Appendix 2 lists an additional 7 Clemson men who served 
in foreign military service.  
Despite these efforts, the full scope and scale of Clemson’s contributions to the 
Allied victory in World War I may never be known.  The postwar roster compiled by 
Littlejohn consisted of the last name, first and middle initials, and graduation year (or 
“Ex’ year” of men who did not graduate.)  This list is likely accurate due to Mr. 
Littlejohn’s knowledge of the student body from the early years of the school.  But it may 
                                                          
2 Clemson’s Answer to Her Country’s Call.  Clemson Agricultural College.  Clemson, SC.  April, 1917.  p. 
2. 
3 First World War Veterans / Clemson Men.  Littlejohn Papers.  MSS. 0068, Special Collections, Clemson 
University Libraries. 
4 Bronze Memorial Plaque.  Tillman Hall.  Clemson University, Clemson, SC. 
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prove difficult to reconstruct a military record for all alumni on the roster since they may 
have served in a foreign military, or their records may have been destroyed by the 1973 
fire at the National Personnel Records Center in Saint Louis, MO.  What is known are the 
stories which follow of how a small college on the banks of the Seneca River had a part 





THE ROAD TO WAR 
“In every case it is not the officer that begins the war, but the  
civilian and the politician” – Dr. Breck, a speaker  
from the Naval Academy quoted in The Tiger5 
 
On the afternoon of May 3, 1917, the Clemson Agricultural College conducted its 
weekly “Pass-in-Review” on Bowman Field.  Local papers report the weather was ideal 
for the military formation, with late afternoon showers topping off the warm spring days.6  
It had been one month and one day since President Woodrow Wilson appealed to 
Congress for the U.S. to enter the “Great War.” The Thursday evening tradition saw the 
shadow of the “Main Hall” clock tower fall over the slight hill where the reviewing 
officials stood.  Many of the cadets had done this dozens of times over their years at 
Clemson, and, unknown to them, thousands of future cadets would follow in their 
footsteps.  But this day’s “Pass-In-Review” was different, because fifty-four of the young 
men marching across Bowman Field were doing so for the last time as Clemson cadets.  
The next day they would depart on a train for Camp Oglethorpe in Northwest Georgia.  
And for many their journey would have a final destination of the Western Front in 
Europe.   
Promptly at 8:30 PM, the 110 men of the class of 1917 and about fifty faculty 
members gathered in the dining hall.  The faculty had decided to host a special banquet 
                                                          
5 The Tiger.  November 16, 1915.  p. 1. 
6 Pickens Sentinel & Keowee Courier.  Multiple Issues.  April 1917. 
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that evening in honor of the fifty-four cadets with Walter M. Riggs (the President of 
Clemson Agricultural College from 1910 to his death in 1924) serving as the 
“toastmaster.”  The following week’s issue of The Tiger notes, “That peculiar sense of 
aloofness that has held sway between the faculty and the seniors for the past four years, 
was wiped completely out on this evening.”7 
Mrs. Middleton, or “Mother Mid” as she was known to the cadets, had decorated 
the tables with potted plants interwoven with the national colors.  On the end wall, the 
National and State flags were crossed with a picture of President Woodrow Wilson hung 
between them.  After dinner and the cigars had been passed around, President Riggs 
introduced the first speaker for the evening.  This was Captain Charles M. Furman, a 
Confederate veteran of battles such as First Manassas, Seven Pines, Harpers Ferry and 
Sharpsburg among others, who was now an English professor at the college.  During his 
speech he described the challenges ahead of the young men, noting that “the men of the 
‘60’s thought the War Between the States was a great war, and it was, but the present 
war, the war where the entire world is taking part, is incomparable with it in brutality, in 
numbers of men, in science and in every other sense.”  He also stressed these men of 
1917 should be thankful they would have a part in “downing autocracy and making 
democracy worldwide.” 8   
Captain Ralph A. Jones, the Commandant of Cadets, welcomed the departing 
cadets into the army, and used his speech to advise them that four components – 
                                                          
7 The Tiger.  May 9, 1917.  p. 1. 
8 Ibid.  p. 2. 
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generalship, union, tact, and science – were key to military success.   History Professor 
William S. Morrison highlighted numerous cases where good results were obtained 
through war while recognizing that it was difficult to find any good in war itself.  
Professor Andrew Bramlett, a graduate of the Citadel, had decided to lay down his title of 
“professor” and join his former students at Camp Oglethorpe as an officer candidate.  He 
stressed to them that he was just “Bramlett” now, and Cadet Major James B. Dick led his 
classmates in a jovial cheer of “Three Hi’s, Bramlett.”9 
But, it was Professor Henry W. Barre who laid on these young men a charge that 
applied to all Clemson men who served and fought in the First World War.  In many 
ways his words were prophetic, as these men are the origins of Clemson’s “Long Orange 
Line.” “Our alma mater is very, very young, the oldest graduate is just in the prime of his 
life,” he told the young men.  “We have never had the opportunity to show what we can 
do as soldiers, but we have led in the business world.  You men who are leaving for the 
army have the opportunity to make a great name for Clemson as a military college.”10  
Professor David Daniel, sensing the potential for these men’s legacy and speaking on 
behalf of the entire faculty stated, “A memorial tablet bearing the name of every student 
should be placed in the chapel for they are heroes.”11  The Tiger reported the farewells 
that night as:   
The saddest yet most inspiring scene ever witnessed at Clemson….  
Farewells in the form of handclasps and a pat on the shoulder was mainly 
the case, especially was this true between classmates for hearts were too 
                                                          
9 The Tiger.  May 9, 1917.  p. 3 
10 Ibid.  pp. 1 – 4 
11 Ibid.  p. 4 
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full to speak.  Those Seniors remaining were sad because they could not 
go; those going were sad because they hated to part with their old true and 
tried friends.12 
This was not Clemson’s first experience with the Great War which had begun 
almost three years prior when the “Guns of August” first sounded across the Belgium 
plains.  The December 4, 1914 issue of The Tiger reported that “one of the benevolent 
and patriotic women of the campus” had organized a clothing drive for the refugees 
several weeks earlier and a significant amount of aid was sent overseas in the form of old 
uniforms and clothing. The Class of 1917 were sophomores when they sat in the 
college’s church services on November 29, 1914 when a request was made for the cadets 
to give money to purchase food for Belgian refugees.  Winthrop College was noted as 
having already given a very generous donation.13 
Despite these contributions, several Clemson men had already entered their 
nation’s service in limited numbers.  There was a Clemson man in every branch of 
Service with the exception of the U.S. Marine Corps.  Lieutenant R. M. Littlejohn (Ex’ 
1911), 8th Cavalry Regiment, was on campus the week of October 17 to 23, 1915.  He 
attended Clemson in 1907 before earning an appointment to the U.S. Military Academy 
at West Point, where he was commissioned in 1912.14  Thomas Moorman (1896) was 
commissioned a Second Lieutenant in 1901.  His classmate, Wade H. Carpenter (1896), 
earned an appointment to the U.S. Military Academy at West Point in 1898.  Carpenter 
earned his Lieutenant’s commission in 1902.  Quincy B. Newman (1901) was working 
                                                          
12 The Tiger.  May 9, 1917.  p. 4. 
13 The Tiger.  December 4, 1914.  p. 2. 
14 The Tiger.  October 26, 1915.  p. 2. 
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his way through the ranks of the Revenue Cutter Service which was to become the U.S. 
Coast Guard in 1916.15  W. B. Cothran (1902) was serving as a commissioned officer in 
the U.S. Navy at the outbreak of the war.16 
George B. Hammond (Ex’ 1918) wrote to President Riggs on November 20, 1916 
from El Paso, Texas.  He had left Clemson before his Junior Year and gone for work for 
Ford before being called up to active duty for the Mexican border crisis.  Riggs 
responded to his former pupil with these words of advice.  “I never had any doubts about 
your making a success at any work you took up provided you could control your temper.  
You have what is worth more than an education and almost more than anything else, and 
that is a thorough honesty of purpose and a thorough truthfulness of speech and action.”  
Riggs approved of Hammond’s answering his country’s call to arms stating, “I think you 
did the right thing to respond to your country’s call and join your company, and I do not 
doubt but that the experience you received on the border will be well worth the time you 
give to it.”  He ended the letter with an invitation for Hammond to visit the campus when 
his duty was over as his personal guest.17 
Other Clemson men looked to America’s allies to answer the call to arms.  Fred 
H. All (1911) reported on his Clemson Service Record, “No overseas service with 
American Army.  Six months in France in 1915, with the French, driving an ambulance 
                                                          
15 Clemson University Student Military Service Records, 1894-1945. 
16 Clemson’s Answer to Her Country’s Call.  p. 7. 
17 Riggs to Hammond, December 11, 1916.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, Special 
Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
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as a volunteer under the American Ambulance Hospital of Paris at Neuilly-sur-Seine.”18  
Genson K. Heiss (1916) was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the Royal Army, 
working in the British War Mission in the U.S.A. for the duration of the war.  “I was 
appointed as Asst. Chemical Inspector of British War Mission with pay & rank of 2nd 
Lieut. In Oct 9th, 1916 and stationed at headquarters of Eastern District at Bethlehem, Pa.  
On March 12th, 1918 was promoted to Chemical Inspector and placed in charge of all 
inspection for allied powers including U.S.A. at the Albany Chemical Co. Albany, 
N.Y.”19 
Many other Clemson alumni found themselves supporting the war effort by taking 
leadership roles in Commonwealth and U.S. wartime industries.  William F. Brawley 
(1914) found employment as a supervisor of the Gun Cotton Plant of Canadian 
Explosives Limited in Nobel, Ontario.20  W. B. “Ben” Britt (1913) also worked in 
munitions in Canada as a supervisor for the Aetna Explosives Company in 
Drummonville, Montreal.  George “Skeet” Brown (1914) was working as an electronics 
draftsman at the Winchester Repeating Arms Company in New Haven, Connecticut.21 
Articles in The Tiger indicate an increased interest among the students in the 
Great War as it dragged on into its second and third year.  In March 1916, South Carolina 
Lieutenant Governor Andrew J. Bethea spoke at the college after a trip overseas.  The 
Tiger noted of his speech, “This war has always been very interesting to our college, 
                                                          
18 Clemson University Student Military Service Records, 1894-1945. 
19 Ibid. 
20 The Tiger.  October 26, 1915.  p. 3. 
21 The Tiger.  March 7, 1916.  p. 3 
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because of the financial strain that has been over us since it began.  Therefore, the lecture 
in regard to the European War and strength was all the more interesting.”22  Giving a 
first-hand account, he described Germany’s situation as one of strength not weakness.  
“Mr. Bethea,” The Tiger reported, “told of her noble sons yet at home, ready to go to the 
front at any time, of the faithfulness of the women, of the efficiency that prevails in every 
subject in Germany.”  His description of London was markedly different though as he 
noted “that great city now being in darkness to hide from German air warriors.”23 
President Riggs, although mired in the administration of the College with frequent 
faculty changes, and a surprising preoccupation with a Boll Weevil Pamphlet in late 
1916, was kept aware of the pending military changes on the horizon.  On February 2, 
1917, he wrote to Senator Benjamin Tillman, “I am very much interested in the hearings 
of Gen. Wood and Gen. Scott before the sub-Committee of the Senate Committee on 
military affairs.  If I can get a copy of these hearings I would appreciate it very much.”24   
Former students were looking to Riggs for letters of recommendation as the U.S. 
military began to expand in preparation for possible future hostilities.  James R. 
Henderson (1916), who had graduated the previous May, wrote to Riggs on February 10, 
1917, “I am considering taking the examination for a commission as Second Lieutenant 
U.S.A.  I will appreciate a letter of recommendation from you.”25 
                                                          
22 The Tiger.  March 7, 1916.  p. 1. 
23 Ibid.  p. 1. 
24 Riggs to Tillman, February 2, 1917.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, Special 
Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
25 Henderson to Riggs, February 10, 1917.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, Special 
Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
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For the class of 1917 and class of 1918, the war began to preoccupy more and 
more of their minds as 1917 dawned.  It was obvious to most observers that the U.S. 
would enter the war at some point.  In a February 1917 Chronicle editorial, Carlos G. 
Harris wrote: 
“What will the United States do?” is the question of the day….  
There seem to be two great motives effecting the minds of the people of 
the United States.  The first is, to avoid war at any price; which motive 
seems to me to be either the outgrowth of a false and erroneous 
imagination of honor and credit or the manifestation of the weakest and 
lowest principles one could imagine – that of utter selfishness.  The 
second and higher motive that effects us is, that motive which prompts us, 
as a nation, to uphold our honor and prestige for which we have so often 
fought and bled to obtain.  Which would be more honorable, to enter the 
war as the deciding factor of bringing about world wide peace, and uphold 
our nation’s rights, or sit by with weakness and patience, and afterwards 
suffer the less of our prestige, and hear the character of our nation 
ridiculed with indifference by all the world?26 
At the end of February, Riggs wrote to his old friend Senator Benjamin Tillman 
regarding the Senate’s efforts to reduce the size of the Armed Forces on the eve of war.  
“I think too, that it would be a mistake to reduce the number of 2nd Lieutenants as 
provided in Senate Bill 8245 from 1,000 to 250.  The country needs the additional 
officers, and if 1,000 are to be selected, there will be openings for all who wish to apply 
and are qualified to serve.  If the number is cut to 250, many who might desire to enter 
the army would be excluded.” 27 
On March 23, upon being informed by Senator Tillman that he will be unable to 
attend the April 4th Board meeting, Riggs writes, “I have never desired war, but I believe 
                                                          
26 Clemson Chronicle.  Volume: 1916 – 1917.  pp.  181 – 182. 
27 Riggs to Tillman, February 27, 1917.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, Special 
Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
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that we are being forced into it, and that we ought to make good when we enter.  I feel 
that the Congress has a great responsibility to the people of the nation for having 
neglected for two whole years to make any substantial preparation in the way of 
developing an Army.”28 
On April 2, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson went before Congress with his 
request for an authorization of war:   
With a profound sense of the solemn and even tragic character of 
the step I am taking and of the grave responsibilities which it involves, but 
in unhesitating obedience to what I deem my constitutional duty, I advise 
that Congress declare the recent course of the Imperial German 
government to be in fact nothing less than war against the government and 
people of the United States.29 
President Wilson’s speech drew great applause, but he was overheard saying, 
“My message today was a message of death for our young men.  How strange it seems to 
applaud that.”30  On April 4, the Senate voted 82 to 6 in favor of a declaration of war.  
Senator Tillman (who refrained from voting) wrote to Riggs on April 7, 1917, “If you did 
not read it, by all means get a Congressional Record (4th & 5th April) and read the whole 
debate in the Senate on the declaration of war.  John Sharpe Williams made one of the 
finest speeches ever heard in the Chamber in reply to Lafollette’s speech against the 
                                                          
28 Riggs to Tillman, March 23, 1917.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, Special 
Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
29 Robert Torricelli and Andrew Carroll, editors.  In Our Own Words: Extraordinary Speeches of the 
American Century.  New York, NY: Washington Square Press, 2000.  pp. 37 – 38. 
30 Ibid.  p. 39. 
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resolution.  Kenyon and several others made good speeches.”31  The House of 
Representatives voted 373 to 50 in favor of a declaration of war on April 6. 
Classmates describe Stephen W. Graham (1917) as “His orations on special 
occasions would bring tears to the eyes of an Egyptian mummy.”32  Upon hearing the 
U.S. government had finally resolved to declare war, he began preparations for a pivotal 
speech in the history of his class.  On April 8, at an Easter Sunday meeting of the Senior 
Class, Cadet Graham gave an impassioned appeal to his classmates.  The following 
Wednesday, The Tiger reports, “It was unanimously agreed, and a resolution was passed 
to the effect that the services of the Senior Class, as a whole or individually, be offered to 
the United States, to be used in any capacity that the Government sees fit.”33  The Class 
of 1917 would become known as the “War Class.” 
In preparation for an exodus of seniors headed into military service, the Trustees 
at Clemson adopted the statement, “that the faculty be authorized to graduate ahead of the 
usual time any members of the class of 1917, who may be called into the service of the 
United States between this date and Commencement provided the record of such student 
is satisfactory to the faculty.”34  While awaiting a response from the War Department, life 
at Clemson College continued as usual.  The Easter Dance was held April 13, although 
this proved little distraction as the “War Class” of 1917 attempted to secure commissions. 
                                                          
31 Tillman to Riggs, April 7, 1917.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, Special 
Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
32 TAPS 1917.  p. 42. 
33 The Tiger.  April 11, 1917.  p. 1. 
34 Dr. Jerome V. Reel.  The High Seminary Volume 1:  A History of the Clemson Agricultural College of 
South Carolina 1889 – 1964.  Clemson University Digital Press.  Clemson, SC.  2011.  p. 203. 
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Meanwhile, Riggs was receiving increased requests from former and current 
students for his assistance in securing a commission.  And his correspondence indicates 
he vociferously advocated on their behalf.  As the U.S. Army began to rapidly expand at 
an exponential rate with the draft, the U.S. Marine Corps took a different approach.  
Lieutenant Commander J. Wayne Hill in his thesis for Command and General Staff 
College described the Marine Corps approach as “The Marines did not want to rely on 
the draft to fill its ranks, but they would not allow just anyone to join for the sake of 
filling those ranks.  Those chosen could consider themselves the very best:  the best 
trained, the best marksmen, and the best branch of all the U.S. services heading ‘over 
there.’”35  On April 19, Riggs responded to a request by Brigadier General John A. 
Lynne, USMC for information on candidates for Marine Corps officer candidates: 
The following are all members of our Senior Class, with the 
exception of the first name on the list, Mr. J. R. Henderson, a graduate of 
June 1916.  Mr. Henderson is unusually well qualified for the position, 
because he has lived on the coast all of his life, is an expert swimmer and 
boatman, and in addition has had eight years of military training and 
discipline at this and other military schools.  He was at Clemson for five 
years under the tutelage of a regular officer of the army.36 
From this recommendation, James R. Henderson (1916), Lades R. Warriner 
(1917), and James P. Adams (1917) would be selected for qualification testing at 
Charleston, SC in May.  All three would go on to earn their commissions.  On behalf of 
                                                          
35 J. Wayne Hill, LCDR, USN.  “A Regiment Like No Other:  The 6th Marine Regiment at Belleau Wood.”  
Master’s Thesis, Command and General Staff College, 2012.  p. 3. 
36 Riggs to General Lynne, April 19, 1917.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, Special 
Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
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John P. Derham, Jr. (1917), Riggs wrote to the Commanding General of the U.S. Army’s 
Eastern Department: 
This is to certify that Mr. J. P. Derham is a member of the 
graduating class of the Clemson Agricultural College in the Agricultural 
Course.  His record is such that the faculty has voted to graduate him 
without further examinations or tests whenever he is called into the service 
of the nation. 
Mr. Derham is a young man of excellent character and good habits.  
He is possessed of those qualities of initiative and leadership which in my 
judgement qualify him for the office of Captain in the Reserve Officer’s 
Corps.37 
The war would take a toll on the young college.  As early as April 1917, 
budgetary constraints on the Reserve Officer’s Training Corps (ROTC) were seen at 
Clemson.  The April 18th issue of The Tiger reported:   
Instead of the regular encampment this year – on account of 
shortage of tentage and other reasons – the faculty is to allow the military 
department to take four days of military instruction.  The annual 
inspection of the corps will be held Friday and Saturday, April 27th and 
28th, and the four days of drill will be given before then….these days will 
be filled with problems in the field and close order in preparation for the 
inspection. 
Realizing the present conditions, the corps is working especially 
hard and trying to get all the knowledge possible out of these six days.38 
While Professor Bramlett prepared to leave his position as Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics, his status at the College remained in question.  Professor Bramlett 
requested that Riggs grant him a leave of absence during his military service and the 
continued use of his Clemson house for his family.  Responding on May 1, Riggs 
                                                          
37 Riggs to Commanding General, April 17, 1917.  Riggs Papers.  1910-1924, Presidential Series 0017, 
Special Collections, Clemson University Libraries. 
38 The Tiger.  April 18, 1917.  p. 2. 
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indicated he would take up the issue with the Board of Trustees, and added, “I heartily 
commend your desire to serve the nation, and it is my desire and purpose to do all I can to 
see that you do not suffer through your patriotism.”39 
The first of May also saw the arrival of a telegram with news which the Class of 
1917 had anxiously awaited.  The telegram read: 
ON ACCOUNT LACK SUFFICIENT EQUIPMENT AND 
INSTRUCTORS IT HAS BEEN DECIDED THAT NO CAMPS FOR 
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS WILL BE ESTABLISHED 
IN NEAR FUTURE PERIOD IT IS SUGGESTED THAT MEMBERS 
OF RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS WHO ARE OVER 
TWENTY YEARS NINE MONTHS OF AGE AND WHO DESIRE TO 
QUALIFY AT AN EARLY DATE FOR COMMISSION IN OFFICERS 
RESERVE CORPS BE ADVISED TO APPLY AT ONCE TO 
DEPARTMENT COMMANDER FOR PERMISSION TO ATTEND 
ONE OF OFFICERS TRAINING CAMPS TO BE ESTABLISHED MAY 
FOURTEENTH.40 
Festivities to send the new soldiers off in style began immediately.  Planning had 
begun the previous week for the Thalian Club’s May dance, which was held on 
Wednesday, May 2.   The Thalian Club decided to hold the dance they had been planning 
in honor of the departing seniors.  The cadets and their dates danced till 2:30 in the 
morning, in a hall “decorated with the National colors, with guns and swords hung upon 
the walls in various places.  Conspicuous among the many flags which were hung around 
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the hall were the large U.S. and S.C. State flags, one of which was draped at each end of 
the hall.”41 
The following Thursday the faculty held a banquet in honor of the “War Class,” 
and on Friday, May 4, “Breakfast formation was the last assembly call that many of them 
answered at the grand old institution that we have all learned to love….  In the mess hall 
a very marked stillness existed, something that is foreign to those rustic walls.”42  After 
breakfast and goodbyes, forty-seven members of the “War Class” boarded a train for a 
week of leave at home before continuing on to Camp Oglethorpe in northwest Georgia.  
“The adieus were expressed as good-byes, but with many of us it was only au revoir, for, 
the chances are, that a number of us will meet again on the battle lines fighting our 
common enemy and avenging the causes of humanity.”43 
On Monday, May 14, the men found themselves reassembling at the Chattanooga 
train station, where they changed trains arriving at Camp Oglethorpe at 11:30 that 
morning.  James P. Marvin (1918) was one of the juniors who was selected to attend the 
first Oglethorpe camp.  He wrote a letter to The Tiger which was published in the March 
23 issue.   
They have divided the corps into fifteen companies and each 
company has four bunk houses. We have about 168 men in each company, 
so you can see how many we have in each house, which is only about 20 
by 70 feet….Boy, it was some cold up here last night. I slept under one 
sheet, two heavy blankets, over coat, rain coat, and in all my clothes, and 
then woke up about midnight, almost frozen. 
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They sure are working us hard up here – we get up at 5:15 central 
time have reveille, setting up exercises, and breakfast. We then drill until 
11:30, stop for dinner, start back at 1:30 and drill until 4:30. Have supper 
at 5:30 and then leisure until 7:30. At this time we are marched up for 
lecture and study until 9:40, which is tattoo and 10:30 taps.44 
James P. Marvin found himself in the same bunk house as four other Clemson 
men, while David E. “Gene” Monroe (1917) found himself in the same squad as his 
former Mathematics professor, Andrew Bramlett.  The camps quickly turned into adhoc 
Clemson Alumni Associations as Clemson men reported to duty.  The Tiger reported in 
late May 1917, that the “Clemson men at Fort Oglethorpe have organized a ‘Clemson 
Club.’”45  Ray N. Benjamin (1915) wrote to Riggs on May 30 from Fort McPherson, 
Georgia,  “I am now in the Engineer Company of the Officer’s Training Camp here.  
Other Clemson graduates in this company are M.E. Cox ’16, J.W. McClure ’13, and the 
original “Bill” Perry.”46  Similarly, George R. Briggs (1915) wrote to Riggs on June 14: 
I ran upon a gentleman in training with us here the other day who 
hailed me and while shaking hands asked if I remembered him.  After 
ransacking my memory I had to tell him that I did not, whereupon he said 
‘This is Bramlett from Clemson.’  His great change in appearance was due 
to the loss of his moustache and the tanning effect of the sun. 
There are a great many Clemson boys here and all seem to be 
standing the tests well.  Little did we think while at college that we would 
need our military training very urgently.  All the students should bear in 
mind that not a single detail of all instruction should be allowed to pass 
unnoticed.47 
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Wartime challenges continued to face Riggs.  For example, the ROTC program 
was subjected to logistical and personnel shortages.  Captain Ralph A. Jones was called 
to active duty shortly after the departure of the senior class of 1917.  Notice was given to 
Clemson Agricultural College from the Adjutant General of the War Department,  
The Secretary of War has decided, under date of July 3, 1917, that 
(referring to the Reserve Officer’s Training Corps) ‘the presence of an 
officer of the Army, active or retired, as professor of military science and 
tactics is a condition for the maintenance of a unit of the training corps 
under instruction at the particular institution; and, in the absence of such 
instruction, the ‘military training prescribed by the Secretary of War,’ as 
contemplated by the National Defense Act, cannot be carried on so as to 
entitle the members of the senior division of such training corps to be paid 
the commutation of subsistence….48 
The Clemson Corps of Cadets was threatened by this shortage of officers, and 
could have had its ROTC status revoked.  The following day, Riggs, who had been 
working on filling the vacant Commandant’s position, wrote to Mr. L. W. Boykin that, 
“My visit to Washington was of very fruitful results.  General McCain said he would do 
all he could to get a Commandant, but would hold out no definite assurance that he could 
do so.”49  Further showing the urgency in remedying this issue, on July 24, Riggs 
appealed to Senator Tillman to intervene on behalf of the University.   
This presents a most serious situation to the colleges which have 
entered the R.O.T.C.  ….  Next year 112 of our students were expecting to 
receive about $100.00 each towards helping defray their expenses because 
of their membership in the advanced course of the R.O.T.C.  …. Of course 
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I have not given up hope of getting a retired officer …. However, the 
outlook is not promising.50 
That same day, Henry F. McFeely – a retired U.S. Army Captain and veteran of 
the Philippines – applied to the college as commandant.  Captain McFeely was working 
as the commandant of Wenonah Military Academy in New Jersey at the time.  Riggs sent 
to Captain McFeely a telegram after receiving the application letter and resume on July 
26.  “Much interested your letter twenty-fourth.  Mailing answer today.”51  On August 2, 
Riggs telegraphed the Army War College to confirm that Captain McFeely was available 
and met War Department requirements.  General McCain replied on August 3, “Captain 
McFeely is suitable for Clemson Military Department.  Detail will be made if mutually 
agreeable.”52  Riggs made arrangements to meet with Captain McFeely during his trip to 
Washington D.C. the next week.  He hired the retired soldier on the spot, describing him 
as, “soldierlike and erect.  About 6’1 ½” tall, well set up.  Genial manner, frank and 
friendly, open countenance ….  Makes very favorable personal impression.  Good 
conversationalist.  Uses excellent English.  Has every appearance of a well-educated and 
travelled gentleman.”53 
A new Assistant Commandant was also selected for Clemson College and arrived 
that autumn.  Sergeant Major Arthur Turnbull was a veteran of the 71st Battery, Canadian 
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Field Artillery.  He was a veteran of Flanders where he had been gassed in the spring of 
1916.  With the arrival of these Veterans, Clemson’s Military Department’s status as a 
Federal ROTC program was secured. 
To counteract this added stress, Riggs began to receive word of the Clemson 
alumni’s success in their military careers.  Andreas A. Patjens (1917) wrote Riggs on July 
31 from Camp Oglethorpe that, “All of the Clemson boys seem to be getting on nicely, as 
is to be expected.  We have but a very short time left at the camp for training and then 
most of us will probably be sent to Columbia.”  In mid-August, the Clemson men who 
attended the first Officer’s Training Camps across the U.S. began to graduate from their 
training, earning commissions in the U.S. Army and U.S. Marine Corps.  Commissioning 
was held at Fort Oglethorpe on August 15, with many of the Clemson men headed to 
Camp Jackson at Columbia, South Carolina. 
On September 29, Lieutenant Thomas S. Buie (1917) wrote a letter to The Tiger 
from his assignment to the 81st Division at Camp Jackson, SC. 
We have numbers of old Clemson men here, both officers and 
privates.  I see new ones every day…. 
Let me give each and every one of you a word of advice, or rather 
offer a suggestion.  Give more attention to the military work.  Heretofore 
this department has been in the background, we all felt that Clemson was 
not primarily a military institution, and for that reason, drill and military 
science were sometimes neglected.  Now conditions are completely 
changed, there is no comparison of the United States a year ago and now.  
Let me urge you, therefore, to get all you can along military lines.  Now, 
when our country is needing the services of her men, and before we finish 
the Kaiser we may have to call on many of you for help, you owe it to 
22 
 
South Carolina and the United States to do all you can to fit yourself, so 
that when your turn comes you will be prepared.54 
Battalions, regiments, and divisions formed at hasty camps across the U.S., in 
many cases building the camps as the units formed.  “Camp Jackson, on September 5, 
1917, when the first men drafted arrived there was quite different in appearance from 
what it was a few months later….These training camps were built under government 
emergency orders, and the contractors left all the finishing touches, and much of the 
manual labor to the Rookies who were to be trained in them.”55 
Some men took advantage of the added training time to take care of personal 
business.  The October 3 issue of The Tiger reported, “As all good Clemson men finally 
do, several of the graduates have married recently, among whom are:  Lieut. C. L. Baxter 
to Miss Ariail of Portsmout, New Hampshire; Lieut. A. R. Sellars to Miss Prince of 
Anderson, S.C.; E. H. Agnew to Miss Pruitt, of Starr, S.C.; Lieut. T. E. Jefford to Miss 
Young, Fort Howard Md.; J. P. Major, “Big Rip” to Miss McCauley of Orangeburg.”  
Later that month, The Tiger reprinted a notice from The State as an interest piece for the 
Corps of Cadets.   
Lieut. Arthur R. Sellers, U.S.R. and his bride were given a surprise 
at the Albert last night (Sept. 21) by brother officers which signified the 
strong bond of friendship for the young officer which exists in the service.  
Early in the evening a party of nine lieutenants who are engaged with 
Lieutenant Sellers as machine gun instructors at the Savage Arms plant 
unexpectedly dropped in on the newly wedded couple, presented them a 
completely equipped portable electric cooker, and after extending best 
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wishes departed gaily, leaving a much surprised and deeply appreciative 
young man and woman.56 
The Tiger not only carried news about those who married but also those headed to 
the front.  The October 31 issue carried a notice from Riggs concerning the application 
process for the third Reserve Officer’s Training encampments.  Stressing the December 1 
deadline, Riggs ended the notice by reminding students that “Clemson College is one of 
the eligible colleges named in the War Department’s order.”57  Not all of these Clemson 
men would have time stateside to further prepare for combat or take care of personal 
affairs like marriage.   
On April 24, the French cruiser Lorraine II had sailed into Hampton Roads, VA 
with a delegation from the French Government headed by Field Marshall Joffre and 
former French Prime Minister Rene Viviani.  If the Clemson men, left behind at Clemson 
Agricultural College or those in training, knew of this development it was merely in the 
periphery of their notice.  For some though, it would change the course of their lives over 
the next year.  The primary goal of this visit was to expedite U.S. entry into the war.  
Viviani and Joffre proceeded to conduct a whirlwind tour of the U.S. with a strong public 
relations campaign to gather support.  When they departed for France in May, they had 
secured the U.S. commitment to expedite the deployment of a division for combat 
operations. 
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The units comprising an Infantry Division under the 1917 Provisional Tables of 
Organization were selected by General Pershing from the Regular Army.  The First 
Division, which would go down in history as “the Big Red One,” was formed from the 
16th Infantry Regiment, the 18th Infantry Regiment, the 26th Infantry Regiment, and the 
28th Infantry Regiment.  All four regiments were veterans of recent action on the 
Mexican Border, but were understrength despite the recent service on the Mexican 
Border.58  They were to be filled to full wartime strength from the men who volunteered 
for active service after the declaration of war, such as the “War Class of 1917.” 
From June 8 to 10, the First Division boarded ships in Hoboken, NJ with the 
vessels assembling in New York harbor to await for the convoy for crossing the Atlantic.  
On the morning of June 14, anchors were weighed and the First Division began 
movement across the Atlantic landing in St. Nazaire on June 26.  By July 5, the four 
infantry regiments were at the Gondrecourt Area to begin combat training with the 
French Army in the latest tactics of trench warfare.59 
At the end of July, the 5th Field Artillery Regiment, 6th Field Artillery Regiment 
and 7th Artillery Regiment, which would comprise the First Field Artillery Brigade, 
began the long trip overseas with the Brigade forming at Base Camp 1 outside St. Nazaire 
on August 22.  The First Engineer Regiment, with a newly commissioned First 
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Lieutenant Moses E. Cox (1916), departed Washington Barracks on August 6, embarking 
at Hoboken the following day.60   
Second Lieutenant James B. Dick (1917), Second Lieutenant David E. Monroe 
(1917), and Second Lieutenant Gerald R. Tyler (1917) were commissioned with the rest 
of the first Oglethorpe Training Camp graduates on August 15 and assigned to the 1st 
Division.  They were dispatched overseas immediately to join their Regiments at 
Gondrecourt.  Clemson alumni would become some of the first Americans to fight in the 
Great War. 
  
                                                          




THE FIRST TO FIGHT 
“No commander was ever privileged to lead a finer force; no commander ever derived 
greater inspiration from the performance of his troops.” – General John J. Pershing61 
 
Clemson alumni were working hard to get their fellow Tigers to the front lines in 
Europe.  Quincy B. Newman (1901) had been commissioned into the Revenue Cutter 
Service on December 20, 1901.  His commission was transferred to the newly formed 
U.S. Coast Guard when it was created by merging the Revenue Cutter Service with the 
U.S. Life-Saving Service on January 28, 1915.62  A coded message after the declaration 
of war had transferred operational control of the ships and stations of the Coast Guard to 
the U.S. Navy, but events would change the role of the Coast Guard once again. 
On December 6, 1917, the French cargo vessel SS Mont-Blanc collided with the 
Norweigan freighter Imo in Halifax harbor, Canada.  The Mont-Blanc had sailed from 
New York harbor with a cargo of approximately 5 tons of TNT, high-octane fuel and 
gun-cotton and was waiting the night behind the safety of Halifax’s submarine nets 
before joining a convoy bound for France.  A fire broke out on the Mont-Blanc, and the 
crew lost the ability to control it.  When the fire reached the cargo holds, the resulting 
explosion was the largest man-made explosion to date.  The detonation, with the force 
equivalent to a tactical nuclear weapon, killed over 2,000 people, injured an additional 
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9,000, and destroyed nearly all structures within a half mile radius of the Mont-Blanc.  
The newly formed U.S. Coast Guard, with CAPT Quincy B. Newman as the Chief of 
Engineers at Headquarters, Washington D.C., would be tasked with ensuring that such a 
disaster did not occur on in a United States port.   
The U.S. Army was putting Clemson’s engineering expertise to good use in 
conducting the largest mobilization of soldiers since the Civil War and the largest and 
farthest overseas deployment of the U.S. Army to date.  Frank M. Gunby (1902) had been 
working since graduation with Dean & Mean Engineers in Boston, MA.  He had joined 
the Massachusetts National Guard on May 15, 1908.   
After the declaration of war, this experience led to his commission as a Major in 
the U.S. Army on June 6, 1917.  He was appointed as the officer in charge of the 
Engineering Branch, Cantonment Division of the Quartermaster General’s Office.  He 
immediately took charge, organizing this branch.  Over the course of the war, this branch 
would grow into a separate bureau of the War Department named the “Construction 
Division of the Army.”  The Construction Division would execute over one billion 
dollars of construction work in the United States building National Army cantonments 
and National Guard camps, troop terminals, and storage depots.  In addition, the division 
oversaw the manufacturing of nitrates, smokeless gunpowder, poison gas, artillery shells, 
firearms, and aircraft among other duties.63  Frank Gunby would rise to the rank of 
Colonel as his division grew over the course of the war.  His Distinguished Service 
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Medal citation reads, “The success of the engineering features of the Army building 
program is in large measure due to Colonel Gunby’s genius for organization, his ability 
to judge men and inspire in them a determination to succeed. The services he rendered 
are of signal worth.”64 
All this effort would place five Clemson alumni onto the battlefields of France 
before the end of 1917.  In addition to the four men assigned to the 1st Division, Dr. 
Rueben G. Hamilton (1896), a young, newly-minted Lieutenant with the Army 
Ambulance Service was headed to France.  He played football on the inaugural 1896 
team for Clemson Agricultural College where he became well acquainted with then-
Coach Riggs.  As the first football team at Clemson, they christened themselves the 
“Tigers,” which has long since been associated with Clemson.65  After graduating from 
Clemson, Hamilton became a physician practicing in Converse, SC.66  He was 
commissioned a First Lieutenant on June 29, 1917 and dispatched two days later for 
France with the U.S. Army Ambulance Service in command of Section 526.67 
The Clemson men headed across the Atlantic didn’t realize they would be 
crossing paths with one of Clemson’s most valiant sons.  This was Daniel Augustus 
Joseph Sullivan (1902), a newly-minted Ensign in the U.S. Naval Reserve Force, who 
was in the middle of the Atlantic refueling destroyer escorts en route to England. 
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A young Daniel Sullivan, already standing six feet tall, had left his home in 
Charleston, SC to attend school at the newly founded Clemson Agricultural College at 
the age of 15.  He would graduate before he reached 20, going to sea as a Marine 
Engineer on the S.S. Nebraska.  His classmate and family friend, B. R. Tillman – son of 
the controversial Senator – was a classmate and lifelong friend of Daniel Sullivan.  A 
draft speech the younger Tillman gave in 1941 describes Sullivan “as handsome a 
youngster as I ever saw, full of energy, full of humor, a restless type and always doing 
something.  Before he graduated he developed the trait of leadership and his influence 
over the student body was great.”  His first cruise, before his 21st birthday, took him 
from New York around Cape Horn to San Francisco.68  On April 6, 1917, he enlisted in 
the Naval Reserve Force and was commissioned as an Ensign. 
On April 29, Ensign Sullivan wrote to President Riggs from “Somewhere at Sea”: 
It has been a good many years since I have seen you and a good 
many since I have seen Clemson, but my heart is always there. 
Last night one of the men in the Atlantic Fleet who knows that I 
am a Clemson man handed the attached clipping, and I thought that I 
would at least let you know that I am now in the service, having joined the 
colors the very first day that war was declared…. 
I am an Ensign in the Fleet Reserve, and have been on active duty 
at sea ever since the declaration of war.  You know that I was in the 
service of the filibuster brigade during the Russian-Japanese war. 
Also mark me upon the register of Clemson men as on active duty 
at the front. 
                                                          




I do hope that the boys will respond to the call, and make a 
showing that the whole State will be proud of, and I know that if they ever 
get into action they will uphold the proud record of their fathers.69 
In May, 1917 Ensign Sullivan was onboard the USS Maumee, en route to its 
station 300 miles south of Greenland. 70  The USS Maumee was a refueling ship which 
would pioneer refueling techniques while the ships remained underway, techniques still 
used by the U.S. Navy.  By May 28, the Maumee was on station and her junior 
Engineering officer was ready when the second U.S. Fleet departed New York and 
Hampton Roads, Virginia to join the Royal Navy off the coast of the British Isles.71 
Josephus Daniels, the Secretary of the Navy, in Our Navy At War described 
another important task ahead of the U.S. Navy. 
Sending naval vessels to France, and establishing bases were two 
of the first things considered by the Navy Department.  They were 
discussed with the French mission with Marshall Joffre and Admiral 
Chocheprat, when they reached Washington in April.  They recommended 
Brest and Bordeaux as the principal ports to be used by the Americans, 
and we decided to establish bases there as well as at St. Nazaire, where our 
first troops landed. 
Preparations were at once begun to send patrol craft, and for this 
purpose, the largest and best of American yachts, stripped of their 
luxurious fittings, were armed and converted into men-of-war.72 
Eight of these converted yachts comprised the first patrol force which was 
organized under the command of Rear Admiral William B. Fletcher.  They sailed from 
New York on June 9, rallying in Brest on July 3.  Among this fleet was the USS 
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Christabel with Lieutenant Commander H. B. Riebe in command and Ensign Daniel A. J. 
Sullivan assigned as the Navigator of the new patrol craft.73  After the war, Sullivan 
described, The USS Christabel as “the best known of all American Patrols, the smallest 
converted Yacht in the service received during the war the greatest number of 
Decorations, and was seriously damaged once.”74 
By September 1917, the 1st Division, with the exception of the 1st Field Artillery 
Brigade, was concentrated in the Gondrecourt area of the Meuse department, Lorraine 
region for training purposes.  The American Expeditionary Forces Headquarters had 
allotted one month for training and acclimatization from the battalion level down.  The 
battalions were then partnered with French battalions in the trenches to learn by 
experience without as yet assuming complete responsibility for the defense of a sector.  
After returning from this month in the trenches, a third month would be devoted to 
training the combined Division in the tactics of open warfare.  The 47th French Division 
of Chasseurs Alpins, known as the “Blue Devils,” were stationed with the 1st Division to 
assist in practical training.  Additionally a cadre of French officers and non-
commissioned officers and select British officers were tasked with training the 1st 
Division.  The Americans needed to be taught everything from the wearing of gas masks 
to the use of trench mortars to signals by their Allied instructors.  British instructors were 
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relied upon for instruction in bayonet drills, because the British Army had emphasized 
bayonet combat.75 
This training would take part with the sound of the guns of Saint Mihiel in the 
background.  The American infantrymen built a trench network near Gondrecourt, which 
they named “Washington Center,” by digging into the stony ground.  These defenses 
consisted of a first line trench and the support and reserve trenches with complete wire 
entanglements.  The History of the First Division During the World War noted during the 
training, “The devil-may-care spirit of the French chasseurs appealed to our men, who 
speedily absorbed their methods….  Eager as were the Frenchmen to teach, the 
Americans seemed even more eager to learn.”76 
The 1st Division history describes the weather that autumn as rainy. “There was 
much rain,” it noted, “which not only kept the men wet, but converted the country into a 
sea of mud.  Later, the cold became intense.  There was sleet and deep snow….  During 
the winter, many men had frosted and swollen feet and numerous cases of frozen feet 
were treated.”77  First Lieutenant Moses Cox (1916) was assigned to 1st Battalion, 1st 
Engineer Regiment, which was receiving instruction in the construction of trenches, dug-
outs, and command posts, as well as on how to cut and destroy enemy wire using 
Bangalore torpedoes.  Weighing in at 175 pounds (making him quite large for the era) he 
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had auburn hair and was known as “Big” Cox, the name he acquired while playing 
football at Clemson in 1915 and 1916.  He also ran track from 1915 to 1916.78   
Second Lieutenant Gerald Tyler (1917) and Second Lieutenant David Monroe 
(1917) found themselves billeted in barns and stables in the surrounding French 
countryside.  Slight of build, with a boyish face, David Eugene “Gene” Monroe was from 
Marion, South Carolina and was remembered by his classmates for his “ready wit.”  The 
1917 yearbook, TAPS noted, “Besides being the delight of his friends, [his wit] has often 
been the means of getting him out of many a quandary, and the escapades through which 
he has safely passed are not a few.”79  Gerald Tyler was the oldest among the Clemson 
men in the 1st Division.  He had entered Clemson in 1911 and after finishing his 
sophomore year had taken up farming in Kansas.  TAPS notes that he “hoboed back to the 
old Palmetto State.  He entered Clemson and completed his junior year most successfully.  
He was again seized by the rambling fever, so he betook himself away on a journey 
which landed him in the Frisco Exposition.  After remaining away for nearly two years, 
‘Pres.’ joined the ranks of the class of ’17.”80   
These young officer’s training would differ from that of the enlisted infantrymen 
in that they would also be given the opportunity to attend French and British officer’s 
training schools with the understanding they would share that knowledge with other 
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American soldiers.  Lieutenant Gerald Tyler wrote to his father on October 3, describing 
his experiences at one of the schools for officers and his living arrangements at the time. 
My party of Americans are attending the Second British Army 
Anti-Gas school.  The work is very, very interesting and the British 
officers who are teaching us are very competent….  The way the British 
do in places where they have troops quartered, they go to different houses 
and request the occupants to vacate certain rooms in the house for officers 
to stay in, for which the Government pays the owners a good price.  The 
system is arranged that it is usually satisfactory for all concerned.  These 
houses are known as billets.  The Americans in my bunch are billeted in 
different houses, but get our meals in the same house.  I am quite 
comfortably situated with a family of French.  None of them speak 
English except a girl of 17 who speaks it brokenly.  At the place where we 
get our meals there are two girls who speak it very well…. 
The section I am in at present is said to be among the most 
beautiful in France.  The whole country is like a picture and they say that 
before the war, artists used to flock here to paint.  The houses are so quaint 
and odd looking with their brick tapestried walls, and the straw thatched or 
tiled roofs.  The scenery very much like the great paintings show it to be 
and which I used to think were exaggerated.   
I think I will feel rather sorry to leave this place, although we have 
a little excitement nearly every night when the weather is clear.  The 
Germans have a nasty habit of coming over and dropping bombs on 
people’s houses, or as near as they can get.  Night before last they dropped 
several bombs within a quarter of a mile of this house, and the house 
rocked as if an earthquake had hold of it.  They make an awful explosion 
wherever they hit and I have seen holes in the ground 25 feet deep where 
the enemy dropped bombs on the ground from planes….81 
Lieutenant Tyler did have a glimpse into the horrors of war though, describing to 
his father his first trip to the “front.” 
Today has been quite an eventful one in my young life.  Or, rather, 
I have seen a few things which I have long wanted to witness.  Our party 
went near the front.  We went in an automobile early this morning 
equipped with gas masks, steel helmets on, and with field glasses….  We 
went as far as we could in the auto, then got out and walked over a lot of 
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the ground that has been fought over inch by inch, in some of the hardest 
fighting the world has ever known.  We passed over what was a few 
months ago the British and also the German front line trenches.  We were 
only about a mile behind the British front line, and could see the shells 
bursting all around.  A good many batteries of British artillery kept 
blazing away around where we were.  It was a constant thunder, a deep 
rumble and shriek all the time.  The aeroplanes kept swarming over head 
as well.  I can now say that I have been exposed to shell fire and have seen 
war.   
Words fail to express how utterly desolate looking that land is that 
was fought over.  It is all pitted and scarred up.  Hardly a foot of it remains 
level, all full of craters and shell holes and filled with debris of every 
description.  Places where there were thick wood are now only splintered 
stumps with grass and weeds growing between, fertilized by blood and 
bones, shells, bombs, shrapnel of every description, rotted sand bags, 
millions of bits of cloth and rags from clothing; human bones – all these 
things one waded through.  I stepped over the decayed carcass of a 
German.  He was half buried by a mine.  The thing was lying face down 
and had its shoes and clothes on yet, and oh, my the smell.  The whole 
battle field was that horrible odor tho…. 
We went through a town that had been shelled during the war.  It is 
now deserted, not a soul living there, weeds growing all over the streets, 
and all the buildings (which are not brick) honey-combed or shot to pieces 
by shell fire.82 
When the 1st Field Artillery Brigade arrived in France, it was concentrated at Le 
Valdahon in the Franche-Comte region.  The 5th Field Artillery was designated a heavy 
howitzer regiment and equipped with French 155mm howitzers.  The 6th Field Artillery 
and 7th Field Artillery were designated as “light artillery” and equipped with the French 
75mm cannon.  Second Lieutenant James B. Dick (1917) was assigned to the 7th Field 
Artillery, and their instruction in the new French guns began on August 24.   
Lieutenant Dick was known as a leader throughout his time at Clemson 
Agricultural College.  With his motto of “It’s not the first mile that counts; it’s the 
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second,” TAPS noted that he was the Cadet Corps Commander, Treasurer of the Palmetto 
Society, Captain of the Cross Country Team in 1916, Varsity Track from 1916 – 1917, 
and Editor of The Tiger, among his many leadership positions.  His classmates noted his 
“Energy?  Well, that’s his middle name….Hardwork, stickability, and neatness have 
placed him on top of several ladders of his ambition.”83 
World War I had changed the application of field artillery, and the new principles 
involving it were being taught to Americans for the first time.  Initial firing practice was 
held on September 3, with five mornings each week devoted to target practice.  Each 
battery would fire every third day.  The afternoons were filled with critiques and lectures 
by the French instructors.  Training would last seven weeks, with the American officers 
assuming leadership of the training in the final two weeks with the French cadre 
remaining as observers and advisors.84 
On October 14, orders were issued for movement of the 1st Division to the front 
for the second phase of its training.  The Sommerviller Sector of the Lorraine front was 
chosen between Luneville and Nancy in northwestern France.  This area had been the site 
of heavy fighting in 1914 and 1915 but had been relatively quiet for the past year.  It was 
held by the 18th French Division, and while sharing the defense, the 18th French 
Division retained responsibility in case of a major attack.  On October 20, the first 
battalions of the four infantry regiments departed Gondrecourt, entering the trenches of 
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Sommerviller the following evening.  Skirmishing between the Americans and Germans 
began soon thereafter.85 
Towards the end of its rotation, the 1st Battalion, 26th Infantry Regiment 
conducted a small raid.  As part of this raid, the 1st Battalion, 1st Engineer Regiment 
would conduct the breaching of the enemy’s barbed wire.  Lieutenant Cox was one of 
those Engineers.  “[I] led a party in the first American raid.  I was in the first American 
attack and nearly every big drive that Americans participated in and in every one that the 
First Division was in!”86  While only a small raid, it was nonetheless the first offensive 
action undertaken by the American Expeditionary Force, and a Clemson man was one of 
the battlefield leaders of that action. 
The 2nd Battalion of each Regiment relieved the 1st Battalions during the 
evenings of 2 and 3 November.  The 2nd Battalion of the 16th Regiment received the 
brunt of a German raid on the morning of November 3 when, “Suddenly, about 3:00 
o’clock in the morning, there was a blinding flash and a crash and a roar that seemed to 
upset and to blot out the very earth itself.”87  Ten days later, the 3rd Battalions relieved 
the 2nd Battalions for their rotation.  The third rotation was uneventful “save for the daily 
schedules of harassing fire and concentrations by the artillery and machine guns.”88 
Upon the return to Gondrecourt on November 20, Major General William Sibert 
noted in General Order Number 67, “The troops of the First Division have completed 
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their first tour of duty at the front.  The casualties have been few as was expected in a 
quiet sector; fourteen killed, thirty-four wounded and eleven captured by the enemy.”  
The 1st Field Artillery Brigade, with James B. Dick sporting the silver bars of a First 
Lieutenant since November 5th,89 returned to Gondrecourt with the rest of the division.  
December saw the third phase of training with the entire division training in “open 
warfare” and mobility on the field of battle.  On January 5, 1918, the 1st Division was 
certified as combat ready and on January 7, confidential orders were received for the 1st 
Division to relieve the 1st Moroccan Division in the Ansauville Sector north of Toul. 
Over snow and ice-covered roads the 1st Division on January 15 began the march 
to Ansauville.  The men were loaded with heavy packs, which the heavy rain made 
heavier as it soaked uniforms, blankets, and packs.  Further, the artillery and horse trains 
experienced difficulty with the horses losing footing on the slippery ice.  The men would 
often have to assist the horses in getting the artillery and wagons up steep hills.  On 
January 18, the division’s regiments began moving into their assigned sectors.  
Lieutenant Monroe would be billeted with Headquarters, 16th Infantry Regiment at 
Rambucourt.  His classmate, Lieutenant Dick with the 7th Field Artillery batteries was 
also located around that village. 
Major General R. L. Bullard had assumed command of the 1st Division, and on 
February 5, 1918 he issued Instructions No. 1: 
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1.  There are no orders which require us to wait for the enemy to 
fire on us before we fire on him; do not wait for him to fire first.  Be active 
all over no-man’s-land; do not leave its control to the enemy. 
2.  Front line commanders will immediately locate and report all 
places where there is a favorable opportunity for strong ambuscades and 
for raids on the enemy’s lines and advance posts.90 
This sector was described in History of the First Division During the World War 
as “quiet and troops had been sent here by both sides for rest and recuperation.  The First 
Division, however, found it neither quiet nor restful.  The weather was cold, with 
frequent heavy rains.  The roads soon became sloughs, and the country a mire.”91  All 
four of the junior officers from Clemson found themselves supervising the reconstruction 
of trenches and improving old artillery emplacements.  Lieutenant Dick was also busy 
during the month of February with the exchange of artillery fire with German batteries.  
“Several hundred shells of all calibers fell daily in the American sector and an equal or a 
greater number was fired by the American batteries.”92 
The 1st Division staff was planning the first offensive action with advice from 1st 
Moroccan Division raiding experts while the subordinate units were busy improving their 
defensive positions.  Two simultaneous raids were planned to be executed at 1:00 in the 
morning on March 4.  The 18th Infantry Regiment would assault German trenches from 
the Rémières wood line while the 16th Infantry Regiment would raid the destroyed 
village of Richecourt.  Detachments from the 1st Engineer Regiment would breach the 
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enemy’s wire.  Volunteers were selected, of which Lieutenant Cox requested to lead a 
detachment of engineers,93 and began training at Foret de Rehane.94 
As the old military adage goes, “No plan survives contact with the enemy.”  The 
Germans launched a gas attack on the Rémières wood, and increased artillery fire from 
February 26 through 28 indicated a pending raid against that sector.  At 5:30 AM on 
March 1 an artillery barrage of high explosive and gas shells on the 18th Infantry 
Regiment caused such significant damage that some trenches, parapets and emplacements 
were so significantly demolished that they would not be rebuilt after the battle.  A 
German raiding party of 220 men, equipped with light machine guns and flamethrowers, 
assaulted a platoon of the 18th Infantry Regiment which was caught in a box barrage.95  
Lieutenant Dick’s battery outside of Rambucourt came under heavy German artillery fire.  
Despite this, he rallied his men to return fire on the German assault troops.  Infantrymen 
and machine gun crews likewise targeted the Germans in no-man’s land.  Both of the 
German officers in the raiding party and seventeen German troops were confirmed killed.  
Subsequent deserters from the German Army reported the total loss to the raiding party 
was eighty-three men. 
Early in the morning of March 4 the artillery barrage began as the raiding parties 
assumed their jump-off positions.  After several minutes though, the 18th and 16th 
Infantry Regiments reported the raid was cancelled, because the Bangalore torpedoes to 
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be used by the Engineering detachments were too long to navigate the turns in the 
trenches.96 
The raid was postponed for a week, with the raiding parties remaining in place 
while the 26th and 28th Infantry Regiment relieved the remainder of the 16th and 18th 
Infantry Regiments.  Lieutenant Tyler would be providing covering fire for Lieutenant 
Cox’s Engineer detachment.  Without the Bangalore torpedoes, it was decided the 6th 
and 7th Field Artillery would cut the wires with sustained barrages of high explosives.  It 
was also decided the raid would be split into a pre-dawn and post-dusk attack.   
At 5:30 AM, the 6th Field Artillery cut the wires for Lieutenant Cox’s detachment 
and the raiding party from the 18th Infantry Regiment.  The men swarmed through the 
breach and explored the German trenches to the German third trench meeting no 
resistance.  The party returned without casualties and the counter battery fire was so 
effective there was no enemy artillery fire during the raid.97 
On March 11 at 5:30 PM Lieutenant Dick’s battery would participate in a barrage 
of 400 high explosive shells on breaching the enemy’s wire, before shifting fire to ensure 
that the Germans could not effect repairs or mount a counterattack.  Eighty-six men from 
the 16th Infantry Regiment repeated the performance that morning, penetrating to the 
third German trench before withdrawing. 
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After these raids, the 16th & 18th Infantry Regiments returned to Gondrecourt for 
rest and recuperation.  At 3:00 in the morning of March 19, the Germans assaulted 28th 
Infantry Regiment positions in the Remieres wood, but the protective American artillery 
fire repulsed the attack.  “When dawn came, many dead Germans were seen as silent 
evidences of the skill of the American gunners.”98 
While the 1st Division was training and getting its first tastes of combat in France, 
other Clemson men were preparing to enter the fray with the second wave of A.E.F. 
combat troops.  The 2nd Division, A.E.F. would be formed around the U.S. Army’s 3rd 
Infantry Brigade and the 4th Marine Brigade.  Lieutenant Commander J. Wayne Hill 
noted, “As the war began, the 5th Marine Regiment took most of the Marines already in 
service across the sea to France.  The [men of the] 5th were the first Marines to go “over 
there.”  This meant the 6th Marine Regiment “had to build a fighting force from 
scratch…. The 4th Brigade remained incomplete until the 6th finished being formed and 
trained.”99 
Newly commissioned Second Lieutenant James Pickens Adams (1917) had been 
among the officer candidates recommended by Riggs and had undergone qualifications 
testing in Charleston, SC in May, 1917.  TAPS described Adams as “not cut out to be a 
military man, even though he has the appearance of one.”  He was however an 
accomplished athlete, having run track from 1915 through his departure from Clemson 
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College in 1917 and playing Varsity football in 1916 and 1917.100  On July 30, 1917 
Adams had reported to the officer’s school and began training which was supposed to 
encompass three months. 
While the 6th Regiment had reached 75% strength of enlisted men by mid-August 
it suffered a severe shortage of junior officers.  The question arose in the Marine Corps, 
“Were these new officers then, some with little experience, many with none at all, and all 
young in the service fit for assignment to duty with troops after receiving but three weeks 
of schooling?”101  The officers necessary to fill the Regiment’s ranks would be taken 
from those who were graduates of the military academies, former members of the 
National Guard, and those who had received military training in college.  Adams’ 
experience at Clemson College in the Corps of Cadets was likely why he was selected for 
assignment to the 6th Regiment.  He would report to 78th Company, 2nd Battalion in the 
later part of August, along with three companies of recruits from Parris Island, which 
brought the Regiment to full combat strength. 
 Lieutenant Adams’ assignment to 2nd Battalion was fortuitous for the young 
Lieutenant, because its movement overseas would provide additional time for him to 
receive additional training.  First Battalion departed Quantico, Virginia for the long 
voyage to France on Sunday, September 16, 1917.  He stood in ranks and saluted with the 
rest of 2nd Battalion when 3rd Battalion departed Quantico on October 24.  This 
additional time at Quantico gave the young, inexperienced Lieutenant the opportunity to 
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undertake some additional training and get some mentoring and seasoning from 
experienced sergeants and officers before combat.  Because of the relative inexperience 
among the platoon leaders, company commanders in the 6th Regiment had been selected 
from career Captains with 10 years of experience in the Marine Corps.102   
While the 2nd Battalion remained at Quantico, it was under the leadership of 
Lieutenant Colonel Harry Lee, a 19-year veteran who had seen action in the Philippines, 
China, Cuba, Haiti, Nicaragua, and Santa Domingo.  He utilized this time for the most 
realistic training he was able to create.  Live fire drills were conducted on a model trench 
system which had been completed in October, with platoons and companies assaulting in 
wave formation with detachments following to “mop up” the trenches.  The 2nd Battalion 
finally departed Quantico on January 19, 1918 for League Island, Pennsylvania.  There, 
the Marines boarded the transport Henderson and sailed for New York Harbor and they 
linked up with a convoy headed to France on January 24.  The Henderson arrived in St. 
Naizaire on February 5, disembarking the 2nd Battalion on February 8.103  Arriving in 
Dambalin in the Vosges on February 10, the 6th Regiment was again intact and the 2nd 
Division was at full combat strength.  The training the 6th Regiment underwent in France 
mirrored the training of the 1st Division in many ways, being strenuous due to both the 
accelerated schedule and the harsh winter weather.  Both close and extended order drill, 
bayonet fighting, storming trench systems, and signals used by the Allied forces 
composed their training.  “Up to that time the uniform had been campaign hats, but now 
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came the equipment that men at the front were never without: helmets and gas masks.”104 
105 
In early March, rumors circulated that the 6th Regiment was going into the line, 
its training cut short by intelligence of a German offensive.  On March 12, the orders 
were given to pack all non-essential equipment in sea bags for storage.  The regiment was 
ordered to move by rail to the Toulon sector on March 14.  Second Battalion began 
movement on March 17 hiking to Bourmont where it then went by rail to Souilly, France.  
The battalion then marched to Camp Massa, where it would be billeted while in the 
Toulon Sector.106 
Lieutenant Adams remained in reserve at Camp Massa until March 28 with the 
rest of 2nd Battalion.  On the night of March 28, 2nd Battalion relieved 3rd Battalion on 
the front lines.  Harrison Cale describes the trenches the Marines were occupying, “These 
trenches which we were to occupy had been dug by the French Colonial troops in the 
early part of the war. They were in a very bad condition and there was plenty of work to 
do in repairing them.  The dugouts swarmed with vermin; huge rats ran across the men as 
they slept, and wrought havoc with the emergency rations.”107 
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While this sector remained largely quiet, especially for the 78th Company, on the 
night of April 20, the Germans put down a box barrage around the outpost in the town of 
Villers, attacking two observation posts with flame throwers and grenades.  The 84th 
Company repulsed the attack with rifle fire and grenades.  With the exception of that 
attack, the action was limited to light, daytime artillery fire with nighttime patrols, some 
of these likely led by Lieutenant Adams. 
On May 10, the 6th Regiment began movement to staging areas near Doucy for 
Phase 3 training.  Second Battalion entrained at Ancomont for Blesme, then marched to 
Changy arriving on May 14.  From May 21 to 31, the Regiment remained in the vicinity 
of Serans with the troops being further instructed by French veterans in combat drills. 
The night of April 17, the USS Christabel cut through a smooth sea under dark 
and cloudy skies as part of an escort for a convoy entering Quiberon Bay in the French 
province of Brittany.  The Florence H., a steamship carrying munitions from New York, 
began signaling with a searchlight at 10:45 P.M.  The Florence H. suffered an onboard 
explosion, likely from striking an underwater mine.  Josephus Daniels noted, “The whole 
thing occurred so suddenly that a naval commander, as he saw the flash remarked: ‘Not a 
living soul will get off that ship.’”108  Burning powder cases and wreckage were spread 
across the water, which could prove fatal to the wooden-hulled yachts such as the USS 
Christabel. 
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In command of the escort task force was Lieutenant Commander Haislip, onboard 
the USS Stewart.  “Haislip knew what chances he was taking, risking his ship and crew.  
But it was to save human lives and he did not hesitate a moment.”109  The destroyers USS 
Stewart, USS Whipple and USS Truxtun blazed a path, pushing through burking powder 
casks and crates for the smaller patrol yachts.  In the words of ENS Sullivan the USS 
Christabel “was the vessel placed alongside the burning powder ship.”110  Crew members 
of the Florence H. were evacuated as quickly as possible before the patrol yachts had to 
pull away from the burning hulk.  The Florence H. would be split in two by the force of 
the explosion when the fire reached the main powder stores.  John B. Watson, Chief 
Engineer of the Florence H. recalled, “She just burned up and melted in about twenty 
minutes.”  Quick action by the crews of the escorts would save 32 members of the 
Florence H.’s crew of 77 men.   
On March 21, the German army had begun its 1918 Spring Offensive.  The 
Germans drove through the Allied lines at the junction of the British and French armies 
threatening the railroad center at Amiens.  On April 9, a second offensive was launched 
farther north against the British lines along the Lys River creating a second salient. 
The U.S. 26th Division, which had arrived in France in late-September of the 
previous year, was deployed to relieve the 1st Division in the Ansauville Sector.  The 1st 
Division would be thrust into the fight against the Germans to halt their advance on Paris.  
To expedite the transfer of responsibilities, the 155mm howitzers of the 5th Field 
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Artillery were left in place and exchanged for the 155mm howitzers of the 26th 
Division’s artillery.  Second Brigade, 1st Division entrained at Toul while the 1st Brigade 
entrained at Gondrecourt.  The Division would rally northwest of Paris with the 5th 
French Army at Gisors.111 
First Division headquarters were established at Chaumont-en-Vexin on April 8.  
The following day, the German Army would launch a second offensive directed at British 
forces farther north along the Lys River creating a second salient.  While the forward line 
of troops had stabilized, the 1st Division would undergo some brief training before taking 
part in offensive actions against the German gains.  After lectures and brief instruction, 
the division demonstrated a liaison maneuver under the observation of General Pershing, 
the French 5th Army Commander and numerous staff officers.  At its conclusion, the 
Division was pronounced fit for open warfare and ordered to enter the lines in the 
Cantigny sector.  Before departing for Cantigny, the four Clemson Lieutenants gathered 
with the other Division officers for an address by General Pershing at Chaumont-en-
Vexin.112  The History of the First Division During the World War described General 
Pershing’s speech:   
The scene and its significance were impressive and became one of 
the outstanding incidents in the life of the command.  General Pershing, 
bearing his great load of responsibility, stood facing the men upon whom 
he and their country relied for success in the new and crucial test which 
awaited them.  In words that sank into all hearts he told them of their 
mission, of their responsibilities and of his confidence in them.113 
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On April 17, the entire 1st Division began movement over multiple roads leading 
to the front.  The 1st Division entered the line between the French 45th Division and 
162nd Colonial Divisions which sideslipped to the northwest and east respectively to 
admit the Americans into the line.  The positions had been under heavy artillery fire, 
which the French officers told the Americans was comparable to the final days of the 
battle of Verdun.  Cantigny would prove to be the first major U.S. offensive of the Great 
War, and would cement a reputation both for Clemson men as well as others in the U.S. 





CANTIGNY, ILE-DE-YEU AND BELLEAU WOOD 
“Come on, you sons of bitches, do you want to live forever?” 
 – SGM Daniel Joseph “Dan” Daly114 
 
First Lieutenant Moses Cox (1916), Second Lieutenant David Monroe (1917), and 
Second Lieutenant Gerald Tyler (1917) had to know the importance of what lay ahead of 
them on that morning of April 17, 1918 as they checked their troops.  Not only did the 
words of General Pershing remain fresh in their minds, but for days they had seen 
French, Italian and British troop trains passing by the 1st Division to stop the German 
push towards Paris.  The sounds of the heavy artillery had echoed over the camp at 
Gisors, a short 75 kilometers from the recently stabilized front lines.  The American 
Battle Monuments Commission’s 1st Division Summary of Operations in the World War 
described the situation: 
The successes gained by the Germans in their first offensives 
raised their own morale and lowered that of the Allies.  In addition, 
although American troops were arriving in France in large numbers, they 
had, as yet, been used only in quiet sectors and reserve positions.  They 
had not been tested in battle.  Such a test was to be made, and successfully 
met, during the occupation of the Cantigny Sector by the 1st Division.  
The Cantigny sector was at the apex of the Amiens salient.115 
The march to the front would take four days total, with First Lieutenant James 
Dick (1917) and the other men in the Field Artillery marching on foot to save their horses 
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for pulling cannons and wagons.  First Infantry Brigade entered the lines on the night of 
April 24, with Lieutenant David Monroe working at the 16th Infantry Regiment 
Headquarters in Broyes.  The 18th Infantry Regiment Headquarters were in Villers-
Tournelle, German artillery would target both of these towns for this reason which would 
practically destroy the towns by the end of the battle.  Seventh Field Artillery, with 
Lieutenant James Dick, relieved the French batteries positioned between Broyes and 
Serevillers.116 
On April 27 at 10:00 A.M., the 1st Division assumed command of the sector, 
under the command of the French VI Corps, French 1st Army, with a French Tank 
Battalion and two French 75mm artillery batteries and several older model fortress 
howitzers detached to the American 1st Division.117 
The infantrymen of the 1st Division found themselves occupying positions which 
had been under heavy artillery fire.  As a result of the heavy artillery fire, trenches had 
not been dug nor had wire been laid in front of the Allied lines.  Lieutenant Moses Cox 
and the men in 1st Battalion, 1st Engineer Regiment, would find themselves 
strengthening the American positions, digging trenches and laying wire.  Lieutenant 
Gerald Tyler found himself supervising the construction of a main line of resistance 
further to the rear with the rest of Company M, 28th Infantry Regiment.  The History of 
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the 1st Division in the World War describes the feat:  “In three nights, they constructed a 
communicating trench six thousand meters long, constantly under fire.”118 
The 1st Division was positioned under the combined fire of more than 90 
Germany battery positions, numbering hundreds of German artillery pieces.  Woods and 
ravines were made “untenable by mustard gas,” and American artillery emplacements 
were subjected to daily counter-battery fire directed by German aerial observers.  Battery 
A, 7th Field Artillery’s four 75mm cannons were destroyed in one German counter-
battery fire while one of the two French Battalions of 75mm cannons were destroyed.119 
Infantrymen and engineers conducted raids during the night to gather intelligence, 
and the Americans intended to ensure that the Germans did not maintain control of No 
Man’s Land.  The Greenwood, South Carolina Evening Index reported: 
An American reconnaissance patrol penetrated the German wires 
tonight [May 20], put an enemy patrol to flight and returned safely to the 
American lines.  The Patrol crept across No Man’s Land at a point where 
the lines are about 200 yards apart.  In the distance the shattered church 
tower and the jagged walls of other buildings in Cantigny stood like ghosts 
in the moon light.120 
The 2nd Infantry Brigade was directed to take over the front lines during the 
nights of May 14 and May 15.  Lieutenant Gerald Tyler entered a world where “heavy 
bombardments were concentrated upon the front lines, where the rattle of machine guns 
was almost continuous.  The dead and the wounded could not be evacuated till after dark 
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and it was distressing to see the sufferings of the unfortunate men to whom little more 
than first aid could be administered.”121 
Lieutenant James Dick was helping to give the Germans more indirect fire than 
the Americans were receiving.  “Far more shots were sent than received.  Seldom less 
than ten thousand rounds of all calibers were fired from the American guns every twenty-
four hours.  At one time, the expenditure amounted to six hundred tons of metal per day 
for three days.  There was no moment when the air was not torn by the shrill scream of 
the 75’s or the deep roar of the larger calibers.”122 
The 1st Division’s artillery was doing a fine job of preparing the enemy positions.  
“Letters taken from prisoners and the bodies of the enemy killed during raids complained 
bitterly of the fire, which, they said came down on them at their meals, depriving them of 
all roads and prevented them from digging trenches or obtaining any rest.  At times, the 
troops in their front lines were prevented from receiving food.”123  On May 17, Division 
Headquarters issued orders to the 28th Infantry Regiment.  They were to retake the 
French town of Cantigny. 
Cantigny was located on a rise, the prominent geographic feature of the region’s 
terrain, in the center of the salient created by the German lines west of Montdidier.  It had 
been occupied by the German 82nd Reserve Division, veterans of the Eastern Front who 
had returned to the Western Front after the Armistice with Russia.  The German 82nd 
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Reserve Division had fortified the town, and two previous attempts by the French 
military had failed to hold the town against German counterattacks. 
On the nights of May 23 and 24, the 18th Infantry Regiment relieved the 28th 
Infantry Regiment in the line, so the 28th Infantry Regiment could participate in 
rehearsals of the attack in the areas around Maisoncelle-Tuillerie and Saint Eusoye, 25 
kilometers southwest of Cantigny.  Aerial reconnaissance had led to the construction of 
trenches and objectives identical to the German positions around Cantigny.  The rehearsal 
also demonstrated the necessity for the infantry to move under cover of artillery and 
machine gun barrages.  Captain Soren Sorensen would write, describing the training, “all 
platoon commanders were shown… exact building and strong points in their sector which 
must be overcome, also line of attack and place of consolidation upon reaching of 
objective.”124  Three-hundred eighty-six French field and heavy artillery and trench 
mortars were assigned to the 1st Division to reinforce the Americans.  All three American 
machine gun battalions and the machine gun companies of the 16th Infantry Regiment 
and 18th Infantry Regiment would be placed near the front lines to support the assault.125 
The Battle of Cantigny would play out in three phases.  First, the American 
infantrymen would assault the German front line trenches dug into the western side of the 
town of Cantigny, pushing through the town to clear it of any Germans lurking in the 
cellars and buildings.  From there, they would push east 500 yards past Cantigny where 
they would entrench and await the German counter-assault.  Phase 3 would be the repulse 
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of German attempts to retake Cantigny, although there was no intelligence on how long 
this phase would last. 
On the nights of May 26 and 27, the 28th Infantry Regiment relieved the 18th 
Infantry Regiment.  Lieutenant Gerald Tyler reentered the line with the rest of M 
Company west of Bois-St. Elois, which would be the jumping off point for 3rd Battalion 
during the attack.   He describes the German artillery barrage that night:   
Lieutenant Daniels and myself were walking along with another 
officer from my company, we call him Cracker, because he is from 
Georgia.  While we were walking along a communication trench, a shell 
exploded quite near, then another and another.  Then they began hitting 
everywhere.  No such thing as a dugout in the sector, so we lay like lizards 
in the bottom of the trenches.  The awful explosions would come, the 
ground would rock, then dirt would fall in on us.  Things were getting 
embarrassing.  I looked at Daniels and said, “This is no place for us.”  So 
we got up and dashed around to the next fire bay and hit the bottom of the 
trenches.  Hardly had we done so when a 105 hit the place we had just left 
and blew it off the map.126 
Lieutenant Tyler and his comrades made a break for the front line trench 150 
yards away.  “This minute I do not know how on earth we ever got there, falling down 
over picks and shovels, knocking off corners of traverses and firebags.”127  Reaching the 
front lines, Lieutenant Tyler found things were in similar disarray as the communication 
trench.   
Two privates attached themselves to us and we huddled ourselves 
up in the bottom of the trench.  Finally a message came down that 
Germans were coming across just to our left.  We could tell that the 
barrage was lifting a little but here a steady hail of machine gun bullets 
which combed our parapet.  So we laid out a good supply of hand 
grenades in a handy place, got rifles and bayonets and simply waited for 
                                                          




Fritz to come over.  I was trusting great to my Colt automatic.  Meantime 
this was just what some other Americans 200 yards to our left were doing 
when 50 of the Huns came across and they just knocked the little part for a 
fare-you-well. The Boche didn’t come over where we were….128 
On the night of May 27, the six French tanks and a detachment of French 
flamethrowers joined the 28th Infantry Regiment.129  At 5:45 AM on the morning of May 
28, Lieutenant James Dick’s battery opened fire with the rest of the artillery assigned to 
the attack.  High explosive and mustard gas shells flew over Lieutenant Gerald Tyler to 
rain down on the German 82nd Reserve Division.  “Not less than two heavy guns 
pounded each enemy battery position with gas and high explosive shell.  The 220-, 240- 
and 280-mm howitzers and the heavy trench mortars converted Cantigny and the enemy’s 
dug-outs into a volcano of bursting shell and flame and smoke.”130 
At 6:45, Lieutenant Dick ordered his battery to fire a rolling barrage in front of 
the advancing infantry with the rest of the 1st Division’s artillery.  Officers began to blow 
whistles which were crucial to be heard over the roar of the artillery along the front 
trench lines.  Lieutenant Gerald Tyler ordered his men over the top in the first American 
offensive of the Great War.  Lieutenant Tyler would remember the moment, “My platoon 
was to go over with the first wave who had about 700 yards to go….  When 6:45 came 
the [28th] Infantry as one man got up and climbed into No-Man’s land and started for the 
Germans.”131  The French tanks rolled through the front lines of trenches amid a tide of 
American khaki uniforms. 
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The advancing infantry, supported by French armor and flamethrowers, charged 
toward the artillery exploding after flying over their heads.  The ruins of Cantigny’s 
buildings would have been highlighted by the rising sun that day.  Machine gun 
emplacements to their front and rear chattered away with a deadly chorus.  Major 
Raymond Austin of 6th Field Artillery described the scene, “Occasionally a shell would 
strike among them and a gap would appear among the pickets, then quickly close.  They 
walked steadily along behind our barrage accompanied by the tanks which buzzed along 
with smoke coming out of their exhausts and their guns.”132 
Third Battalion would advance north of the town of Cantigny in order to establish 
a new front line opposite the Bois de Laval and Bois de Framicourt.  Company M was on 
the south of 3rd Battalion’s line of advance, the far right of 3rd Battalion’s lines with 
Company L on its left.  Lieutenant Tyler remembers the scene:  “Just before we reached 
their front lines they [the Germans] swarmed out and soon began trying to put as much 
distance between themselves and us as possible.  Run!  They simply faded away.  Our 
rifles got many of them.  Most of the Boches however came out of their trenches running 
towards us waving hands frantically over their heads, and yelling ‘Kamerad.’”133 
Tasked with liaising with 2nd Battalion’s F Company, Lieutenant Gerald Tyler 
instructed Sergeant Carl Sohnke to establish contact with F Company as he noticed a gap 
widening in the line of battle.  Sergeant Sohnke was killed shortly thereafter, and 
Lieutenant Tyler had to send another runner to find Captain James Anderson, commander 
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of Company F.  The runner returned, saying all the officers in F Company had been 
killed, and he could not find anyone in command.134  Company L was also lagging 
behind in the advance, and “Lieutenant Tyler ordered his men into a fan shaped forward 
movement which caused me great alarm, because we were now occupying a frontage 
ordinarily held by two or more companies.”135 
Third Battalion met little opposition at first, but soon came under heavy fire from 
its left flank.136  The advance continued, and 3rd Battalion reached its objective at 7:20 
A.M.  Lieutenant Tyler located what he thought was his company’s objective, ordering 
his men to dig into the chalky soil.   
A French Captain who was with the tanks came to me and 
suggested I move my men about 200 meters farther forward as they could 
get a much better field of fire from there.  The enemy’s shells were now 
falling among us and there were many calls for first aid men.  However 
the men silently replaced their packs, picked up their rifles and 
entrenching tools and moved forward. 
The French captain was enthusiastic about this and told me that it 
would never have been possible to persuade French soldiers to move 
forward under fire after they had been ordered to dig in.137 
The first German counterattack began ten minutes later against 1st Battalion’s 
positions along the road to Montdidier.  Lieutenant Tyler noticed that the platoon to his 
left was causing a gap to develop.   
I was distributing my men out and getting them on a line so we 
could dig a more effective trench by connecting up shell holes when 
somebody said my platoon was too far from the one on my left.  I went 
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over to tell the Lieutenant on my left that he would have to move his 
platoon to the right flank a little more.  By this time machine gun bullets 
were tilling the air and snipers were active.  The Boches had found where 
we stopped.  When I went over to see the Lieutenant something hit me in 
the right thigh and knocked me down.  It was a sniper’s bullet.  I crawled 
to the hole a couple of men were digging and not a moment too soon for 
the Huns played a machine gun right over the top of it nearly all day….For 
about ten hours I stayed there not daring to stick my head up because 
machine gunners and snipers were active.138 
On May 26, the Germans had launched a third offensive of the Spring, pushing 
seventeen divisions through the allied lines forty miles southeast of Picardy seizing the 
city of Soissons and pushing the Allied defenses back to a depth of 35 miles.  French 
artillery was pulled from the American Division as soon as the 28th Infantry Regiment 
reached its objective.  They would be sent south to stop the most recent German thrust 
towards Paris.  This would limit counter-battery fire against German artillery to the 5th 
Field Artillery’s 155 mm Howitzers which did not have the range or the mass to suppress 
the German batteries, allowing the Germans to increase their indirect fire on the 
American trenches.  About noon, the German artillery and machine guns opened up with 
a constant fire on the new American front lines.139  The 28th Infantry Regiment’s orders 
remained to hold the position at all costs.  These lines were in the middle of a clear field, 
Captain Stuart Wilder noted the position was “well known and the range certain.”140 
Lieutenant Gerald Tyler wrote from his hospital bed in Paris, “Then in the 
afternoon they began shelling us.  For two hours I stood just the same thing that I had 
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stood the day before.  This means a counter-attack.  He shells the trenches until he thinks 
he’s killed everybody in them, then he comes over.  The way he shelled us for two hours 
was a fright.”141  
Lieutenant George Redwood, the intelligence officer for 3rd Battalion, attempted 
to stem the retreat.  Lieutenant Gerald Tyler would remember Redwood dropping into the 
shell hole he was using for cover and asking: 
How things were going.  I gave him what information I could and 
advised him to get under cover because the area was being subjected to 
heavy machine gun fire.  I noticed that he was holding his right hand up to 
his chest at this time.  He replied that he had already been wounded and 
intended to proceed to Bn. Headquarters to make his report.  A few 
minutes after this, word was passed to me that he had been killed by shell 
fire.142 
At 5:10 P.M., a small counterattack threw the American lines into disarray.  
Company L and Company K heard rumors that 3rd Battalion was to be withdrawn to its 
original lines.  Major Jesse Cullinson, the 3rd Battalion commander, reported that the two 
companies withdrew in an orderly manner, by echelon, which forced him to send his 
reserves, Company I and 18th Infantry Regiment’s Company G forward to the lines. 143  
Around 6:00 P.M. a heavy German artillery barrage began pounding the exposed 
Americans.  Shortly thereafter, a German counterattack came out of the Bois de 
Framicourt striking out at the positions of 3rd Battalion and 2nd Battalion.  At 6:45 P.M., 
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after heavy artillery preparation and behind a rolling barrage, the Germans attacked 
again.  And again the Americans would repulse the Germans.   
By that point, Lieutenant Gerald Tyler had maintained command of his platoon 
for 10 hours in combat.  On the verge of collapse, he decided to attempt to make it to an 
aid station.  
I had been wounded for many hours, my wound needed dressing 
badly and I was weak from loss of blood and lack of water.  I ventured to 
peep over in the direction of the communication trench, between it and 
myself several shells were at that instant exploding and the machine gun 
bullets were flicking up the dust everywhere.  I concluded I’d be a fool to 
try it but I got right up and beat it through that hell, for the communication 
trench.  I shall never know how I made it but I remember running from 
one shell hole to another as best I could with my lame leg, hearing shell 
fragments, shrapnel and bullets whizz about my ears.144 
That night, two additional companies from the 18th Infantry Regiment and one 
company from the 26th Infantry Regiment were ordered to strengthen the front lines.  
Lieutenant Tyler reached the aid station, “since then have let other people worry over me.  
When they gave me a bath and put me between clean sheets in the hospital I thought I 
must be in heaven.”145 
On May 29, three additional counterattacks were repulsed and an enemy 
counterattack on the early morning of the 30 was also repulsed.  The 18th Infantry 
Regiment was ordered to relieve the 28th Infantry Regiment, which took place the nights 
of the May 30 and 31.  The History of the First Division in the World War noted of the 
Battle of Cantigny that, “Like many other small actions in warfare, it marked a turning 
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point in the psychological, if not in the military, influence upon the war, and it will live in 
history as an achievement to which the American people will ever point with pride.”146  
James Carl Nelson would argue the real significance of the American offensive was 
psychological, not tactical.  “The Battle of Cantigny was, instead, a simple and brutal 
announcement of American power, American resolve, a public-relations coup intended to 
leave Fritz humiliated, and to portend what lay in store for him once the United States 
really got up to speed, once ‘We’re coming over’ became ‘We’re here.’”147 
Seven days before Lieutenant Gerald Tyler went “over the top,” on May 21, 1918 
the German submarine UC-56 was stalking the waters off the coast of France looking for 
allied shipping to pray on.  The UC-56 had sank the hospital ship HMHS Glenart Castle 
on February 26, and conducted additional minelaying patrols since that date.  
Newly promoted Lieutenant Junior Grade Daniel A. J. Sullivan (1902) was 
onboard the USS Christabel escorting the British Steamer Danse which had fallen behind 
its convoy two miles from Ile-de-Yeu.  At 08:52 P.M., a periscope was sighted and the 
USS Christabel moved to intercept the submarine.  The crew of the USS Christabel 
armed their depth charges and launched two into the ocean.  The two detonations from 
those depth charges were followed by a larger explosion which sent a column of water 
flying skyward.  Black oil and splintered wood rose to the surface, which would be the 
last the crew of the Danse and USS Christabel would see of the German U-Boat.148 
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The USS Christabel was partially lifted from the water by the explosion of the 
German U-Boat, breaking loose the depth charges which were prepared to fire.  Knowing 
the depth charges were armed to explode, Lieutenant Sullivan jumped onto the depth 
charges and secured them.149  Had the depth charges not been secured, the USS 
Christabel and its crew of 66 men could have been lost. 
Three days later, the UC-56 arrived in the Spanish port of Santander, but too 
seriously damaged to return to Germany.  In the words of Secretary of the Navy Josephus 
Daniels, “The Christabel, smallest of the converted yachts, surprised her big sisters by 
smashing up a submarine so badly that it was just able to reach a Spanish port, where U-
boat and crew were interned for the remainder of the war.”150 
On May 27, the day before the Battle of Cantigny, the German Army launched a 
third offensive between Berry-au-Bac and the Oise River.  The Germans broke through 
the French lines, crossed the Aisne, Vesle, and Ourcq Rivers driving toward the Marne 
River.  They turned westward towards Paris, using the Marne River to protect their 
southern flank.  The British and French armies were stretched to their limits, 
necessitating the American Divisions in country to rush into the lines with or without 
their training, to fortify the lines.   
The 2nd Division was in the Chaumont-en-Vexin area when the third German 
offensive commenced.  On March 30, the 2nd Division had orders to relieve the 
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American 1st Division, but received new orders halting those plans.  The 2nd Division, 
with Second Lieutenant James Pickens Adams (1917) was ordered to join the French 
Sixth Army in the vicinity of Meaux on the Marne River 40 kilometers west of Chateau-
Thierry.151  The History of the Sixth Regiment United States Marines summarizes the 
intent of the new orders:  “Embussing was completed before 9:30 that morning, and the 
new famous ride, as the result of which the regiment was thrown into the breach which 
threatened the French capital, was begun.”152   
Sixth Marine Regiment reached Montreuil-aux-Lions early on the morning of 
June 1 and was given a short rest in houses to shelter the Marines from aerial observation.  
About mid-afternoon, Lieutenant Adams began marching his platoon, with the rest of the 
Regiment along the Chateau-Thierry / La Ferté road.153  Harrison Cale, a member of 96th 
Company, described the scene the Marines saw as they marched to the front lines.  “We 
passed through Meaux, and the main body of the French army in full retreat.  All 
semblance of formation had disappeared.  Soldiers mingled with civilians in a mad rush 
to safety.  Beyond Meaux the road was filled with refugees.”154 
The 2nd Division was to be placed in a support position north of the Marne River 
and across the Paris / Metz highway, west of Chateau-Thierry to provide a line for the 
French Divisions to retreat through.  The 2nd Division front stretched over approximately 
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15 kilometers with the Army Infantry Brigade holding the right subsector and the Marine 
Brigade holding the left subsector.155  Lieutenant Adams’ platoon was in the lines of 
Second Battalion, 6th Marine Regiment which was positioned on the far south of the 
regiment’s front lines, southwest of the “Bois-de-Belleau,” or as it would become 
infamous in Marine Corps lore “Belleau Wood.” 
The reality of the situation on the ground was much more complex for the 
inexperienced junior officers of the 6th Marine Regiment.   
There was considerable confusion of orders, many of them verbal, 
as to what French units were to be relieved.  The result of this was that 
gaps in the line developed constantly.  It was only by the almost 
superhuman efforts of the Intelligence officers and regimental and 
battalion commanders that liaison was maintained.  The war of position 
had suddenly become a thing of the past.  The war of movement, similar in 
some respects to the tropical fighting with which old Marine officers and 
men were familiar, had developed.156 
Lieutenant Adams was a platoon leader in the 78th Company which was placed in 
a “gulley” northwest of the Triangle Farm with the 1st Battalion on its left.  Harrison 
Cale recalls one dire warning from the retreating French. “As we passed a clump of trees 
near the Triangle Farm, a French officer at the head of a company of horsemen dashed up 
to my section and shouted, ‘Go back while you have the opportunity. There are many 
Boche!’  ‘Many Boche,’ I answered, ‘why that’s just what we came over here to see.’”157 
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The first two days (June 1 and 2, 1918) the 6th Regiment was on line passed 
quietly, but late on the afternoon of June 2, intelligence was received that a fresh division 
had joined the Germans and was expected to attack on the 2nd Division’s right with two 
regiments north of the Paris road and one regiment south of the road.  This intelligence 
resulted in the 97th Company of 3rd Battalion being detached to 2nd Battalion and 
reporting to Major Thomas Holcomb.158  The morning of June 3 did not see the attack 
materialize, but the Germans brought up more artillery and began a more serious barrage 
against the Marines.  The regiment had become well entrenched by this point, but, 3rd 
Battalion suffered some casualties among its scouts and 84th Company.  On June 4 and 5, 
Germany artillery, snipers and machine guns were active during the day but losses among 
the 6th Regiment were not significant.159 
On the afternoon of June 6, the 6th Regiment received Field Order Number 2 
from Brigadier General James G. Harbord, the U.S. Army general in command of the 4th 
Marine Brigade.   
3.  The attack will be in two phases:  
To take the Bois de BELLEAU. 
To take the R. R. Station Bouresches. 
(a)  Disposition of troops for the first phase.  The BOIS de BELLEAU will 
be taken by the 3rd [Battalion] 5th Marines on the left and the 3rd 
[Battalion] 6th Marines on the right.  The attack, first phase, will be 
commanded by Colonel Catlin, 6th Marines.”160 
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Belleau Wood was a tangle of dense trees, with streams, ravines, gullies and large 
rock outcroppings that made the terrain heavy with obstacles.  Entrenching was almost 
unnecessary because of the density of natural terrain.  Colonel Caitlin was placed in 
overall command of the operation to take Belleau Wood with 3rd Battalion, 5th Regiment 
under his command.  He would later note, it was “too perfect a fortress to stay in German 
hands.”161 
First Battalion, 5th Regiment would seize Hill 142 with a rapidity that would give 
false confidence to General Harbord.  Ninety-Sixth Company, 2nd Battalion, 6th Marine 
Regiment would advance on the left flank to keep the lines continuous during the 
advance.  Lieutenant Adams in 78th Company along with the 79th Company and 80th 
Company were placed in support of 3rd Battalion’s offensive.  The orders ends, “The 
attack on BOIS DE BELLEAU will begin at 5 P.M.  The second phase will begin as soon 
as the first phase has attained its objective.”162 
The plan was extremely complicated, and after 1st Battalion, 5th Regiment 
launched its attack at 5:00 PM the Germans spotted the Marines in the open.  This 
unleashed a hellish artillery barrage, but 1st Battalion, 5th Regiment achieved its 
objective of Hill 142.  Thirty minutes later, 500 men from 3rd Battalion, 5th Regiment 
and 500 men from 3rd Battalion, 6th Regiment launched the attack on Belleau Wood. 
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Inside Belleau Wood was 28 officers and 1,141 men from the 461st Regiment, 
237th Division, Germany Army commanded by Major Hans Bischoff.  Major Bischoff 
realized Belleau Wood was better terrain to defend from than launch an attack from.163  
Third Battalion, 6th Regiment charged into the woodline, but were soon pinned down by 
heavy machine gun fire from the 461st Regiment.  Many Marine Corps legends would 
come from the Battle of Belleau Wood, including one that a gunnery sergeant (most often 
identified as Daniel Daly,) raised his rifle over his head and bellowed, “Come on you 
sons of bitches!  Do you want to live forever?” to rally men from 6th Regiment in a 
charge against the German positions in Belleau Wood.164 
Harrison Cale noted: 
Many difficulties were experienced as [3rd Battalion, 6th 
Regiment] advanced through the wooded areas. The tree tops were 
infested with machine gun nests.  This meant work with the bayonet, hand 
to hand with an enemy we had already found we could master.  We took 
no prisoners and the only Germans we left behind were dead Germans.  
They were quick to perceive this and changed the whimper of ‘Kamarad’ 
to the plea ‘Le Guerre est fini.’  But the thoughts of those maimed children 
and the menace to our own homes only made us sink our bayonets the 
deeper.165 
The two battalions advanced in the heavy woods until 8:30 P.M., when the enemy 
machine gun fire became so heavy that further advance was impossible.  Lieutenant 
Colonel Harry Lee had to assume command when Colonel Caitlin was shot through the 
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chest.  “The losses in killed and wounded in this regiment [6th] were large.  The edge of 
Belleau Woods near Bouresches was attained.  This was the first objective.”166 
Second Battalion, 6th Regiment was ordered to seize the city of Bouresches by 
General Harbord.  The 96th Company was ordered off the line and Harrison Cale 
described his company’s advance: 
To reach the town it was necessary to cross a wheat field more 
than 200 yards wide. The German artillery opened up point blank upon us, 
supported by a withering machine gun fire, the bullets running like a river 
of lead through the tops of the wheat….  Advancing by short, quick rushes 
and then down to the ground for cover, we swept forward in the old 
American style of fighting. In the screen of trees directly before 
Bouresches, the foliage and branches rattled and vibrated with the put-put-
put of the concealed machine guns. As my section advanced, eight of the 
twelve men were killed before we had gone a hundred feet. We pushed on. 
The bullets whipped and cut our clothing and clipped the ammunition 
from our belts. Men fell fast upon that field. Out of one hundred and fifty 
who started across that field but twenty four reached the town itself. 
A fierce hand-to-hand struggle ensued. Bouresches was occupied 
by 300 of the enemy. Every street had its fight; sticking—slashing—
banging.  Machine guns in the doors of the buildings, in the church 
steeple, behind piles of rubbish, and sharpshooters in every coign of 
vantage. I ran down one street with a lieutenant who had the bars shot off 
his shoulders. A high explosive shell burst above us, denting our helmets, 
but we were spared. In a cellar a number of the enemy hid with a machine 
gun. I tossed a hand grenade into their midst and it was “Fini La Guerre” 
for them.167 
Second Lieutenant James Pickens Adams was in the companies supporting a 
pinned down 3rd Battalion by firing into the flank of the 461st Regiment.  Without its 
support, the 3rd Battalion would have been unable to receive supplies and reinforcements 
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as they were pinned down in the hasty trenches in the “beachhead” established in Belleau 
Wood.   
By 8:30 P.M. the Marine offensive had ended.  Major Sibley, commanding 3rd 
Battalion sent the following message to the Regimental Headquarters: 
Date:  6-6-18  Hq. 8:45 p.m. 
To:  Regimental Commander 
Unable to advance infantry further because of strong machine gun 
positions and artillery fire.  Have given orders to hold present position at 
far edge of woods. Losses already heavy.  Await instructions. 
Sibley 
Major Holcomb, commanding the 2nd Battalion, realized the precarious position 
of the 96th Company’s remaining 24 men holding Bouresches.  Requesting 
reinforcements, Major Sibley ordered the remaining men of the 84th Company and 97th 
Company to reinforce the Marines in Bouresches.  By 11:00 P.M., the town of 
Bouresches was secure, and the 2nd Battalion would repel the German counterattacks 
over the next two days.  That night companies from the 2nd Engineer Regiment were 
brought forward to reinforce the positions of the 4th Marine Brigade along with 
ammunition.  German artillery shelled the Bois de Belleau for most of the night, with the 
gas being noted as “very annoying.”168  This would be the bloodiest battle in Marine 
Corps history until Tarawa, 25 years later.  Thirty-one officers and 1,056 enlisted 
personnel were killed, wounded, or missing at the end of June 6, and the Battle of Belleau 
wood would continue an additional three weeks. 
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The History of the Sixth Regiment United States Marines noted the situation over 
the next days as, “Water was available only by being carried by canteens along difficult 
routes.  Some rations were dumped, but owing to scarcity of men only a few could be 
carried to the troops.”169  Harrison Cale described the situation:  “Then followed days and 
nights of heavy bombardment.  Sleep was impossible.  Food was scarce. Even the red 
embalmed Argentine beef, called “Monkey Meat,” was A. W. O. L. (absent without 
leave). There was only excitement to live on.”170 
On the morning of June 8, 3rd Battalion attacked a second time at 6:00 A.M. after 
a barrage by the 2nd Division’s artillery.  “Hand-to hand fighting continued until about 
8:30 A.M. when it was found that the enemy had created “forts” among the rocky 
outcroppings in the wood with machine guns providing interlocking fields of fire.  Third 
Battalion was pulled back on June 9, while Belleau Wood came under heavy artillery 
barrage by the U.S. guns. 
First Battalion, which had been held in reserve, was brought up the following 
morning while 2nd Battalion continued to hold the right flank.  On the night of June 11, 
the men of 2nd Battalion was pulled back to be the Regiment’s reserve and receive their 
first hot meal since the start of the Battle of Belleau Wood.   
On June 12, a dying German officer reported to the Marines a fresh division had 
been brought to the front and “intended to attack at dawn.”171  Major Holcomb ordered 
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the 78th Company and 96th Company to cover 2 kilometers of open country between 
their reserve positions in Lucy-le-Bocage to a position in Belleau Wood. 
Lieutenant Adams would reach his position at 8:00 A.M. on the morning of June 
13, when the Germans would begin their attack.  The Germans shelled Belleau Wood 
throughout the day as their attack on Bouresches failed.  At 2:00 AM, June 14, Lieutenant 
Adams’ platoon with the rest of the 2nd Battalion, 6th Regiment received orders to 
relieve the 2nd Battalion, 5th Regiment in Belleau Wood.  He led his men through a 
hellish barrage over the course of June 14, but by that evening the entire 78th Company 
would be evacuated from the battlefield, either as wounded or gassed.172  Lieutenant 
Adams suffered from inhalation of mustard gas, and was evacuated to the rear as 7th 
Infantry Regiment (U.S. Army) relieved the 6th Marine Regiment.173 
On June 24, 3rd Battalion, 5th Regiment reentered the line and the following 
morning at 2:00 A.M. attacked again and succeeded in driving the enemy from remaining 
positions in the northeastern part of the Bois de Belleau.  On the morning of 26 June, 
Major Maurice Shearer sent the message, “Woods now U.S. Marine Corps entirely.”174 
Second Lieutenant Gerald Tyler would not know the full scale of his impact 
during the Battle of Cantigny, until one year and one day later.  “Major Gen. McGlaeslin, 
commanding the First Division, held a review of the troops this morning….And pinned 
on quite a few decorations.  He hung a French Croix de Guerre (Cross of War) with a 
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silver star on me.  My medal was awarded for Cantigny.”175  The 28th Infantry Regiment 
would be known as the “Lions of Cantigny” from May 28, 1918. 
First Lieutenant James B. Dick would depart France in June 1918 shortly after the 
1st Division left the battlefield of Cantigny.  He would return to the United States to be 
an artillery instructor at Camp Taylor, Kentucky.176   
While the individual contributions of Second Lieutenant James Pickens Adams 
are difficult to document through the confusion of the Battle of Belleau Wood, his actions 
did not go unrecognized by his Division.  In addition to a promotion to First Lieutenat, 
the Citation Orders of the 2nd Division, American Expeditionary Forces would award 
him a Silver Star Citation stating, “First Lieutenant Adams distinguished himself while 
serving with the Sixth Regiment (Marines), 2d Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
at Chateau-Thierry, France, 6 June to 10 July 1918.”177  In 1938, upon applying for 
membership in the Marine Corps Reserve, Captain Adams would have this citation 
upgraded to the Silver Star medal and also be awarded the Purple Heart for his injuries 
that day.178  The Marines cemented their legacy as the “Devil Dogs.”  According to the 
Marine Corps legend, it is because the Germans at Belleau Wood said they fought like 
“Teufel Hunden” (Hell Hounds.) 
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Ensign Daniel Augustus Josephus Sullivan may have realized he saved the lives 
of 66 men and the USS Christabel when he dove onto the depth charges on May 21, 
1918.  On November 11, 1920 he became the first Clemson man to earn the Medal of 
Honor, America’s highest award for valor.  He was one of thirteen men recognized in 
Washington D.C. during a day of ceremonies presided over by Secretary of the Navy, 
Josephus Daniels.179  His Medal of Honor is the rare Tiffany Cross version,180 presented 
only 28 times between 1917 and 1942. 
While these Clemson alumni were the first to enter battle in 1918, they would not 
be the last.  The bulk of the American Expeditionary Force was beginning to arrive 
during the early months of 1918, and Clemson men would continue to lead the way and 
demonstrate the highest levels of valor as they had in the earliest days of the war. 
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THE CLEMSON MEN WHO WENT “OVER THERE” 
“Clemson is well represented in every Department of the service.  Clemson men were in 
the first companies to go into the trenches in France.  It has been impossible to obtain the 
names of every Clemson man in the service.” – James C. Littlejohn181 
 
By May 1918, Clemson men were involved in every theater of the Great War, 
serving in a variety of positions across the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Marine 
Corps.  The stress which Clemson had put on engineering and mechanics had positioned 
many of Clemson’s alumni for success with new and developing technologies.  It is easy 
to take for granted the role of submarines, aircraft and tanks in the role of modern, mobile 
warfare but these technologies were in their infancy and under development during the 
First World War. 
Submarine warfare was not unknown to the U.S. Navy on entry into the First 
World War; in fact it was largely an “American innovation.”  The first submersible, the 
Turtle, had been developed by David Bushnell for use in the American Revolution, 
although it had been less than successful in attaching explosives to the hulls of British 
warships.  The H. L. Hunley, a Confederate submarine in the American Civil War, 
become the first submarine to sink a larger warship when it successfully attached an 
explosive charge to the USS Housatonic off Charleston Harbor.  A smaller, stealthier 
vessel had proven it could overpower the gunships which were the standard for naval 
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might.  With the Hunley’s action as a proof of concept, development of submersible 
warships had become a standard for naval powers by 1914.  Diesel-electric motor 
systems had given increased range and speed to submarines, while their numbers were 
greatly increased over the single vessels of past wars.  Advanced tactics also had 
increased the lethality of the submarines as they patrolled the Atlantic.  According to 
historian B. H. Liddell Hart, 
The military side of 1917 is thrown into shadow by the naval, or 
more strictly the economic, side.  The vital issue turned on the balance 
between Germany’s submarine pressure and Britain’s resistance.  April 
was the worst month.  One ship out of every four which left the British 
Isles never came home.  The Allies lost nearly a million tons of shipping, 
60 per cent of it British, and although the German navy’s promise of 
victory by the end of the month proved a miscalculation, it was clear that, 
ultimately, the continuance of such a ration of loss must starve the civilian 
population and prevent the maintenance of the armies.182 
Two Clemson men would serve in the submarine service during the First World 
War, although they would not see extensive combat.  Edward M. Shingler (1907) came to 
Clemson in September 1903 from Charleston, SC “in search of new fields to conquer.”  
Edward was a member of the Senior Dancing Club and the Track Team.  He also played 
class football before graduating in 1907 with a degree in Civil Engineering.183  Seeing the 
U.S. entry into the war pending, he earned a commission as an Ensign in the U.S. Navy 
on April 2, 1917.184 
Ensign Shingler initially served as a Boarding Officer in Charleston Harbor, but 
he departed for overseas duty in the Philippines where he reported as the Executive 
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Officer on the USS A-2.185   The A-2 began life as Submarine Torpedo Boat No. 3 named 
the USS Adder on October 3, 1900.  USS Adder was transported to the Philippine Islands 
in 1909 where she was assigned to duty with the 1st Submarine Division of the Asiatic 
Torpedo Fleet.  The Adder was renamed the A-2 on November 17, 1911.  During World 
War I, A-2 carried out patrols at the entrance to Manila Bay and around the island of 
Corregidor.186   
Mason T. Johnson (1916) majored in Textile Engineering at Clemson Agricultural 
College.  After the declaration of war, he enlisted in the U.S. Navy in July 1917.  He was 
trained as a radio operator at the Harvard Radio School.  Radio Operator Third Class 
Johnson crossed the Atlantic aboard the Royal Navy Cruiser H.M.S. Devonshire 
conducting convoy escort duties in May 1918.  On June 1, he was assigned to the L-class 
submarine USS L-9.187  The L-9 was operating out of Bantry Bay, Ireland patrolling 
British waters throughout the war.  The U.S. Navy’s Dictionary of American Naval 
Fighting Ships notes “although she sank no enemy submarines, L-9 and sister submarines 
were effective in hampering German U-boat operations.”188 
While the U.S. Navy was developing submarine warfare in the years leading up to 
the First World War, the value of armor to the U.S. Army was proven by its success in 
the Battle of the Somme in September 1916.  While their early employment proved 
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indecisive and only of limited success due to tactical mishandling and mechanical 
defects, in the words of B. H. Liddell Hart, “more discerning eyes realized that here was a 
key which, when properly used, might unlock the trench barrier.”189  The American 
Military Mission in Paris had documented these developments in reports which were 
highly critical of the early tank operations and the Paris-based observers had declared 
tanks a failure.  By 1917, this had become the official war department position.  In June 
1917, General John J. Pershing read the reports of the American Military mission and in 
July 1917, he ordered the creation of an American tank board to perform a detailed study 
of the new technology since the British and French boards had published conflicting 
theories on tactics and equipment.  According to Dale P. Wilson in his thesis for the 
Army War College, “The British insisted on using the heavy tank to clear the way for the 
infantry, while the French argued that light tanks operating in close liaison with the 
infantry offered the optimum battlefield solution.”190  The American board’s members, 
Colonel Fox Conner, Colonel Frank Parker, Lieutenant Colonel Clarence Williams and 
Major Nelson Margetts were decisively pro-tank, leading to the creation of the American 
Tank Corps.191 
William M. Rosborough (1908) was one of the Clemson men who found interest 
in the “land ship” technology pioneered by the British and the French.  He was 
commissioned as a First Lieutenant in the Engineer Corps on August 10, 1917 after 
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graduating from the Second Engineer Training Camp at the American University in 
Washington, D.C.  He was initially appointed as the aide to Colonel W. H. Rose, the 
commanding officer of the General Engineer Depot in Washington.  TAPS described 
Lieutenant Rosborough this way:  “One would imagine that ‘Rosen’ is content, but he is 
not.  He is forever censuring himself.  He feels that he is capable of doing more than he 
does.”192  A November 16, 1918 article in the Charlotte Observer noted that he spent the 
years prior to his entry into military service travelling the Carolinas.193  It is perhaps this 
sense of adventure and desire for excellence that led him to transfer in February of 1918 
to serve as aide to Colonel H. B. Ferguson.  Colonel Ferguson was organizing the newly-
formed American Tank Corps at Camp Meade.   
In March of that year, Lieutenant Rosborough was assigned as a Platoon 
Commander in Company C, 1st Heavy Battalion of the Tank Corps.194  On March 27, he 
boarded the White Star liner RMS Olympic, a sister ship of the RMS Titanic, which would 
carry a total of 7,500 troops to France.195  On April 7, after an uneventful crossing the 
bulk of the other American troops were offloaded in Brest, France.  The 1st Heavy 
Battalion was the exception.  The Olympic slipped out of Brest that night, crossing the 
English Channel to Southampton, England.  On April 9, the Battalion would undertake 
movement to the British Tank Corps Training Camp at Wareham, England.196 
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The first week of training at Wareham consisted of orientation, with combat skills 
training beginning the second week of training.  “Conducted by white-sweatered 
instructors from the British Tank School, it consisted mostly of bayonet drill, semaphore 
signaling, and ‘Physical tortrure’—fitness training administered in ‘huge doses.’”197  The 
American Tankers, used to a heartier American diet, found the British rations woefully 
inadequate supplementing their diet by forage or purchasing extra bread on the open 
market.  On April 18, the 1st Heavy Battalion was redesignated the 41st Heavy Tank 
Battalion.198 
On May 6, Lieutenant Rosborough would move on to the second phase of training 
at Bovington.  Classes were conducted on map reading and compass use, employment of 
pigeons, camouflage, minor repairs of the tanks, machine guns and the six-pounder 
cannon, gas warfare and mechanics.  The training grounds at Bovington had replicated 
the battlegrounds on the European mainland in minute detail.  Trenches were dug with 
barbed wire spread.  Even shell craters were replicated by using mines to blow craters in 
the English countryside.  The most exciting part of training at Bovington was driving the 
tanks.  As Captain Wilson notes one of the early Tankers described the experience as, 
the thrill of pulling a monster out of a deep trench nose pointing to 
the sky with the engine’s deafening roar, the acrid, never-to-be-forgotten 
smell of exploded gas, scorching oil and grease, and hot steel, the quick 
shutting down of the throttle, the gentle swing to earth, and then the 
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triumphant roaring answer of the engine to the opening of the throttle and 
the more-the-merry clanking of track plates.199 
As the 41st Heavy Tank Battalion underwent its final training in June, they would 
undergo a second redesignation as the 301st Heavy Tank Battalion.  Later in June, when 
delays in the production of Liberty aircraft engines would further postpose production of 
the joint built American-British Mark VIII heavy tanks in France, negotiations were 
undertaken between the American Expeditionary Forces Headquarters and the British 
government to equip the 301st Heavy Tank Battalion with British tanks.  The British 
government, facing its own shortages of heavy tanks, agreed to provide enough to equip 
the 301st, only if the battalion was attached to the British Expeditionary Force for 
operations.200 
Lieutenant Rosborough was not the only Clemson Alumni to serve in the Tank 
Corps.  Henry C. Jennings (1912) studied Agriculture at Clemson and was described by 
his classmates as “being of a distinctly pugilistic turn of mind, it is well for the 
community at large that he has such an even disposition: else the damage that he would 
do would be appalling.”201  He attended the first Officer’s Training Camp at Camp 
Oglethorpe, GA and was commissioned a Second Lieutenant in August 1917 with the 
men from the “War Class of 1917.”  He arrived in Geivres, France in January 1918 
serving in Company A, 304th Labor Battalion.  In May, he volunteered for service with 
the Tank Corps and underwent training at the Tank Center established by Major George 
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Patton at Langres, France.202  In June, the tank school had implemented a nine-week 
program of instruction covering infantry drill, gas engines, tank driving, military 
intelligence, machine-gun and cannon operation, athletics and special advanced tank 
training.  The capstone of the training was a week-long “battle exercise” under field 
conditions.203 
Tanks and submarines were not the only new technologies which had captured the 
imagination of Clemson alumni.  If the submarine was a weapon of economics in the 
First World War, then the airplane was a psychological weapon.  B. H. Liddell Hart 
recognized the effectiveness of bombing raids on civilian populations.  “If the stoicism of 
the civil population took much of the sting from a weapon then in its infancy, the indirect 
effect was serious, interrupting business and checking out put in industrial centres, as 
well as drawing off, for defense, many aircraft from the front.”204  In the realm of 
propaganda, the pilot was depicted as a modern day knight taking to the skies.   
Early in the war, aviation had proven its value to the British Expeditionary Force 
(B.E.F.) in 1914 when reconnaissance missions reported a German attempt to flank the 
B.E.F. at Mons and another mission reported General Kluck’s drive towards the Marne.  
By 1917, multiple missions had evolved for the airplane in war.  Machine guns were 
mated to faster aircraft to develop pursuit (now known as fighter) aircraft.  Ordinance 
was loaded onto bomber aircraft for deep raids behind enemy lines.  And observers 
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accompanied pilots over enemy lines in order to report intelligence back to higher 
headquarters, take aerial photographs, and direct artillery fire onto enemy targets. 
Oscar P. McCord (1911) was known as “Mac” to his Clemson classmates when 
he studied mechanical and electrical engineering.  He was active in the Electrical Science 
Club at Clemson and was a member of the Pendleton Guards.  “Mac made a name for 
himself as a middle distance track man by winning a quarter-mile race with Professor 
Bramlett, formerly the holder of the world’s record.”205 
Initially, “Mac” McCord enlisted on August 12, 1917 in the Army Air Service 
assigned to the 99th Aero Squadron at Kelly Field, TX.  He rapidly rose through the 
enlisted ranks, eventually serving as the acting Sergeant Major for the 99th Aero 
Squadron.  “Mac” was commissioned as a First Lieutenant on December 14, 1917 and 
assigned as the Engineering Officer at Wilbur Wright Field.  Wilbur Wright Field, 
located in Ohio, was a major training base for armorers, pilots, and mechanics.  
Lieutenant McCord would eventually be the Chief Engineer and Instructor at Wright 
Field earning a promotion to Captain on May 5, 1918.  By October 1918, he would be the 
General Supervising Engineer of all training fields and was based at the War Department 
in Washington, D.C.  “Mac” McCord would be promoted to Major in the Reserve 
Officer’s Corps on March 19, 1919.206  
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Lorraine Hardin (1917) graduated with the Class of 1917 after the departure of the 
members selected First Oglethorpe Training Camp.  Soon after graduation, he enlisted in 
the Army Air Service on July 30, 1917 and was assigned to the 48th Aero Squadron.  
Lorraine entered the second series of Officer Training Camps, earning his commission as 
a First Lieutenant on December 15, 1917.  He would serve as the Assistant Engineering 
Officer at Park Field near Millington, TN.  On June 8, 1918 he would depart Park Field to 
join the 20th Aero Squadron on August 1 as the squadron’s Engineering Officer.   
Thomas Morris Jervey (1917) had originally come to Clemson Agricultural 
College in 1905 as a “Rat,” but left at the end of his freshman year.  He reenrolled at the 
college in 1914 and would graduate with the “War Class” of 1917.  His classmates wrote 
of him in TAPS, “‘Tom’s’ originality and good humor, together with his never-failing 
habit of saying exactly what the he thinks, have won for him many friends who will 
always remember him as one who can be relied upon to do what is right, regardless of the 
consequences.”207  Thomas Jervey also trained in the second round of Officer’s Training 
Camps and was commissioned a First Lieutenant in December 1917.  He was trained as 
an ordinance officer and went “over there” to France in February 1918.  He reported to 
the 91st Aero Squadron as an armament officer.208 
The 91st Aero Squadron had been formed on April 20, 1917 at San Antonio, TX.  
The squadron departed New York on October 27 arriving in France on November 11, 
1917.  On the morning of December 13, the squadron received orders moving them to 
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Amanty, where they began training the Observers of the 1st Observation Group on 
February 22.  Observers were specially trained gunners and navigators who were 
educated in the principles of aerial reconnaissance and photography.  Of the 1,402 pilots 
and 769 observers who were assigned to combat during the 7 months the Army Air 
Service saw action, by the signing of the Armistice only 744 pilots and 481 observers 
would remain on flying status.  The 91st Aero Squadron’s training role would prove 
fortuitous for Lieutenant Thomas Jervey, who would begin observer training and become 
one of the earliest combat aviators in the U.S. military. 
Other Clemson men were interested in piloting aircraft though, and were accepted 
for pilot training with the U.S. Army Air Service.   
Paul Bissell (1912) was described by classmates, “Probably the briefest and, at the 
same time the most accurate, description that can be given of Paul is a statement once 
made by one of his friends:  ‘Everything that Paul does is done well – and he does 
everything.”  In addition to graduating with degrees in Civil Engineering, Chemistry and 
Geology, he was Chairman of the Senior Class Committee, 1912 Class Artist and Art 
Editor for TAPS, President of the Glee Club, Member of the German Club, Senior 
Dancing Club, and in addition played Varsity Football for all four years.  He was also 
Captain of the Football Team from 1911 – 1912.209  Paul Bissell enlisted in the Army Air 
Service on October 30, 1917.  He was commissioned a Second Lieutenant on May 6, 
1918.210  Assigned to the 278th Aero Squadron, stationed at Love Field in Dallas, Texas, 
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he would depart for Brest, France aboard the steamship Von Steuben on August 18, 
1918.211 
Claude S. Garrett (1917) was known for his jovial and agreeable disposition, and 
was a popular member of the “War Class of 1917.”  “Claude had hopes of being a 
military genius, but he never obtained an office other than assistant section marcher.  
‘Cush’ certainly holds some hand with the fair sex, as can be seen by his daily tramps 
across the campus.”212  Claude was one of the Clemson cadets chosen for the first 
Officer’s Training Camp at Oglethorpe earning a commission as a First Lieutenant.  
Lieutenant Garrett did not graduate from the Officer’s Training Camp; instead he was 
chosen for a special class of 25 men to undertake pilot training at Victoria College in 
Toronto, Canada.  He underwent further pilot training at Camp Hicks, TX and was 
assigned to the 8th Aero Squadron. 
On November 22, 1917, First Lieutenant Garrett departed for overseas aboard the 
RMS Carpathia – a ship made famous as the first rescue vessel on the scene of the RMS 
Titanic disaster five years earlier.  After further training in England, the 8th Aero 
Squadron crossed the English Channel on July 17, 1918 and would become the second 
“Liberty Squadron” to fly in France.  Lieutenant Garrett would be the Flight Leader of C 
Flight.213   
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The most highly decorated World War I aviator from Clemson, Dogan Arthur 
(Ex’ 1913), came to Clemson Agricultural College in the autumn of 1909 to study 
textiles, but departed during or shortly after his sophomore year.214  He enlisted on July 
21st, 1917 in Chicago, IL and underwent pilot training at Selfridge Field and Gerstner 
Field.  He was commissioned a Second Lieutenant on February 8, 1918 and departed 
overseas on February 28.  From March to May, Lieutenant Arthur underwent training at 
the Aerial Gunnery School near Rome, Italy. 
In addition to the Clemson men who were putting their engineering educations to 
work in the latest technology, more Clemson Alumni were headed into the trenches.  The 
118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division would have significant numbers of Clemson 
Alumni among its ranks.  The 118th Infantry Regiment was based on the 1st South 
Carolina Infantry Regiment while the 113th Field Artillery Regiment and 105th Engineer 
Regiment would draw heavily from the North Carolina National Guard. 
The 1st South Carolina Infantry Regiment was a National Guard unit with a heavy 
Clemson influence among its ranks.  It had been called to service on the Mexican Border 
in 1916.  The 1st South Carolina Infantry Regiment was called to service again on April 
27, 1917 to guard “important property throughout South Carolina.”  Under the command 
of Colonel P. K. McCully, its most critical duty from April to mid-July was the guarding 
of railroad bridges across the state.215  In July 1917, the U.S. government federalized the 
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National Guard and placed them at the War Department’s disposal.  The psychological 
impact of National Guardsmen going into combat cannot be understated.  The Story of the 
Rainbow Division describes the importance of National Guardsmen to their communities 
in 1917.   
The National Guard soldiers were the “home soldiers.”  Somebody 
in every little town belonged to the State organization.  The girls all went 
to their dances and they always marched in the Decoration Day and Fourth 
of July parades and the armories were the scenes of every community’s 
biggest “affairs.”  One American division had already gone to France, but 
that was a division of “regulars.” ….  [The American public] never 
thought of ‘regulars’ in connection with “home.”216 
The 1st South Carolina Infantry Regiment was redesignated the 118th Infantry 
Regiment, and together with the 117th Infantry Regiment and 114th Machine Gun 
Battalion formed the 59th Infantry Brigade, 30th Division.  The dispersed National 
Guardsmen of the 118th Infantry Regiment were ordered to assemble at Camp Sevier 
outside Greenville, SC immediately. 
Jesse T. Crawford (1911) was a Ware Shoals, South Carolina native who was 
described by his classmates as a “Bear.”  TAPS added, “Do not be alarmed, ladies; he will 
not hurt you; he is not a real bear, but merely a clever facsimile.”217  A leader at Clemson, 
he enlisted in the South Carolina National Guard as a Private in 1910218 and TAPS notes 
he was “Commander Clemson College Post, N.G.S.C. 1.”  He was also a recipient of the 
Orator’s Medal and the President of several clubs at Clemson Agricultural College.219  He 
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steadily rose through the ranks of the South Carolina National Guard, being promoted to 
Corporal in 1911, Drum Major in 1912, Sergeant Major of the 1st South Carolina 
Infantry Regiment from 1914 – 1915 and Color Sergeant from 1915 – 1916.  He was 
commissioned a Second Lieutenant before deploying to El Paso, Texas for service on the 
Mexican Border with Machine Gun Company.  He returned to South Carolina as a First 
Lieutenant and was promoted to Captain in August 1917 when he was mustered into 
Federal Service.220 
Claude B. Iler (1915) enlisted on April 16, 1917 with the 1st South Carolina 
Infantry Regiment after the declaration of war with Germany.  He was appointed as a 
Regimental Supply Sergeant, before he was commissioned as a Lieutenant on December 
6, 1917.  Claude played Varsity Baseball at Clemson Agricultural College from 1912 – 
1915 and served as President or Vice-President of many organization while he studied 
Electrical Engineering.  “Since his first entrance into College, his shining 
accomplishment has been his ability to get what he wants by his persuasive manner and 
his jovial good nature.  As a baseball player, ‘Pip’ has made a most creditable 
showing.”221 
Several former Clemson Alumni would enlist in the South Carolina National 
Guard and serve in the ranks during the First World War.  William T. Slaughter Jr. (Ex’ 
1917) enrolled in Clemson with the “War Class of 1917” and studied Engineering before 
departing after his sophomore year.  He would enlist in the South Carolina National 
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Guard, and serve as a Sergeant in Supply Company, 118th Infantry Regiment.  Willie K. 
Humphries (OYA) was a one-year agricultural student completing the program in 
1915.222  He would enlist in the South Carolina National Guard as a Private First Class.223 
James Davison Heriot (Ex’ 1912) had attended Clemson from 1908 – 1910.  He was 
working as an Assistant Mail Carrier and Farmer in Providence, SC when he registered 
for the draft on June 5, 1917.224  He would eventually serve as a Corporal in I Company, 
118th Infantry Regiment.  Corporal Heriot would become one of Clemson’s most valiant 
sons before the end of the war.  Daniel H. McArn (Ex’ 1919) would leave Clemson to 
enlist in the South Carolina National Guard in August 1917.  He would serve beside 
Corporal Heriot in I Company. 
The men in the 118th Infantry Regiment would not be the only Clemson Alumni 
in the 30th “Old Hickory” Division as it prepared to deploy overseas.  The 113th Field 
Artillery Regiment would consist of volunteers drawn from North Carolina communities 
and have one Clemson man among its ranks.  In June 1917, the War Department 
announced it would accept a regiment of field artillery raised from the state of North 
Carolina.  The History of the 113th Field Artillery notes, “The whole State thrilled with 
pride when it was announced that the new regiment had been raised in less than thirty 
days and was ready for instant service wheresoever the country needed it.”225 
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Marshall S. Barnett (1915) was remembered by his classmates as “an independent 
lad, noted for being an extremely pleasant carefree fellow.  If there is any fun stirring 
anywhere, ‘Prep’ may be counted on as one of the ringleaders.”226  He enlisted in Battery 
C, 113th Field Artillery Regiment on July 25, 1917 as a Private.  He would entrain with 
the rest of the 113th Field Artillery to join his fellow Tigers at Camp Sevier on 
September 14.227 
Several Clemson Alumni would serve in the 105th Engineer Regiment as well.  
Perrin C. Cothran (1904) was one of the youngest men in the class of 1904.  He stood a 
tall 5 feet, 11 inches and served as the Sergeant-at-Arms and President of the Columbian 
Society and Chess Club.228  In 1917, he was a Captain in the North Carolina National 
Guard and the Adjutant of 1st Separate Battalion, North Carolina Engineers.  When the 
1st Separate Battalion was federalized in September 1917 and became the 1st Battalion, 
105th Engineer Regiment, Captain Cothran was appointed the Regimental Adjutant.229 
Ralph B. Cureton (1915) was a Charlotte, NC native who studied Civil 
Engineering at Clemson Agricultural College and played Varsity Baseball for four years 
alongside Claude Iler.  He would enlist in the 1st Separate Battalion in May 1917.  He 
would be sent to the 3rd Engineering Reserve Officer’s Training Camp and would be 
commissioned a Second Lieutenant in the 309th Engineer Regiment, 84th Division.230 
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John H. Trescot (1915) was an Electrical Engineering student while at Clemson 
Agricultural College.  His classmates would say of him that, “He is sure to succeed in this 
cold world, and we feel sure that some of that knowledge will leak out of his lofty 
bean.”231  He was commissioned into the 1st Separate Battalion on June 7, 1916 as a 
Second Lieutenant in Company B.  In 1916, He would serve with B Company on the 
Mexican Border and the next year be promoted to First Lieutenant on August 12, 1917 
before the battalion was federalized.232  
The 118th Infantry Regiment would be the first unit to arrive at the newly 
established Camp Sevier in Greenville County, South Carolina in July 1917.    Camp 
Sevier at that time “consisted mostly of woods, cultivated fields and mud.”  When the 
118th Infantry Regiment initially reached Camp Sevier it numbered only 1,200 men there 
was a “new plan calling for a war strength of more than 3,600 men and officers.” 
Recalling their early time at Camp Sevier the soldiers remembered that, “Infantry might 
have been the official designation of the Regiment, but the men insisted that it should be 
called the South Carolina Land & Development Company, so expert had they become 
with the use of the pick and shovel.”233 
September would see the arrival of the 113th Field Artillery Regiment and 105th 
Engineer Regiment.  The History of the 113th Field Artillery, 30th Division noted that 
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only the sparsest facilities were prepared for them when the Regiment arrived on 
September 14, 1917.   
After much difficulty guides were found …. Who could find the 
artillery camp by following a blue print sketch and the men were marched 
down a winding trail through the woods to the spot, where they found nine 
long frame mess-halls standing in the woods.  Just enough trees had been 
cut away to give the buildings standing room.  No regimental or battery 
streets had been cleared.  There was a line of latrines and bath-houses in 
the rear of the space reserved for the erection of tents and the laying out of 
the streets….  The organizations had their own cots and bedding and 
before night fell there were enough ‘tents, pyramidal, large’ up to shelter 
most of the men.  The remainder slept in the mess-halls…. 
The task that lay before the regiment on that “Blue Monday” 
following its arrival in camp, was a big one, viewed from any angle. A 
bare start had been made at getting the camp ready for human occupancy 
and that was all. Ahead of the men lay the job of clearing away a tangled 
forest, grubbing thousands of oak and forest pine stumps, draining acres of 
marshy ground and moving tons of dirt. Armed with axes, mattocks, picks, 
saws, shovels, ropes and other equipment the men went at it and week 
followed week, in dreary, monotonous grind.234 
The 30th Division men at Camp Sevier would be responsible for not only training 
for combat operations but also would have to build the infrastructure necessary for the 
sustenance of a military camp as well as the training grounds necessary for combat 
training.  The History of the 105th Regiment of Engineers would note in addition to the 
training necessary to prepare the Regiment for combat, “100-, 200-, 300-, 500- and 600-
yard rifle ranges were laid off by the Engineers and constructed with the aid of contract 
labor, which did the clearing and working parties from the infantry which assisted in 
some of the work on digging the target butts and fire trenches.  These ranges were 
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completed in December….”235  In addition to rifle ranges, the 105th Engineer Regiment 
recreated a complex trench network.   
A complete system of trenches was laid out by the Engineers and 
constructed with the assistance of the infantry and a trenching machine 
operated by the Engineers.  This system …. Was a complete sector with 
outposts, fire trench, support trench, intermediate and reserve trenches and 
the necessary communicating trenches.  In these were dug the deep 
dugouts, machine gun emplacements, and all the accessories necessary to 
trench warfare and life.236 
Unlike the 1st Division and 2nd Division, the bulk of the 30th Division’s training 
would occur at Camp Sevier.  The History of the 118th Infantry American Expeditionary 
Force noted the training at Camp Sevier had special schools set up by British and French 
army veterans. 
Specialist schools were established, in which men and officers 
were taught the use of machine guns, automatic rifles, grenades, the 
bayonet and all the other modern weapons used by infantry in France.  
These schools were supervised by French and British officers who 
selected the men showing special qualifications as their assistants, these 
assistants, in turn, acting as instructors throughout the Regiment.237 
The winter of 1917 – 1918 was especially harsh in the South Carolina upstate, and 
disease struck Camp Sevier.  Snow and rain turned the rough ground into mud, and the 
tents were never adequately heated.  “Mumps and measles broke out in camp and, 
naturally as night follows day, grippe, pneumonia and kindred ailments came and seized 
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upon the victims, who, weakened by mumps, measles and exposure, died in great 
numbers.”238 
Springtime saw the Clemson men and the Division as a whole growing into its 
own.  Sergeant Marshall Barnett would continue his rise through the ranks, as he was 
commissioned a Second Lieutenant on March 12, 1918 in Battery E, 113th Field Artillery 
Regiment.239  By April 1918, the Clemson alumni and other men of the 118th Infantry 
Regiment “could no longer be termed recruits, great changes being apparent in the 
bearing and conduct of the men, who now looked to be, acted, and were trained 
soldiers.”240  The History of the 113th Field Artillery, 30th Division would note a similar 
change among its ranks.  “By slow degrees every man found his place.  Men who had 
come to camp, privates, demonstrated their fitness for places of responsibility and in 
many cases men who had come to camp wearing the stripes of a corporal or of a sergeant 
again found their way back to the ranks.”241  This is not to say that discipline was always 
ideal for the young division.   
James B. Keith (1911) was known around Clemson Agricultural College as a 
“big-hearted, big-footed, good-natured, generous blond.”242  He was commissioned as a 
Captain in the 2nd South Carolina Infantry Regiment on October 12, 1911 where he 
commanded Company B.  He served on the Mexican border from August 1, 1916 to 
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March 20, 1917.  On September 15, 1917 he had taken command of Company B, 105th 
Military Police Battalion, 30th Division.243  As a member of the military police, he was 
responsible for discipline while in garrison at Camp Sevier and would assume 
responsibility for prisoners of war once overseas. 
On the morning of Sunday, April 7, 1918, Captain Keith was leading a 
detachment of Military Police on horseback to Rover Falls.  The 113th Field Artillery’s 
Supply Company was passing Captain Keith’s location that morning, about 9:45 AM.  
Captain Keith wrote in a memorandum for record to the Provost Marshall of Camp 
Sevier, “In passing Pvt. A. B. Klontz was behaving very much like a man under the 
influence of whiskey and shook his fist at me, yelling something that I could not hear.”244  
Captain Keith ordered the wagon to stop, but Private Klontz continued to drive on.  
Captain Keith finally got in front of the wagon to stop it.  “After driving to one side, I 
ordered him to get down off the wagon and he refused to do so.  After much persuasion, 
he was finally gotten off when I found that he was drunk.”245 
Private Klontz was placed under arrest and put in the charge of Sergeant Reid to 
turn over to his Company Commander when they arrived back in camp.  The wagon train 
had continued about 200 yards when someone reported to Captain Keith that the lead 
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wagon had liquor on it.  “I then sent Sergt. McBee with Pvt. Parton, Morrow, Poston, and 
Bugler Maynard to search [the] same.”246 
Wagoner Benfield, who was driving the lead wagon in the supply train, was drunk 
and disorderly when the search team reached him and when stopped he began to curse 
Private Morrow and Sergeant McBee calling him a “son of a bitch.”  At that insult, 
Private Morrow hit Wagoner Benfield in the face causing several of the Supply Company 
men to crowd around the fight.  Private Morrow, feeling threatened, drew his gun.  
Sergeant McBee, realizing the situation had escalated quickly, ordered Private Morrow to 
holster his pistol and began taking down the names of the intoxicated men.  “Thinking 
they had rounded up all the drunks, they turned to return to the awaiting platoon of 
Military Policemen when a number of men in the train shook canteens and bottles at 
them.”247 
Returning and reporting this to Captain Keith, he took offense at the shaking of 
the canteens and realized that maybe not all of the drunks had been rounded up.  He then 
took a car and used it to ride to the head of the supply train which was further down the 
road by that point.  Captain Keith found Lieutenant McKinnon and Lieutenant Simmons 
who were in the command of the Supply Train.  He made the two Lieutenants dismount 
and help him search the train for liquor.  “I found a number of drunks the names of which 
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are attached hereto and four canteens, three of which had contained liquor and the fourth 
one being about half full.  The whole bunch of drunks were loaded into an empty wagon 
and put in charge of Pvts. Poston and Graham, who took them to Travelers Rest.”248 
This infraction would not stop the 30th Division from deploying overseas though.  
The end of April saw the first actions taken to deploy overseas.  Major Mahon of the 
118th Division left Camp Sevier on April 30, 1918 with an advance detachment of 
officers and non-commissioned officers.  “All leaves were cancelled, drills suspended, 
and a quarantine was placed on the Regiment.”249  The advance detachment for the 105th 
Engineer Regiment would depart the following day.250 
The 118th Regiment entrained on May 4 for Camp Mills, Long Island, NY.  On 
May 10, they boarded transports for overseas at Hoboken, NJ.  The 105th Engineer 
Regiment would depart Camp Sevier on May 18, the same day the 113th Field Artillery 
Regiment would receive its orders to depart the U.S. for overseas.  The 30th Division 
would begin arriving in France and the division would begin to assemble 23 days after 
the first advance detachments had departed for France. 
More Clemson men in the South Carolina National Guard were already seeing 
service in France with the 42nd “Rainbow” Division.  Their training would differ from 
the 30th Division though, in the majority of it would take part in France.  The prevalence 
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of Clemson men in the 1st Battalion, 117th Engineer Regiment, 42nd Division would 





PUTTING THE ORANGE IN THE RAINBOW 
“More than anything else this name [The Rainbow Division] made a wonderfully smooth 
machine out of the mixed-up mass of men who represented as many different American 
ideals, traditions and temperaments as they represented American commonwealths and 
communities.” – Raymond S. Tompkins251 
 
The 1st Separate South Carolina Engineer Battalion had seen service on the 
Mexican border in 1916 with the 1st South Carolina Infantry Regiment.  In addition to 
the federalization of the 118th Infantry Regiment, Secretary of War Newton Baker 
directed in early-August “that a division of National Guard composed of units which 
have the most efficient and best trained personnel, be selected from various states and 
organized for immediate service in France.” This directive would establish the 42nd 
Division, comprised of National Guard soldiers from 26 states and the District of 
Columbia.252   
South Carolina Governor Richard Manning ordered Major J. M. Johnson, 
commander of the 1st Separate South Carolina Engineer Battalion to recruit soldiers to 
fill his “A Company” and create two new companies “B” and “C.”  A Company was 
based in Marion, SC, B Company would be raised in Columbia, SC, and C Company 
would be raised in Spartanburg, SC.  The three companies trained at their home armories 
until coming together in Mid-August 1917 at Camp Sevier in Greenville County to train 
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together.  In late-August, 736 men made up these three companies which were designated 
the 1st Battalion, 117th Engineer Regiment, 42nd Division by the War Department.  The 
majority of the men, about 500, came from South Carolina.253  At least 17 of these South 
Carolinians had attended the relatively new Clemson Agricultural College located in 
Oconee County. 
The impact of Clemson on A Company would be strongly felt.  Joseph W. 
Barnwell Jr. (1913) graduated from Clemson with a degree in Civil Engineering.  An 
“ardent advocate of the present military system,” his classmates noted, “He is always on 
the job, and his strict sense of honor and duty will bring him success in his future life.”254  
He was commissioned a Second Lieutenant in July 1916 and served on the Mexican 
border during the Border Wars.  In July 1917, he was promoted to First Lieutenant and 
was a platoon leader in A Company.255   
Joe P. Anderson (Ex’ 1913), a former classmate of Lieutenant Barnwell who had 
departed Clemson after his sophomore year, had enlisted in A Company and served as a 
Corporal during the war.256  Henry R. Trott (1916) studied Architectural Engineering at 
Clemson and was a Cheerleader for two years.  He was a Senior Private his final year at 
the college and would serve as a Sergeant in A Company.  His classmate, Harry C. 
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Wannamaker (1916) was remembered in TAPS as having a charming personality, he 
enlisted in A Company as a private. 
According to TAPS, Joseph N. Stribling (1912) was “among the strongest and 
most manly of our Class….Strib is no shirker of class-room duty and is never happier 
than when he is doing something to help another.”257  He studied Civil Engineering at 
Clemson and was commissioned as a First Lieutenant in Company B, 117th Engineer 
Regiment on July 4, 1917.258  John W. Hollowell (Ex’ 1917) had enrolled at Clemson 
with the War Class of 1917 studying Engineering but had departed after his sophomore 
year.  He would serve throughout the war as a Sergeant in B Company.259 
Arthur V. Hooks (1907) had studied Civil Engineering at Clemson Agricultural 
College where he was a member of the Columbian Literary Society and was the First 
Lieutenant of E Company.260   Commissioned as a Captain on June 1, 1917, he assumed 
the responsibility of organizing C Company, which he would command through the 
course of the war.261  Joseph N. Todd (1913) studied Civil Engineering at Clemson and 
was remembered as an accomplished artist.  “‘Joe,’” his entry in TAPS indicates, “is an 
artist of no mean ability, and he decorated his room, and even drew his own 
postcards.’”262  The 1913 TAPS showed a photograph of him working on an early 
painting of the “Clemson Tiger.”  He was commissioned a First Lieutenant in C 
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Company on June 25, 1917.  Ebenezer G. Kittles (1915) and Robert R. Shedd (1920) 
would be recruited during the organization of C Company, and both would be promoted 
to Sergeant First Class.263 
Evans B. Dibble (1905) who studied Mechanical and Electrical Engineering at 
Clemson Agricultural College in its early days and James R. Latimer (1916) would serve 
as “Master Engineers” in Headquarters Company, 117th Engineer Regiment.264  Latimer 
studied Civil Engineering at Clemson, and was remembered for “His genial smiles,” and 
TAPS noted that “his near-jokes have won for him a warm spot in the hearts of all who 
know him.  By virtue of his vocation as a Civil Engineer, he should be a prominent 
member of the Bachelor’s Society; yet his greatest delight comes from drawing house 
plans, and creating new mail routes.”265   
By September 13, the 1st Battalion had joined the 2nd Battalion which was drawn 
from National Guard units from California to form the 117th Engineer Regiment at Camp 
Albert L. Mills on Long Island, NY.  The 42nd Division would undertake six weeks of 
initial training.  While all the men of the 42nd Division were volunteers, the intent of the 
War Department was to draw National Guard soldiers who were experienced.  The Story 
of the Rainbow Division notes, “Many of them were ‘rookies’; their uniforms were new 
and stiff-looking and they moved around awkwardly.  For there had been hasty recruiting 
in some of the states to get the Rainbow together.  They drilled, drilled, drilled – all day 
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and every day, and though they were the pick of America’s National Guard they were 
hounded and harried unmercifully by the grizzled drilled sergeants of the regular 
army.”266 
The training began with reveille at 5:30 AM with drill from 7:30 to 11:30 AM.  
After breaking for lunch, drill resumed from 1:15 to 4:30 PM.  Dinner was a 6:00 with 
Taps sounded at 9:45.  In the first week, the soldiers of the 42nd Division had to march 
between five to six miles without packs, but by the fourth week they were marching eight 
miles with full combat loads.267 
At 2:00 AM on October 18, 1918, the 42nd Division began the slow movement by 
train to Garden City, Long Island before crossing to the docks at Hoboken, NJ by ferry.  
By 6:00 PM the entire division was loaded onto the Covington, President Lincoln, 
President Grant, Tenadores, Pastores and Mallory which set sail in a convoy that 
evening.  Shortly after departing New York, the President Grant was forced to return to 
port due to mechanical problems.  Rumors spread among the remaining ships that 
submarines had sunk the Grant with a complete loss of the 165th Infantry Regiment 
(formerly the 69th New York Infantry.)268 
The Story of the Rainbow Division describes life aboard ship as cramped and 
unpleasant:  “Crowded like horses into narrow bunks, with the plainest of food, in total 
darkness at night, denied even the solace of a cigarette except by daylight, always having 
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boat drills – it was the Rainbow’s Division’s first test in stern discipline.”269  The reality 
on these overcrowded ships was often much bleaker.  Private William C. Peterson in the 
151st Field Artillery, for example, described the conditions:  “Soldiers everywhere, no 
place to sit, no place to stand.  A nice brisk walk?  Impossible….Oh for the roominess of 
a sardine can.” Seasickness was a significant problem among the soldiers.  “Suitable 
vomit cans or buckets should be placed in sufficient numbers” was recommended by one 
of the officers upon reaching Europe and he added that soldiers had to stand in line for 
hours to get food from the limited kitchen facilities.  Sergeant Benjamin Leo Bory too 
recalled that, “In line for food it was so crowded you were lucky to get a meal every 24 
hrs!”  Similarly, an ambulance section commander described the situation even more 
graphically as “impossible for the men to even keep an outward appearance of 
cleanliness.  Beans last night were sour and this morning there was a resulting diarrhea. 
The seating capacity of the water closets under normal conditions are so inadequate that 
men stand for hours waiting to relieve themselves.”270 
Arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on October 31, the 42nd Division would find its 
living conditions far from improved.  Disembarking the Division took seven days, with 
the Division reassembling at Camp #1 two miles outside the city.  “The Collapse in 
Russia and the Italian reverses were announced.  And America was thousands of miles 
away and the war bade fair to last four years.  Then and there, most of the Rainbow 
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Division renounced expectations of ever going home again.”271  The transit to the front 
would not brighten the lives of the Clemson men in the 117th Engineer Regiment.  
George E. Brown, a Private in Company A, wrote to his wife, “The boat was heaven 
compared to the train.”272  Like the ships, overcrowding was an issue in the boxcars but 
this time cold was added to the soldier’s misery. 
Arriving in Vaucouleurs in Lorraine Province, the Clemson Men in 1st Battalion, 
117th Engineer Regiment began training in earnest.  The Story of the Rainbow Division 
describes the training: 
The result of the experience of all the Allies, brought up to the 
minute.  Officers and specialists in one branch or another of the new 
warfare attended schools and the daily drill under the eyes of French and 
American instructors included artillery, machine-guns, rifles, pistols, 
trench-mortars and 37 millimeter-gun target practice; bayonet and gas 
drill, digging trenches, building shelters and wire entanglements, roads 
and bridges; visual and mechanical signaling and the art and science of 
liaison; maneuvers and terrain problems, disciplinary drill of many sorts, 
grenade throwing and marches.273 
In addition to the similar infantry training mentioned in earlier chapters, the 
Engineers would be tasked with building infrastructure for follow on A.E.F. soldiers.  
First Lieutenant Joseph Barnwell described that period as “trained [and] built target 
ranges, barracks, and hospitals until February 1918.”274  From November through 
February 1918, the 117th Engineer Regiment was responsible for the construction of 
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hospitals, barracks, bath houses, dugouts, latrines, mess halls, and target ranges in support 
of the deployment of countless A.E.F. divisions. 
On February 15, 1918, the Rainbow Division received orders to move to the 
Luneville Sector in Lorraine.  “Luneville,” Raymond Tompkins notes, “was the ‘quiet 
sector’ the War Department was telling the people about back home,” for little fighting 
had occurred in the Luneville sector since 1914.275   Learning from the experiences of the 
U.S. 1st Division’s entry into the lines, the 42nd Division entered the lines interspersed 
with four divisions of the French 7th Corps under the cover of darkness.  Private Julian 
Robert McAllister of Company B would write to his mother, “I have been up to the front, 
or in the trenches as you please and believe me I have seen some of the things that 
happen in this old war, was under heavy artillery fire all the time and the Big Baby’s sure 
roar all the time.”276  Captain Arthur Hooks noted on his Clemson University Student 
Military Service Record his participation in raids that occurred in the Luneville Sector. 
Engineer support was crucial to raids by infantry during the First World War.  
Engineers would make maps of the target area for raiding parties based on personal 
observation and aerial photography.  From these maps and charts, engineers could build 
practice trenches for specialized training for the raiding party.  Finally, engineers would 
take part in the raids in order to use demolitions against critical targets in the German 
trenches.   
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The Rainbow Division would be released from the Luneville sector on March 20, 
1918, and would be marching back to Gerbervillers when word of the German offensive 
reached the 42nd Division on March 21.  Thus, as Tompkin writes, “The Rainbow 
Division turned around and marched back to the front, and from that moment its history 
is the history of the war.”277 
The 42nd Division relieved the French 128th Division in the Baccarat Sector in 
order to free up the 128th French Division for service in the Somme region.  The 42nd 
Division, in anticipation of a potential German assault on its sector, worked to improve 
the defensive works of the sector.  Concerning the division’s activity during this period, 
The Story of the Rainbow Division notes, “All through April there were raids and patrols, 
but nothing unusual happened.”278   
First Lieutenant Joseph Barnwell would note on his Clemson University Student 
Military Service Record that he participated in one of those raids with the Ohioans of 3rd 
Battalion, 166th Infantry Regiment.279  A German unit had, he indicated, “made an 
apparently impregnable position” in the Bois de Chiens near Ancerviller.  Corporal 
Mannie Forte participated in the raid and explained that the objective of the raid was “to 
penetrate to [the Germans’] third line about six or seven hundred yards, kill everything 
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we saw, blow up his dugouts, take his machine guns and blow up their nests, and in other 
words demolish everything.”280 
On May 2, French and American artillery began a bombardment of the Bois de 
Chiens which lasted until dusk on May 3.281  Of the bombardment and subsequent raid 
Tompkins writes, 
At that time, the Third Battalion of the 166th Infantry….penetrated 
the entire salient under command of Major Henderson, with virtually no 
losses.  A ‘go-and-come raid,’ they called it.  The raiders found the Forest 
of Oaks completely destroyed.  Its trenches were filled, all works above 
ground leveled, wire entirely torn own and the forest itself turned into 
almost a bare field.282 
The reality of the artillery barrage’s impact on the Germans would be better 
described by Corporal George E. Brown in a letter he wrote on May 12, 1918 about the 
attack.  “To the edge of woods again where we had been taught the German front line 
was,” he wrote.  “I couldn’t for the life of me find any trace of trenches. Nothing at all 
left of them. I have never seen such destruction before. The largest trees even 18 inches 
in diameter [were] broken off anywhere from the ground up.”283 
The effect of the 42nd Division’s raids over the month of May and into June were 
summed up by Raymond Tompkins:  “Thus the Rainbow again took the ‘quiet’ out of the 
‘quiet sector.’  The Germans retaliated with deluges of gas and with raids.”284  The 
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Germans retaliated with artillery and gas barrages and raids of their own.  On June 19, the 
42nd Division received orders for the Division to return to Rolampont for rest and 
recuperation.  “It had been holding the line for three full months,” Tompkins noted, “and 
that record for continuous duty was neither broken nor approached by any other 
American division throughout the war.  At last (thought everybody) the long-deferred rest 
was in sight.”285 
The intelligence that another German offensive was to begin on July 15 had been 
discovered by the French Army, and thus the need for troops to counter the offensive 
would override the Rainbow Division’s need for rest.  On June 29, the 42nd Division 
arrived in the Champagne region instead of Rolampont.  The 117th Engineer Regiment 
would be in the second line defenses as reserve forces between the assaulting Germans 
and their objective of Chalons.  The Germans would begin their assault on July 15, but 
the assault faltered after several days and they would never penetrate the main line of 
defense held by the Infantry Regiments of the 42nd Division alongside French troops.  
Raymond Tompkins sums up this important battle and its aftermath: 
The Allied line in the Champagne, though it had bent in and out 
during the two days battle, was reestablished with not a foot of ground 
lost; the German offensive had crumpled in the early hours of the first day.  
The decisive battle of the war had been won. 
Now the Hun became spiteful.  Raging in defeat he shelled the rear 
areas as far back as Chalons, and sprinkled the earth with bombs from the 
sky. 
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On July 18, Moroccan troops relieved the Rainbow Division.  On the following 
day the French commander who they had served under during July, General Gouraud, 
addressed the Division and announced the successful launch of an Allied offensive 
between Soissons and Château-Thierry.286 
One of the Clemson men participating in the Château-Thierry campaign on the 
ground was Charlestonian Frank J. Jervey (1914), the younger brother of First Lieutenant 
Thomas M. Jervey (1917).  The 1914 edition of TAPS notes that he “was ‘hoboing’ his 
way from the ‘Bottry’, en route to Atlanta, one dark night in the Fall of 1910, he was 
kicked off the ‘caboose’ near Seneca trestle for not dividing his ‘Bud’ with the brakeman.  
After wandering in the dark forests, he finally landed at Clemson College.  Thenceforth 
he has been ‘one of the boys.’”287  While typical of the hyperbole found in early editions 
of TAPS, this was an innocuous start for the man who would one day be known as “Mr. 
Clemson.” He had been the Athletics editor for The Tiger while at Clemson, and he could 
often be found on the sidelines of a football games as an “Assistant Cheer Leader.”  One 
of his reported favorite songs, quoted in the 1911 TAPS, goes: 
Don’t send my son to Auburn, 
The dying mother said; 
Don’t send him down to Georgia Tech, 
I’d rather see him dead; 
Send him to dear old Clemson, 
It’s better than Cornell, 
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But rather than to USC, 
I’d see my boy in ________. (Yale is recommended….)288 
Frank Jervey was commissioned as a Captain upon graduation from the Second 
Oglethorpe Training Camp on November 27, 1917 and reported to Camp Greene, NC for 
duty with the 4th Infantry Regiment, 3rd Division.289 
The 3rd Division would sail for France from March 14 – April 30, 1918.  Captain 
Frank Jervey would arrive at Saint Nazaire on April 29.290  He then moved with the rest 
of the 3rd Division, less the field artillery and engineers, to the Chateauvillain Training 
area for the month of May.291   
On May 30, Captain Frank Jervey moved with the 3rd Division to the vicinity of 
Château-Thierry, where the division was assigned to the French 38th Corps, 6th French 
Army the following day.  On June 1, German troops isolated a portion of Chateau-
Thierry by capturing Vaux and Hill 204.  The 3rd Division was initially spread among the 
French troops of the 10th Colonial Infantry Division in an effort to quickly season the 
“rookie” troops, with the U.S. Battalions interspersed among the French troops.  But on 
June 5, the French 38th Corps issued instructions reorganizing the sector, which was to 
be held by the French 20th Division, French 10th Colonial Infantry Division, and the 
American 3rd Division.  The 30th Infantry Regiment relieved elements of the 4th Infantry 
Regiment in the front lines so the 6th Infantry Brigade would be able to assume 
responsibility for security of the sector.  The Aisne Defensive Campaign ended that day, 
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with the German army penetrating 50 kilometers into the French lines and creating a 
salient.292 
The 6th Engineer Regiment, which up to this point been operating independently 
of the Division, rejoined the 3rd Division at the front in the second week of June.  On 
June 14, Captain Jervey reentered the lines, as 1st Battalion, 4th Infantry Regiment 
relieved troops of the French 10th Colonial Infantry Division in the trenches along the 
wood line on Hill 204.   While the 1st Battalion, 30th Infantry Regiment and 10th 
Colonial Infantry Division had begun the task of retaking Hill 204, the 4th Infantry 
Regiment was responsible for finishing the task.293  The 1st Battalion, 4th Infantry 
Regiment would hold its positions on Hill 204 until withdrawing in the early morning 
hours of June 18.294 
By July, the influx of American divisions had positioned the Allied powers to take 
the offensive and counter the German attacks.  The French 10th Army was to attack south 
of Soissons, cutting German communications while the French 5th Army was to attack 
the eastern front of the salient with the French 6th Army applying pressure to the tip of 
the salient.  The June attempt by the Germans to widen the salient to the west by 
attacking between Montdidier and Noyon was a failure, so the German High Command 
planned another offensive campaign with one attack occurring east of Reims towards 
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Chalons-sur-Marne, a second attack east of Epernay, and one southwest of Reims 
towards Epernay.  By July 7, French intelligence had confirmed the German offensive 
would involve the French 6th Army.  By July 11, intelligence had established the 
approximate date when the Germans would launch the offensive. 
Frederic Hemenway describes the period after Captain Jervey left the lines on Hill 
204: 
The last week in June and the first two weeks of July were spent in 
preparing by every manner of means within our power to meet the 
onslaught that we all knew in our hearts was impending.  There occurred 
the usual rotation of units in the front line and all possible speed was 
maintained in the organization of ground.  The weather was perfect and all 
were beginning to believe that war was not so bad after all, when, as one 
of the unit historians described it, ‘on the 15th of July, Paradise became 
Hell.’295 
The 3rd Division was holding the right of the French 38th Corps’ line when the 
French 125th Division transferred to French 3rd Corps on July 8.  By July 14, the 3rd 
Division held a 12 kilometer-wide sector along the southern bank of the Marne River 
from the eastern edge of Château-Thierry to one kilometer due west of Varennes.  Fourth 
Infantry Regiment held the western-most sub-sector of the line.296 
The 3rd Division organized a defense in depth with three lines of defense.  The 
outpost zone consisted of observation posts along the Marne and strongpoints in the 
vicinity of the railroad tracks.  The aqueduct line was on the northern slope of the hills 
overlooking the Marne River.  The woods line ran through Janvier Ferme, Le Souvrien 
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Ferme, le Rocq Ferm et Château, and Fontaine aux Charmes.  The French 6th Army was 
organizing additional lines of defense behind the 3rd Division.297 
Captain Frank Jervey, in command of Company C, was in the aqueduct lines 
shortly before midnight when the 3rd Division’s artillery began to fly overhead.  The 
artillery, tipped off by German prisoners as to the time of the pending attack, was striking 
the front lines to weaken the German assault.  A four hour long German artillery 
bombardment began at 12:10 AM on the morning of July 15, with both gas and high-
explosive shells raining down on Company C, although the troops in the wood line 
defense would suffer the brunt of the bombardment.298   
The German 36th Division and 10th Landwehr Division would attack across the 
Marne River beginning at 3:00 AM along the fronts held by the 30th Infantry Regiment 
and the 38th Infantry Regiment.  “One regiment of [German] troops,” Hemenway writes, 
“was caught by our artillery fire at the exits of BOIS de BARBILLON and suffered 
severe casualties….  Another regiment, after three attempts had been made, gave up the 
plan of crossing opposite the 38th Infantry, due to our heavy artillery and machine gun 
fire and moved to the east where crossing was finally effected.”299   
This was the German 5th Grenadier Regiment, 36th Division, which finally 
forced a crossing against the French 125th Division.  By 4:00 AM, the 5th Grenadier 
Regiment was advancing along the road just east of Moulins in the rear of the lines held 
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by Company E, 38th Infantry Regiment.  Company F was dispatched to meet their 
advance at 4:30.  Third Battalion of the 38th Infantry Regiment was ordered to 
counterattack, and by 10:37 AM, the 36th German Division had been driven back to the 
river.  With this exception, the German offensive gained little ground against the lines 
held by the 7th Infantry Regiment, the 30th Infantry Regiment, and the 38th Infantry 
Regiment.300 
At 9:30 AM on July 16, the French 38th Corps ordered the 3rd Division to push 
its outposts back to the Marne and reoccupy its former positions.  As the 3rd Division 
Summary of Operations in the World War summed up the situation at that point:  “The 
great German offensive begun on July 15 was completely spent by the 17th, the day’s 
effort resulting in only small gains southwest of Reims.”301  On July 17, plans for the 
Allied counterattack continued with the French 6th Army and the French 10th Army 
launching their counteroffensive at 4:35 AM the following morning.  By July 20, the 
German troops were withdrawing from the salient. 
At 9:15 AM the morning of July 21, the 3rd Division received orders from the 
French 38th Corps that the German withdrawal was in complete disorder.  The 3rd 
Division was to begin pursuit immediately.  The 4th Infantry was ordered to cross the 
river at Château-Thierry and move through Brasles conducting the clean-up of the south 
and eastern edges of the Bois de Barbillon behind the 7th Infantry Regiment’s advance.302 
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Captain Frank Jervey crossed the Marne River at 9:30 AM and led C Company on 
the advance to Basles.  He and the rest of the 1st Battalion took Mont Saint Père where 
they held position until July 22, waiting for the rest of the Division to get into position.  
On the morning of July 22, he moved northeast and took part in the capture of Moulin 
Doly and dug in with his company in a position approximately 500 meters north of 
Moulin Doly.  At 3:55 AM the following morning, orders from the French 38th Corps 
arrived at 3rd Division headquarters that the 5th Infantry Brigade was to have the 4th 
Infantry Regiment lead the attack along the Mont Saint Père road to le Charmel while the 
7th Infantry Regiment would act as the left-flank guard, for the 5th Infantry Brigade 
advance on the Jaulgonne by the Le Charmel road. 
Captain Frank Jervey led his company out of its positions north of Moulin Doly 
towards Les Franquets farm.  Caught in an open wheat field, Company C, in the vanguard 
of 1st Battalion’s attack on Le Charmel, came under heavy fire from the farmhouse at Le 
Franquets.303  Captain Jervey was struck by eight bullets from a German machine gun.  
Severely wounded, he retained command of his company until he lost consciousness, 
directing his men to retreat to the nearby woodline, where the 1st Battalion would dig 
in.304  It would take 18 hours for Captain Jervey to be rescued and taken to an aid station.  
Once there, his left leg had to be amputated, and he would spend the next 14 months in 
the hospital.305  Subsequently, the Italian Government would recognize his heroism with 
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the Italian War Cross and the U.S. Government awarded him while still recovering in the 
hospital the Distinguished Service Cross in 1919 for “extraordinary heroism in action.”306 
Elsewhere on the Château-Thierry front, First Lieutenant David E. Monroe (1917) 
would be participating in the Battle of Soissons with the 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st 
Division, as part of offensive actions to coincide with the 3rd Division’s attack.  Since 
Cantigny, Lieutenant Monroe had assumed command of a platoon in Company F, 16th 
Infantry Regiment.307  On July 11, the 1st Division had received orders placing it at the 
disposal of the French 10th Army.  On the evening of July 12, Lieutenant Monroe would 
depart the Beauvais area with the rest of his men.308 
Lieutenant Monroe’s leadership philosophy was demonstrated most clearly in a 
letter he wrote to the Clemson Corps of Cadets that was published in The Tiger on 
February 13, 1918. 
My Regiment is supposed to be the best the United States has, so 
we expect to put up a good show. You need not worry about my being 
brave. I’ll have to [be.] When you have 40 men under you, you have to 
hold a stiff upper-lip. You would not put a man in a position that you 
wouldn’t hold yourself, and if you haven’t the confidence of your men, 
you are absolutely no good, so I will do the best I can, and I can do as 
much as the average man, I am sure. This regiment will probably see quite 
a bit of action, so I will be a veteran before long.309 
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Lieutenant Monroe would demonstrate his philosophy on the “eve” of the pending 
battle.  The History of the First Division During the World War describes the rigors of 
the movement: 
 The dismounted troops entrucked on July 12th and were 
transported to the area of Dammartin-en-Goele, where they arrived on July 
13th. The discomforts of a crowded truck jolting over the war-worn roads 
at a uniform speed, regardless of holes and humps, were almost as 
exhausting as marching on foot.  The infantrymen thus whisked along 
without sleep and with cramped limbs suffered almost to the limit of their 
strength during the long hours of the night.310   
The movement by trucks though had the advantage of consolidating the entire 1st 
Division at Dammartin-en-Goele on July 13.  With the failure of the German offensive on 
July 15, it was time for the 1st Division to launch the counterattack.  Lieutenant Monroe 
and his platoon had moved into the forest of Compiègne on July 16.  The rainy weather 
had mired the fields and roads in mud, and a German air raid had bombed the area of 
responsibility that night.  But, as it soon became apparent, the German offensive would 
fail, and the 1st Division was issued preliminary orders to enter the line and prepare for a 
counter-attack on the Germans.311 
The French Groupement 1 of 48 tanks and crews, the French Groupement 11 of 
27 tanks and crews, three battalions of French 75-mm and two batteries of French 105-
mm artillery were detached to the 1st Division.312  The attack was to begin at 4:35 AM on 
the morning of July 18.  The infantry moved the ten kilometers from the Compiègne 
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forest to the jumping-off line through a mass of confusion.  In the darkness of the French 
countryside, “Tanks drove forward with a noise that was deafening.  Trucks, wagons, 
carts, ambulances and staff cars forced their way in both directions and all flowed 
through the bottle-neck of one narrow route in Morefontaine….then to this torrent of 
movement was added the infantry, the machine gunners, and the engineers.”313  The 
weather further complicated the attack. 
A thunderstorm was roiling overhead, with sheets of lightening and a heavy rain 
soaking the soldier’s already heavy packs and uniforms.  The men of Lieutenant 
Monroe’s platoon would have to hold onto one another just to make their way in the 
darkness amid the flood of men and vehicles.  “Dazed by fatigue and loss of sleep, the 
columns plunged forward, every step seeming to be the limit of endurance for the already 
benumbed legs.”314  Guides came back from the French units holding the front lines to 
guide the 1st Division to its correct jumping off points and in avoiding the Coeuvres 
ravines which had become polluted with poison gas.  Lieutenant Monroe would be in the 
support battalion of the 16th Infantry Regiment on the far right of the 1st Division’s 
formation, with the 18th Infantry Regiment on its left flank and the 26th Infantry 
Regiment on its right flank.315 
At 4:00 AM on July 18, two French deserters entered the enemy lines and 
informed the Germans that the American attack would occur within the next hour.  The 
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Germans signaled for a protective artillery barrage using signal rockets and the enemy 
artillery fire began to fall on the troops of the 1st Division at 4:30 AM.  The History of 
the First Division in the World War would describe the enemy action as, “a red rocket 
suddenly darted from the enemy’s front lines and brought down a heavy defensive 
barrage from the German guns.  This lasted only a few minutes, but it took its toll of 
casualties from the devoted infantry.”316  This would have little effect on the 1st 
Division’s attack though, and the 1st Division Artillery opened fire on time at 4:35 
AM.317 
The 75mm artillery assigned to the 1st Division began a rolling barrage behind 
which the assault battalions followed closely by their support battalions moved forward.  
Little resistance was met and before 5:00 the assault battalions had seized the first 
objective, a road running northeast from La Glaux Ferme with little losses.  The barrage 
remained stationary with the infantry on the objective before the Division moved 
onwards to its next objective, Route Nationale Number 2.  During this advance, the 
flanks of the 1st Infantry Brigade became exposed as the 2nd Infantry Brigade 
encountered heavy resistance and the Morroccan 1st Division to the left flank had halted 
west of Cravancon Ferme. 318 
On reaching Route Nationale Number 2, Lieutenant Monroe led his platoon 
through the assaulting battalion’s lines as his battalion became the lead in the assault.  He 
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reached his objective in the fields north of Chaudun about 8:30 AM.319  Lieutenant 
Monroe’s platoon would come under fire from the right flank where old French trenches 
had been occupied by German troops.  Lieutenant Monroe, seeing his men trapped under 
the heavy crossfire, charged the machine gun nest which was firing on his platoon alone.  
According to Lieutenant Monroe’s Distinguished Service Cross citation, “Although 
wounded in this encounter, he returned to his platoon and led them on to its objective.”320  
The History of the First Division in the World War more fully explained the situation, 
noting that, “In spite of the great resistance which it offered, the Brigade resumed its 
advance…..  The losses had been staggering.  The 2d battalion, 16th Infantry, was almost 
annihilated.”321 
By 10:30 AM, the 1st Division was informed that the Moroccan 1st Division 
would seize the heights of Buzancy and the French Division on the left would seize 
Berzy-le Sec.  The 1st Division was not to advance beyond Noyant-et-Aconin, but the 
U.S. 1st Division would not conduct further attacks that day since any movement along 
the front would draw heavy machine gun fire.322 
Initially, Lieutenant Monroe was reported among the dead in the 16th Infantry 
Regiment.  He in fact survived that day, and, after recovering from his wounds rejoined 
his Regiment in time to participate in the Saint Mihiel Offensive.  On June 6, 1920, The 
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State reported that his father would receive the Distinguished Service Cross earned at 
Soissons.  “The army recruiting officer in Columbia yesterday received a notice from the 
adjutant general of the army that David E. Monroe, former second lieutenant of the 
Sixteenth Infantry, First Division, had been awarded a distinguished service cross for 
extraordinary heroism in action.”323  Lieutenant Monroe had lived up to his leadership 
philosophy as the final statement in his Distinguished Service Cross citation 
acknowledged by noting, “His gallant conduct had a marked effect upon his men.”324 
While the July 15 offensive would prove to be a last hoorah for the German 
Army, the coming tide of American troops including Clemson alumni, would prove 
devastating for Germany.  Clemson men would be involved in every major offensive 
action from this point forward in the war, including the first major U.S. offensive against 
the Saint Mihiel Salient, a position the German Army had held since the early days of the 
war.   
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“The St. Mihiel Salient, that needle point on the Western Front for four long years, had 
been nipped off.  The First Army, but recently come into being, gave to the world tangible 
evidence of America's power.”  – Captain Barnwell Rhett Legge.325 
 
General John J. Pershing had intended from the moment he arrived in France for 
the American Expeditionary Force to be organized into an American Army solely under 
American command.  September of 1918 would see Pershing’s dream realized with the 
Saint Mihiel Offensive.  Previously, American soldiers were used to support Allied 
forces, for the German offensives launched in early 1918 had greatly depleted the 
reserves of the British and French armies, forcing American divisions to be placed under 
allied command to prevent defeat.  And without this American assistance, the allies 
would not have been able to halt the German gains and launch the Aisne-Marne 
Offensive.  Still, General Pershing desired an operation solely under American control.  
In late-July, the strategic offensive plan was completed by the Commanders-in-Chief to 
reduce the salient which interfered with railroad transport.  Such an action was planned, 
for an increase in railroad mobility would permit additional offensive operations against 
the Germans. 
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The Saint Mihiel Salient had formed during the operations of 1914 and despite 
several strong attacks by the French army, the lines had remained relatively static for four 
years.  These lines formed a triangle with points located near Pont-a-Mousson, Saint 
Mihiel, and Verdun.  The salient cut the railroad between Verdun and Toul and permitted 
German artillery to disrupt traffic on the railroad between Paris and Nancy. 326 
On August 10, 1918 the American 1st Army was organized to break through the 
German lines and clear the salient.  Instead of a general assault along the German lines, 
General Pershing intended for one force to break through the enemy’s northern lines and 
move eastward, while a secondary force would break through from the south and move to 
the north and northwest.  When the two forces met, the salient would be cut off and the 
Allied lines would be straightened. 
As General Pershing was developing his plan for utilizing the 1st Army in the 
offensive, Brigadier General William “Billy” Mitchell was conducting a test of his theory 
that the airplane could be used for strategic attack deep behind enemy lines.  The 96th 
Aero Squadron was conducting bombing attacks against the rail lines of Conflans in the 
Saint Mihiel Salient.  While the opportunity to attack massed enemy troops typically only 
exists during an enemy offensive, the secondary effects of an attack on enemy rail lines 
would have a marked impact.  The railroad yards at Conflans were an easy target to strike 
and sever with a trail of bombs placed across the neck of the tracks.  It was observed that 
by closing the Conflans yards for a single day would cause a congestion of cars in the 
                                                          




railroad yards at Dommary-Baroncourt which would provide an additional target for 
bombing raids.  The primary objective of the bombing raids would be to sow as much 
confusion behind the enemy lines and throw any troops headed into or out of the battle 
into disarray.327 
General Pershing had decided to launch the Meuse-Argonne offensive later in 
September.  To prepare for this larger offensive, Pershing faced serious obstacles, for the 
Germans had established three defensive lines had been established by the Germans in 
the Saint Mihiel Salient.  The first defensive line consisted of the outposts which 
consisted of a dense network of barbed wire and a deep, well-constructed trench network.  
Four to eight kilometers behind that position and running parallel to it was a second 
defensive line well-protected by a network of barbed wire though fewer trenches.  
Finally, a third position, known as the Michel Stellung to the Germans, consisted of an 
incomplete but solid system of wire entanglements with numerous concrete revetments 
which ran across the base of the triangular salient.  Initially, General Pershing intended to 
penetrate this third line of defense and then exploit the American breakthrough.  The 
revised plan had the objective of defeating the two initial lines and establishing a new 
Allied line of defense opposite the Michel Stellung line.328  On the ground and in the air, 
the Clemson men of the A.E.F. would play pivotal roles in the Saint Mihiel Offensive.   
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On August 12, the 42nd “Rainbow” Division with the Clemson engineers in the 
117th Engineer Regiment were relieved from the front lines after the bloody battle at the 
Ourcq River and marched back to the La-Ferte-sous-Jouarre area for rest and 
recouperation.  The Story of the Rainbow Division notes that during that time the war 
weary veterans enjoyed not only seeing the châteaus of the region.  “And if you had luck 
you got a hot bath and a haircut; and if you were an officer with an automobile you could 
steal into Paris and grab off a couple of fancy meals and see the places where the bright 
lights used to be.”329  This tranquility and rest were not to last though, for the 42nd 
Division was loaded onto the familiar “Hommes 40, Chevaux 8” train cars and 
transported to the Bourmont area for “intensive training” in preparation for the coming 
American offensives.  Here the 117th Engineer Regiment had the closest thing to a rest 
during its time in France.  The rest was not to last though, because on August 30, the 
117th Engineer Regiment was transferred to operational control of the 1st American 
Army. 
This time of rest and refit was in fact the gathering of the American 1st Army.  
The 1st Corps would consist of the 82nd “All-American” Division, the 90th Division, the 
5th Division, and the 2nd Division with the 78th Division as Corps reserve.  The 4th 
Corps would consist of the 42nd “Rainbow” Division, 89th Division, 1st Division and the 
3rd Division as Corps reserve.  The 5th Corps would consist of 26th Division, the 4th 
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Division and the French 15th Colonial Division.  Three additional U.S. divisions made up 
the 1st Army reserve forces. 
The attack was set for the first week of September, due to Marshall Foch’s advice 
that heavy rains were about to swamp the area.  However, the American 1st Army was 
not ready on the initial “D-Day” of September 7.330  “D-Day” was rescheduled for 
September 12 regardless of weather.  The 1st Division had reoccupied the old Ansauville 
Sector where they had been assigned from January to April 1918.331 
Lieutenant Gerald Tyler (1917) and Lieutenant David Monroe (1917) had 
recovered from their respective wounds and rejoined the 28th Infantry Regiment and the 
16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Division respectively for the Saint Mihiel Offensive.  On 
September 9, the 1st Division relieved the 89th Division.  The 18th Infantry Regiment 
was on the far left of the 1st Infantry Brigade’s lines, with the 16th Infantry Regiment 
between it and the 28th Infantry Regiment.  The 28th Infantry was on the left of the 2nd 
Infantry Brigade’s sector with the 26th Infantry Regiment on the far right of the 1st 
Division’s front. 
At 1:00 AM the artillery barrage began.  As the History of the First Division 
During the World War described the opening of the offensive:  “The very earth seemed to 
belch forth the flame that shimmered over all that the eye could see….  Above the 
crashing roar could be heard the deeper boom of the great railroad guns that were sending 
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their tons of steel to the enemy’s back area and tearing up his rest camps and 
communications.”332  At 5:00 AM, on September 12, the 1st Division’s infantry followed 
a rolling barrage and easily advanced up to the Germans’ first position.  Yells of “Let’s 
Go!” came from the soldiers of the 1st Division and became for the Americans a slogan 
for the remainder of the war.  The Germans in the first position offered some resistance 
but the third objective (securing the trenches of the German’s first positions) was 
achieved by 10:00 AM.333 
At 11:00 AM, Lieutenant David Monroe in the Support Battalion of the 16th 
Infantry Regiment passed through the front lines and took the lead.  The fourth objective 
was reached at 12:20 PM.  With the day’s objectives achieved ahead of schedule, the 
Corps ordered a resumption of the attack to reach the second day’s objectives.  The 1st 
Division would advance 14 kilometers in the span of 19 hours.334  Lieutenant Gerald 
Tyler would write to his mother on September 18, describing his experience in the battle: 
I know you have seen in the papers where the Germans were 
pushed out of the [Saint Mihiel] salient.  Our division was right in the 
midst of it, and it was the easiest thing we’ve done yet.  Our artillery put 
down a heavy fire on Fritz for three hours, then we went over the top at 5 
in the morning following a heavy barrage of our own fire.  All we had to 
do was move forward, knock out a few machine guns which bothered us a 
little, and occupy the ground Fritz was leaving.  We had a time keeping 
up, he ran so fast…..  The biggest discomfort I had was sleeping in the 
woods without any cover, and it rained two nights.335 
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The 42nd “Rainbow” Division was given responsibility for a two-mile wide 
sector of the front east of Mont Sec which was in the center of the 4th Corps line.  The 
division began the march to its assigned sector on August 30 under the cover of darkness 
before moving to its jump off point the night before D-Day.  Father Francis Duffy, the 
Division Chaplain, described the march:  “The rain was falling in torrents. The roads 
were like a swamp and the night was so dark that a man could not see the one in front of 
him.”336  Lieutenant Joseph Barnwell (1913) would note on his Clemson Service Record 
of his role at Saint Mihiel that he “taped off [the] jump off line, put Infantry in it, [and] 
accompanied first line infantry to cut wire.”337 
The South Carolinians and Clemson alumni in the 1st Battalion, 117th Infantry 
Regiment were attached to the 84th Infantry Brigade while the Californians of the 2nd 
Battalion were assigned to the 83rd Infantry Brigade.  At 1:00 AM, the entire 1st Army 
artillery opened fire and at “H-Hour,” four hours later, the infantry went over the top 
using Lieutenant Barnwell’s taped lines to organize in the pouring rain.  The work of the 
117th Engineer Regiment was crucial for the success of the 42nd Division, as The Story 
of the Rainbow Division would record.  “In front of every platoon were the California and 
South Carolina engineers with wire-cutters and Bangalore torpedoes, to cut or blow out 
any wire entanglements that remained in the path of the infantry.”338  In addition to 
destroying obstacles before the first line of defense, the engineers were also responsible 
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for keeping the roads in a state for reinforcements and equipment to move up to the line 
of battle.  The Story of the Rainbow Division would describe the battle as relatively easy 
compared to the prior battle of the Ourcq River:  
The Germans were taken almost completely by surprise.  What 
resistance they put up was half-hearted.  Their wire-fields were old and 
rusty.  Their answering artillery bombardment, during the actual pushing 
operation at least, was a joke. 
The path of the Rainbow through the salient was probably the most 
difficult in the whole First Army.  A road zig-zagged up through its sector 
with six villages on it, and villages, offering protection to machine-
gunners are notably hard to take.  But after St. Bassant, Essey fell and then 
Pannes, and there the Rainbow dug itself into muddy foxholes and held on 
for the night.339  
Another Clemson Alumni participating in the battle was Lieutenant James P. 
Adams (1917) who had recovered from being gassed at the Battle of Belleau Wood, and 
was also a veteran of the 6th Marine Regiment’s actions in the Chateau-Thierry 
Campaign including the Battle of Soissons.  On July 31, the 6th Marine Regiment had 
entrained and transferred to the Toul Sector where for six days the Regiment was 
reorganized and given rest and recuperation at Chaligny.  On August 7, Lieutenant 
Adams entered the lines outside the Saint Mihiel Salient where he and the 2nd Battalion 
relieved the French 340th Regiment in the trenches north of Pont-a-Mousson on the 
southeastern point of the salient.  This sector was quiet at the time, and the Regiment 
rotated the men through leave.  The night of August 16, the Regiment was relieved from 
front line duty and began a period of rest and recuperation in anticipation of the 
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offensive.  Regimental Headquarters were established during this time at Harmonville 
and Lieutenant Adams was billeted in Bois de l’Eveque. 
The 2nd Division was on the far left of the southern lines of the Saint Mihiel 
Salient.  On the night of September 9, the 2nd Division entered the lines with command 
passing to the 2nd Division on 8:00 AM on September 10.  The Marine Brigade would 
serve as the division reserve after H-Hour at 5:00 AM on September 12.  The History of 
the Sixth Regiment United States Marines would describe its role on September 12 as 
“The mission of the Marine Brigade was the general support of the 3rd Infantry Brigade 
in executing the division’s mission ‘first day’ and to be prepared to pass through the 3rd 
Brigade, advance to the line ‘2nd day’ and reconnoiter up to the exploitation line when 
ordered.”340 
The 23rd Infantry Regiment moved off the “jumping off” positions at 5:00 AM 
with the 6th Marine Regiment following it.  The artillery barrage had drawn little 
response, and the 23rd Infantry did not meet heavy opposition.  The advance continued 
uninterrupted across the hills north of Limey until the 6th Marine Regiment entered the 
Bois Haie l’Evêque at 08:30.  The town of Thiaucourt was liberated by the 23rd Infantry 
Regiment with few casualties.  Lieutenant Adams marched through the town about 3:00 
PM on the first day of the offensive.  It wasn’t until that evening at 6:50 PM that the 2nd 
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Battalion, 6th Marines would be ordered into the line to take up a flanking position for 
the night on the high ground north of Thiaucourt.341 
At 7:00 PM the following day, the 2nd Battalion, 6th Marine Regiment relieved 
the 1st Battalion, 23rd Infantry Regiment as the support battalion for the assault regiment.  
The relief of the 23rd Infantry Regiment was completed by midnight.  By the morning of 
September 14, the 2nd Battalion had passed through the lines of the 3rd Battalion to 
occupy the Bois la Montagny.  This placed the battalion in close proximity to the German 
lines and they came under heavy machine gun fire.  The entire sector was under heavy 
artillery fire from the Germans on September 14, and a German counterattack was 
repulsed by the 1st and 2nd Battalions. 
On September 15, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to advance on and occupy a line 
between Xammes and Charey.  The 2nd Battalion occupied the line which extended 
through the Bois-de-la-Montagne with only skirmishing against retreating German 
troops.  Three heated German counterattacks occurred with artillery preparation before 
nightfall, but the attacks were against positions of the 6th Marine Regiment north of the 
woodline.  The History of the Sixth Regiment United States Marines notes the German 
casualties were significant in these counterattacks.  The 6th Marine Regiment would lose 
421 men and officers killed or wounded during the four day Saint Mihiel offensive.342 
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Clemson men were also making a significant impact on the battle from the sky.  
The 8th Aero Squadron, with Claude S. Garrett (1917) was in command of C Flight 
would be flying support missions for the 1st Division.  The 8th Aero Squadron was flying 
Airco DH-4 biplanes during the First World War.  The DH-4 was manufactured in the 
United States under contract from the British company.  The Liberty L-12 engine 
provided 400 horsepower.  The DH-4 was a versatile “general-purpose” airplane armed 
with two forward mounted Marlin machine guns and two Lewis machine guns in the rear 
for the observer.  It could carry 322 lbs. of bombs should the need arise and was equipped 
with various radios for coordination with the ground. 
According to the Plan of Employment of the Air Service, Appendix B, the 8th 
Aero Squadron would maintain from “H-Hour” to “H-Hour plus 4” four aircraft in relay 
so the infantry would be supported non-stop with aerial reconnaissance.  At 9:00 AM 
until darkness, four airplanes would be held on alert status subject to call from either the 
1st Division or either infantry brigade.  The “Artillery Counter Attack Plane” would be 
maintained from “H-Hour” until darkness.    And according to the plan, “The ‘Artillery 
Counter attack Plane’ would be used to report on Allied tank movements and to use 
assigned artillery to protect them.”343 
The 8th Aero Squadron commander, First Lieutenant John G. Winant, would 
write on December 20, 1918 in his After Action Report which was requested by the 
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Commanding General of the 1st Division.  (Lieutenant Garrett likely flew several of the 
missions in this report.) 
The work undertaken on the 11th [of September] was confined to 
Reconnaissance missions, trips being made at dawn and toward evening.  
This information was reported to the Intelligence Officer at Observation 
Group Headquarters, 4th Army Corps…. 
The plan of employment of the Air Service as described in 
Appendix “B” was carried thru complete from H hour until darkness on 
September 13th.  Additional planes, however were added to this schedule.  
It was necessary to substitute for one of the Infantry Contact Planes, 
temporarily reported missing, to replace one of the Artillery Counter 
Attack Planes which crashed and to furnish an extra Infantry Contact 
Plane (this plane was sent out about 2:30 and never returned).  In addition 
an Alert Plane was called upon to locate our front line about five o’clock 
and a late evening reconnaissance was made as far back as Metz.  In all, 
our planes were in the air for thirty-six hours and thirty minutes on this 
day and twenty-four separate missions were accomplished.344 
On July 21, 1918, Lieutenant Dogan Arthur (Ex’ 1913) was ferrying airplanes 
from Paris to join the 12th Aero Squadron which was flying missions during the Château-
Thierry campaign, providing reconnaissance and patrols over Clemson men fighting on 
the ground.345  After reporting to the 12th Aero Squadron, Lieutenant Arthur met a man 
who would become not only his standard partner when flying missions but a man who 
would become his lifelong friend, Lieutenant Howard T. Fleeson.  On August 3, 1918 the 
squadron moved to May-on-Moultin to fly cover for the 42nd “Rainbow” Division and 
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77th Division over the Orucq River.  By August 10, Lieutenant Arthur would fly his first 
mission with Lieutenant Fleeson.346 
The 12th Aero Squadron were assigned the French-made Dorand AR2 but were 
replacing them with Salmson 2A2 as the newer aircraft became available.  Both were 
two-seat biplanes designed as reconnaissance aircraft.  The Dorand was armed with one 
forward firing Vickers machine gun for the pilot and one or two Lewis machine guns for 
the observer.  The Salmson was similarly armed. 
In the lead up to the Saint Mihiel offensive, Lieutenant Arthur and Lieutenant 
Fleeson would fly multiple missions over enemy lines.  On August 27, they flew as 
protection for an afternoon reconnaissance mission from Pont-à-Mousson to 
Remeneuville.  Lieutenant Arthur and Lieutenant Fleeson also likely took part in several 
of the practice Infantry Contact Patrols, since during the first week of September they 
were not listed as the aircrew for any operational missions.  From September 9 through 
September 11 the Squadron did not fly missions in a likely stand down prior to “D-
Day.”347 
On September 12 starting at 6:05 AM the 12th Aero Squadron began flying 
Infantry Contact Patrols and Artillery Surveillance and Adjustment missions over the 1st 
Corps sector.  Lieutenant Arthur and Lieutenant Fleeson were flying one of the Infantry 
Contact Patrols over the 5th Division.  Passing over the U.S. front lines, they met a 
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squadron of nine German Fokker fighters which pushed them back across the friendly 
lines.  They attempted a second time to cross into enemy-held territory and again had to 
flee in the face of overwhelming German opposition.  They then made a third attempt to 
gather the critical intelligence for the 5th Division when the German pilots disabled the 
Salmson 2A2 Lieutenant Arthur was flying.  Lieutenant Arthur was able to make it back 
safely behind U.S. lines before crashing the airplane.  Lieutenant Fleeson, many years 
later, would describe the crash as “landing… amid shell holes and barbed wire when 
death stalked on every hand.”348  He and Lieutenant Arthur delivered the intelligence they 
had collected to headquarters.349  The next record of Lieutenant Arthur flying would be 
on September 22, ferrying the 20th Aero Squadron’s planes to the Remicourt 
Aerodrome.350 
Lieutenant Lorraine G. Hardin (1917) moved to the Amanty Aerodrome in Meuse 
on September 7, 1918 to join the First Day Bombardment Group which was forming 
there.  Gorrell’s History of the American Expeditionary Forces Air Service notes:  “The 
history of the 20th Aero Squadron’s achievements in the field constitute a series of 
records among American Bombing Squadrons…  The 20th Aero Squadron has dropped 
more bombs than any other Liberty Airplane Organization.”351  Initially, the squadron 
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believed it would be used as a pursuit unit, the precursor to modern fighter units.  Instead 
the unit’s mission would change on September 13, when it received orders to begin 
bombardment of Conflans the following day. 
While the Engineering Officer of a squadron is not as glamourous as the aviators, 
it is a crucial role.  Overnight, Lieutenant Hardin was directing the unit’s armorers and 
engineers in outfitting the squadron’s planes as bombers.  The unit did not have bombs in 
its inventory when the orders arrived, so the trucks assigned to the squadron had to haul 
bombs from the Colombey-les-Belles depot throughout the night.  By daybreak the 20th 
Aero Squadron had become a bombing squadron.  This was a remarkable feat in that 
Lieutenant Hardin had reconfigured the Squadron’s aircraft in less than 12 hours for its 
new mission.  The 20th Aero Squadron was the first squadron to take off that morning, 
making it the first squadron of American-built aircraft to conduct a bombing raid.   
Over the course of the next three days, eight bombing raids would be carried out 
by the squadron.   One difficulty encountered at Amanty was the mud which was slung 
up by the tires of the bombers.  This mud would break the wooden propeller of the 
aircraft, increasing the danger to pilots of take-off and the maintenance load on the 
Engineering Section of the squadron.352 The strain of flying unfamiliar airplanes, which 
had been rapidly adapted to carry and drop the additional weight of bomb loads 
significantly impacted the handling characteristics of the aircraft.  “As a result, 1st Lieut. 
C. G. Stephens (Pilot) sacrificed his life in taking off on one of the first raids.  As he was 
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leaving the field on his first flight, his plane went into a stall, side-slipped and crashed.  
His observer, 1st Lieut. J. J. Louis was severely injured.”353 
The pace of the flight operations were not the only factor adding to the workload 
of Lieutenant Hardin.  On September 15, Captain Sellers returned with his airplane 
“riddled with enemy shots.”354  On September 23, the 20th Aero Squadron moved to 
Maulan Aerodrome near Lighy-en-Barrois.  The move would not give any respite to 
Lieutenant Hardin and his mechanics because it was from this field that the 20th Aero 
Squadron would do the majority of its work during the Great War.  Although Lieutenant 
Lorraine Hardin would not be decorated as highly as some of his classmates or squadron 
mates, his diligence as an Engineering Officer ensured every record setting mission of the 
20th Aero Squadron was successful. 
Ultimately, German Army lacked sufficient manpower and artillery in the salient 
to effectively counterattack and withdrew to the Hindenburg line.  After four years of 
occupation, the Germans had left a trail of destruction behind them which the American 
soldiers to deal with.  This was the subject of some observations made by the soldiers.  
The Story of the Rainbow Division recounts: 
General Menoher, the Rainbow Division Commander, was also 
forced to alter plans for establishing division headquarters in the St. Mihiel 
sector…  Looking at the map he had decided upon the village of 
Maizerais, about a half kilometer from Essey.  It looked like a pretty good 
town on the map.  But when he arrived at the spot, expecting to see a 
village with at least a few decent habitation in it, he found nothing.  
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Maizerais was not only a ruin; it was an almost extinct ruin.  Over the 
crumbled foundations of shell-shattered houses grass had grown.355 
And in his letter home, Lieutenant Gerald Tyler noted the abuse French civilians 
had suffered at the hands of their German occupiers.   
A town near here has a bunch of French civilians in it.  When the 
Americans came driving the Germans before them, the people came out 
and fell on their knees and cried, and there was all sorts of carrying on.  
They told all kinds of tales about how badly the Germans had treated 
them.  They were made to go out in the fields every day and work so many 
hours on their own lands for the Germans.356 
Lieutenant James Adams had a similar experience in the town of Thiaucourt 
which was recounted in the History of the Sixth Regiment United States Marines upon the 
arrival of the Marines in Thiaucourt:  “The people of this town had been prisoners of the 
Germans since the early days of the Great War.  Their sudden and unexpected release 
from captivity gave them cause for jubilation.  Thiaucourt was shelled quite heavily by 
the enemy after they had been driven out.”357 
The German soldiers though did not endure the same hardships which the French 
civilians had to endure.  General Menoher found a place for his headquarters in “a pretty 
little bungalow park in the Forest of the Lovely Willow” which had previously been 
occupied by the German Army and The Story of the Rainbow Division describes it in 
detail:  “Pretty rustic walks with hand railings curled through and around its cluster of 
cosy houses; there was one of those amusement park rifle ranges with a moving target; 
the Offizier-Kasino was snugly upholstered in red, with bright electric lamps tasteful 
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wall-paper, a butler’s pantry and electric push-buttons for summoning the drinks or the 
chicken-salad.”358  There were, the account adds, rows of houses for officer billets, squad 
cottages “like hunting-lodges in the Adirondacks,” and a bowling alley.  Signs had been 
posted advertising to the conquering Germans that “any soldier wishing to claim 
squatter’s rights to file it with their officers.”359  The liberation of the French civilians, 
however, came at a great cost.  Lieutenant David Monroe, while leading his platoon into 
battle, was struck by a bullet and died of wounds on September 12.  Unfortunately, he 
would not be the only Clemson man who would lose his life in the Saint Mihiel Theater. 
On the afternoon of October 10, Lieutenant Claude Garrett was preparing to fly a 
reconnaissance mission over the enemy lines.  He would be in the lead aircraft in a four 
ship flight with Lieutenant Robert T. Cochran as his observer.  The other three aircraft 
were assigned to his flight for protection.  The flight took off from the aerodrome and 
headed towards Metz, behind the occupied 3rd position of the German Saint Mihiel 
lines.360  The flight was in a diamond formation with Lieutenant Garrett in the lead 
position.  “That is, one plane on either side of the leader, about fifty feet over him and 
slightly behind.  The fourth ship flies below the leader, directly behind him as protection 
from an attack from below.”361  The flight crossed the German lines at ten thousand feet 
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when the Germans opened fire with Anti-Aircraft Artillery.  Lieutenant Frank Fort, who 
was flying the fourth ship, describes the dogfight that ensued that day: 
The Huns on the ground had seen us coming and the Anti-Aircraft 
or Archie batteries began to throw up the hardware.  Archies are used for 
two reasons, they stand a chance of bringing down a plane and they point 
out enemy planes to the Pursuit, or as the French say “Chasse” single 
seaters. 
A Bombing party of some Eighteen Planes from another Squadron 
had been over to bomb Metz and the Hun Pursuit were sent up after them.  
Well, those Huns missed the bombers but they saw the Archie breaking 
around us, and came over to investigate, five formations of five each, in 
all.  We had already reached our objective.  Cocky [Lieutenant Cochran] 
was down in the cockpit taking the pictures.  Garrett must have seen that 
Hornets’ nest coming but he did not turn off or change the course in the 
least.  Cocky did not even stop taking the pictures.362 
While it is not known which squadron was flying the bombing sorties that day, 
the 20th did conduct two bombing raids on October 10.  The anti-aircraft artillery stopped 
as the German Fokker fighters closed in on the DH4 biplanes of the 8th Aero Squadron. 
The Huns closed in like a flash.  They were flying their best ship, 
“Fokkers”.  They were all painted and dobbed with loud colors but at the 
time failed to impress me with their beauty.  A red nosed devil with a 
white body and tail, dived through our formation in an effort to break it 
up.  There was nothing much we could do but close in on the leader, tight, 
and fight defensive.  There were too many of them.  To break the 
formation meant to be shot down.  The pilots did not get much chance to 
use their front guns as the Huns were above and behind us, but the 
observers had free range and plenty of targets. 
Those twenty five Huns dived in, and the air looked like it was 
being sprayed with a circular lawn sprinkler.  In a couple of seconds 
Garrett’s ship burst into flames.  Incendiary bullets had hit his gasoline 
tank.  Poor “Cocky” was probably killed by the first burst.  Garrett 
controlled that burning plane from ten thousand to three thousand feet 
altitude – down to three hundred feet from the ground before the flames 
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finally drove him from the cockpit out on a wing.  The wing burned too 
and he had to jump.  It was as sheer and example of pure “Guts” as ever 
happened in any army.363 
U.S. infantry would recover Lieutenant Claude Garrett’s and Lieutenant Robert 
Cochran’s bodies.  They were returned to the 8th Aero Squadron, which buried them 
beside one another with full military honors.  According to Lieutenant Fort, “As they 
were lowered into their grave Sandy flew over very low and we could see Sergeant Smith 
in the rear cockpit, standing at salute.”364  Eventually Lieutenant Garrett’s body would be 
reinterred at the Saint Mihiel American Cemetery at Thiaucourt along with 4,153 other 
fallen American soldiers.  Lieutenant David Monroe’s body would be returned to his 
family, where he was buried at the “Old Town Cemetery” in Marion, South Carolina. 
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“OLD HICKORY” ENTERS THE FIGHT 
“While every man in the Regiment is justly proud of the record it made in September, it is 
to the October operations that we can always refer to as the supreme achievements of 
what we believe to have been the best Infantry Regiment in the American Expeditionary 
Forces.”  – History of the 118th Infantry American Expeditionary Force, France.365 
 
While the 118th Infantry Regiment’s history merely notes the voyage overseas 
that, “The quarters furnished the men were exceedingly crowded and could not be termed 
first class passage,”366 along with a brief mention of the South Carolinian’s disdain for 
English “tay,” and preference for coffee.  Other sources noted the extent of the hardships 
the Tigers in the “Old Hickory” Division faced on their trip overseas, first to England and 
then across the English Channel to Calais in May of 1918.  Private Willard Newton noted 
in his diary that by May 29 “Morning finds several of the fellows sea sick and the ship’s 
infirmary is busy giving out pills at sick call and salts.”  And the following day, he writes 
that “Several more of the fellows answer sick call and some stay in their bunks and the 
doctor visits them there.”367  Colonel Joseph H. Pratt, commander of the 105th Engineer 
Regiment was onboard the Talthybius and recalled the discomfort suffered by his soldiers 
during transit that, “Men sleep in hammocks (O.K.), but too many men are in the 
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different compartments.  It makes it necessary to swing the hammocks too close 
together.”368 
  While seasickness was noted as a greater problem among the 113th Field 
Artillery onboard the Armagh, the food prepared by the English crewmen only 
compounded on the Artillerymen’s misery.  The History of the 113th Field Artillery took 
time to describe the horrors of English cuisine, reflecting the lasting impression it made 
on the regiment.  It noted: 
To make things worse, there was the British grub and British 
cooking.  It was all good, from a British standpoint, but exceedingly 
disgusting to American stomachs.  There was mutton….  The Armagh 
seemed to be stocked up heavily on mutton and anxious to get rid of it, for 
there was mutton every day and very often mutton twice a day…. 
Then there was that other evil-tasting mixture that the Britishers 
called “orange marmalade.”  This came on the menu with sickening 
regularity.  The men hated the stuff and more than one can of it went 
overboard.  In fact, so much of it went that way that guards were set to 
watch out for such “wanton waste of comestibles.”369 
While the 105th Engineer Regiment and 113th Field Artillery Regiment were 
making their way across the Atlantic, the 118th Infantry Regiment was making its way 
towards the front.  The 118th Infantry Regiment would leave Calais on May 29, 
assembling at a transition camp at Chat Concave before continuing to the Eperlocques 
Training Area near Audricq.  Because of the size of the Regiment, the Clemson men 
would find themselves billeted in the towns around the Training Area. 
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The regiment was broken down by battalion as to where they were billeted in 
different towns.  Captain Jesse T. Crawford (1911), in command of Company C, was 
billeted in the town of Zoufques with the rest of 1st Battalion.  Lieutenant Claude B. Iler 
(1916) as a Platoon Leader in E Company, 2nd Battalion was billeted in the town of 
Recques.  Corporal James Heriot (Ex’ 1912) and Private Daniel McArn (Ex’ 1919) in 
Third Battalion were billeted in the town of Tournehem.  Headquarters Company was 
also billeted in the town of Tournehem, making Sergeant William T. Slaughter (Ex’ 
1917) and Private First Class Willie K. Humphries (OYA) neighbors.370  These were not 
comfortable accommodations by any means, as the History of the 118th Infantry 
American Expeditionary Force, France recalled that, “Barns for living quarters, rats and 
the soldier’s pet aversion, the famous cootie, appeared on the scene for the first time.”371 
The 105th Engineer Regiment had debarked in Calais in mid-June.  It began two 
weeks training in sapper and infantry skills under the tutelage of British Royal Engineers.  
A change of pace came for Lieutenant John Trescot (1915) on June 21, when he was 
dispatched to the trenches at Ypres for seasoning.  During this period of training, the 30th 
Division was assigned to the British 2nd Army which required the exchange of its 
American gear for British issued equipment.  The 30th Division would go into battle with 
British gas masks, British helmets, and the Lee-Enfield Rifle instead of the M-1917.  
Colonel Pratt remembers the horror of wearing the gas mask for the first time.  “The gas 
mask almost gets the best of me.  I nearly suffocate with it, and can hardly control myself 
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from tearing it off.  This is one of the worst phases of the war to me.”372  This was a 
sentiment shared by countless soldiers before him was they experienced new 
technologies which were changing the battlefield.   
The 113th Field Artillery Regiment would conduct its training at Camp de 
Coetquidan on its arrival in France.  The Regiment’s American artillery and supplies 
would not arrive, necessitating the Regiment to be supplied with French cannons, 
wagons, and other gear.  The 113th Field Artillery Regiment, while administratively 
assigned to the 30th Division would see operational control pass between many different 
units while assigned to the A.E.F., as The History of the 113th Field Artillery notes,  
“They were destined to see service with six different divisions, in the First, the Second 
and the Third American armies, with the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh and Ninth 
American Army Corps and with the Second and Seventeenth French Corps, but they 
never encountered their old division until just before they returned home.”373 
On June 27 at 4:30 PM, the 105th Engineer Regiment received orders that it was 
to begin movement to the Winnezeele Area, Northeast of Cassel, in the Ypres Sector to 
man second line trenches.  The 105th Engineer Regiment would begin the march to the 
front lines the following day.374  The 118th Infantry Regiment would depart on July 2, in 
the lead position of the Regiment.  The History of the 118th Infantry American 
Expeditionary Force, France would note the 118th, in the vanguard position for the “Old 
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Hickory” Division would, thus have “the honor of being the first American Regiment to 
enter the little country of wreck and ruin.”375 
While the 105th Engineer Regiment would be responsible for improving trench 
lines near Cassel, the 118th Infantry would be headed to the “Dirty Bucket Camp” where 
the Regiment encamped for two weeks.  The “Dirty Bucket Camp” was situated in the 
Ypres Salient approximately four miles behind the front line “in nearest point of which 
was directly in front of the city of Ypres or, rather, what had been the city.”376  The 
“green” American soldiers such as Corporal James Heriot (Ex’ 1912) and Private Daniel 
McArn (Ex’ 1919) found a marked difference between their attitudes and those of the 
British and Belgian veterans they were training alongside.  “The [American troops],” they 
recalled, “were full of an enthusiasm and confidence that puzzled the men who had been 
in the war for a long time and who were looking forward to a big attack with anything but 
enthusiasm.”377 
The 118th Infantry Regiment was assigned a sector in the East Poperinghe Trench 
System.  The 118th Infantry Regiment was placed on the left of the 30th Division’s sector 
with the 117th Infantry Regiment to its right and Belgian troops on its left.  This sector 
was a quiet sector, ideal for training the “green” American soldiers in how to conduct 
themselves in trench warfare.  The 118th Infantry Regiment likely underwent a similar 
rotation while in the Poperinghe Trench System as described by the Official History of 
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the 120th Infantry.  “During the period of eight days in the front system, for two days and 
nights the men were distributed [individually] among the British troops, two days and 
nights platoons were distributed among the British, two days and nights companies were 
distributed the same way, and the last two days and nights the sector was taken over by 
the battalion.”378 
On August 16, the 118th Infantry Regiment assembled at the School Camp near 
Saint Janister Bienzen where they were the reserve as the 60th Infantry Brigade took over 
the Canal Sector from the 33rd British Division.  The 105th Engineer Regiment rejoined 
the Division to assume responsibility for this sector, and 1st Battalion under Major Perrin 
C. Cothran (1904) was responsible for supervising the refurbishment of the trenches and 
other fortifications in the sector.  In his report on the battalion’s work from August 18 – 
September 3 he notes that, “Company A took over the work in right brigade front; 
Company B, the work over entire divisional front immediately behind the red or 
intermediate line, with several jobs in the vicinity of G. H. Q. 2, back to and including the 
purple line.”  Lieutenant John H. Trescot (1915) would be involved in the completion of 
44 splinter proof shelters, completion of a ferro-concrete shelter, and the 50 percent 
completion of a second ferro-concrete shelter.379 
On August 29, the 118th was preparing to relieve the 119th Infantry Regiment in 
the front lines, but these orders were cancelled and the 118th remained as the 30th 
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Division reserve while the 60th Infantry Brigade made the assault on Vormezeele on 
September 1.  Lieutenant Trescot was one of the engineers tasked with patrolling and 
clearing mines after the infantry assault.  He would write in a secret report to British 
Lieutenant Johnson of the hazards involved in these clearance operations: 
On the morning of Sept. 1, 1918, party consisting of Lieut. 
Johnson, 2 British N.C.O.’s, 2 American N.C.O.’s and myself entered 
Voormezeele, and inspected all dugouts. 
One concrete shelter…was found to be in good condition, and on 
careful inspection was found to have charges of explosive placed over 
doorways.  This shelter consists of three rooms, and was built by English 
before the town was taken by Germans.  All doors facing our lines had 
been closed with concrete blocks and charges of perdite had been placed 
under blocks.  The north room of this shelter was found to have charges 
connected with door sill of east door. 
The center room had a charge over both east and west doors.  The 
charge over west door was placed in concrete over the door with wires 
leading from charge at east door.  This charge could not be removed 
without tearing down part of wall, so was left after cutting all wires and 
fuses as short as possible.  The charges in this shelter varied from eight to 
one hundred pounds and were placed on platforms over doorways. 
Charges were found, also, in shelters [at a different location.]  This 
charge was the largest consisting of eighty-two blocks of perdite, and two 
canisters containing presumably the same explosive.  Total amount about 
two hundred and fifty pounds.380 
On September 6, the 30th Division was relieved of its assignment to the British 
2nd Army.  The 30th Division was reassigned to the British General Headquarters 
Reserve, and they left Belgium by train for Valhoun.  At Valhoun the 30th Division 
would undergo continued training before being sent towards the front to participate in the 
Somme Offensive. 
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On the morning of September 18, the 118th Infantry Regiment began its march to 
the front before encamping that night at Tutencourt.  On September 22, the men of the 
118th Infantry Regiment resumed their movement to the front.  “This part of the trip was 
made in trucks or lorries, as we had learned to call them from association with the 
British,” The History of the 118th Infantry American Expeditionary Force, France notes.  
“Part of the journey carried us through the devastated areas of the old Somme battlefield 
where utter ruin prevailed.”381 
On September 24, the 30th Division had relieved the Australian 1st Division (less 
the Australian artillery) west of the town of Bellicourt, with command of the sector 
passing to the 30th Division at 10:00 AM.  The 118th Infantry Regiment went into the 
front line with the 1st Battalion on the left and 3rd Battalion on the right, with 2nd 
Battalion in reserve.  The 60th Infantry Brigade, which had seen the bulk of the action at 
Vormezeele, would serve as the division’s reserve.382  From the night of September 23 
until the morning of September 25, the 118th Infantry Regiment worked to improve its 
shelters and strengthen the defenses along its lines; this work was done under the heavy 
fire of both German artillery and machine guns.383 
At 5:00 PM on September 25, a raid against the Company K, 3rd Battalion 
occurred and Major McMahon, the 1st Battalion Commander received severe wounds 
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from shell fragments.384  The Somme Offensive was scheduled to resume on September 
27, with the artillery opening up on September 26.  Also on September 26 at 1:00 PM, a 
raid against 1st Battalion occurred but was quickly repulsed.385  Falling under the 
operational command of the Australian Corps, the 30th Division was ordered to advance 
and secure a line of departure for the general attack that the “Old Hickory” Division 
would launch on September 29.   
Opposite the 30th Division was the Hindenburg Line, a fortified defensive line 
known by the Germans as the Siegfriedstellung.  The Hindenburg Line was described in 
official 30th Division reports as: 
The position occupied by the enemy in front of the 30th Division 
was not only one of great strength but possessed many unique features.  
Begun in 1914 and improved further in more recent periods it formed one 
of the strongest positions of the famous Hindenburg System.  In addition 
to several heavy belts of wire and a very complete trench system, skillful 
advantage had been taken of the great natural obstacle of the St. Quentin 
Canal, to make this position as nearly impregnable as was humanly 
possible.  In addition to the canal and tunnel this portion of the line 
included a system of trenches, generally three interlocked by 
communication and approach trenches placed at frequent intervals.  Wide 
belts of strong German wire protected the entire system.  Forward belts 
were frequently in the form of deep triangles 50 to 150 yards in depth.  It 
is believe that there are few positions as well adapted for machine gun 
defense as the sector just described.386 
At 9:30 PM, Captain Jesse T. Crawford (1911) led his company over the top and 
advanced the 1st Battalion’s lines 500 yards.  Corporal James D. Heriot (Ex’ 1912) would 
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go over the top with the 3rd Battalion, approximately 600 yards to Crawford’s right.387  
This was the first frontal attack conducted by the 118th Infantry Regiment, exposing the 
two battalions to machine gun fire from concealed outposts.  Within two hours, the 3d 
Battalion had taken all objectives and consolidated its lines.  The 1st Battalion 
experienced more difficulty due to enfilading machine gun fire from the left which 
caused heavy casualties to D Company.  While the 118th Infantry Regiment was not the 
first American regiment to break through the Hindenburg Line, it was the first American 
regiment to successfully carry out an assault under the guns of the Hindenburg Line. 
On September 27, D Company was ordered to attack in conjunction with the 27th 
Division to straighten the lines, suffering casualties in the process.  Company B also 
suffered casualties when they came under heavy machine gun fire that day.  Sergeant 
Gary E. Foster, with the rest of Company F, was ordered to move into the line to augment 
these companies due to their casualties.388  Major Perrin Cothran moved forward with 
three officers of Company A in order survey the battlefield.  Sullivan, in The History of 
the 105th Engineers, notes:  “The First Battalion had been assigned the duty of properly 
laying the ‘jumping off tape’ for the Infantry.  This work of course had to be done under 
cover of darkness and on the night before the attack was to start.  In order to be as 
familiar as possible with the terrain where this tape was to be laid.”389  The night of 
September 27, the 1st Battalion, 105th Engineer Regiment would tape the jumping off 
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points as the 118th Infantry Regiment was relieved by the 60th Infantry Brigade; the 
118th remained as the division reserve for the coming assault on Bellicourt. 
On the morning of September 29, the sky was gray, with heavy mist and low 
clouds.  Smoke from the Australian artillery’s rolling barrage combined with the foggy 
conditions caused confusion on the battlefield.  The weather, however, proved an 
advantage, as was noted in the 30th Division Summary of Operations in the World War:  
“The result was that combat was carried on by more or less mixed groups, whose 
progress into the enemy lines was aided by the fact that the enemy was also handicapped 
by poor visibility.”390 
Notwithstanding the poor weather conditions the 119th Infantry Regiment broke 
through the Hindenburg Line about 7:30 AM.  Sergeant Gary E. Foster would reenter the 
battle when 2nd Battalion, 118th Infantry Regiment was ordered to move forward and 
reinforce the extreme left flank.  Corporal James D. Heriot and Private Daniel McArn, 
two Clemson men, may have been some of the 118th soldiers pressed into service as litter 
bearers.  After dusk, soldiers from the Australian 5th Division began passing through the 
30th Division lines and by 1:05 AM on September 30 the responsibility for the front had 
passed to the Australians.391  Sergeant Gary Evans Foster though was not done with the 
fight yet.  According to the History of the 118th Infantry American Expeditionary Force, 
France:   “On the morning of the 30th F Company took part in an offensive delivered by 
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the Australians who had ‘leap frogged’ through the Division.  This attack was a success, 
F Company advancing about 800 yards in an easterly direction.”392 
Unknown to the Clemson men in the 118th Infantry Regiment, another Tiger was 
in the line of attack that day.  Lieutenant William Rosborough (1908) was in command of 
a U.S. tank crew with the 301st Tank Battalion.  His tank had penetrated the Hindenburg 
Line and rolled over a German trench when it was struck by an artillery shell.  The 
artillery strike disabled the tank and caused severe burns to Lieutenant Rosborough’s face 
and hands and shrapnel wounds to his right shoulder and arm.  He would be captured as 
he tried to slip through German lines and rejoin the American divisions behind his tank.  
While the Germans were escorting their prisoner of war to the rear, he escaped however 
and returned to the hulk of his tank, remained concealed there until he was rescued by the 
Australians two and a half days later.393  On October 1, the 30th Division moved to the 
vicinity of Herbecourt about 25 kilometers west of Bellicourt, where it would spend the 
next three days in rest and refit.  On October 5, the Clemson men in the 118th Infantry 
Regiment would be bussed to the front.   
On October 5, Captain Jesse Crawford, Sergeant Gary Foster, Corporal James 
Heriot and Lieutenant Claude Iler would find themselves bumping along the roads from 
LeMesnil to Templeaux in a “lorrie.”394  At Templeaux, the Regiment would continue on 
to the front by foot along a road congested by artillery and supplies moving towards the 
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front.  “Since the relief of the 30th Division, five days before, the Australians had made 
an advance of several miles, driving the enemy with such rapidity that they had not been 
able to remove the dead.”395  The road leading to the front was subjected to heavy 
artillery fire and bombing from aircraft overhead which caused significant casualties 
among the 118th Infantry Regiment.  Private Willie Humphries in Headquarters 
Company would be one of the lucky ones to make it to the front with his unit, as 
according to The History of the 118th Infantry American Expeditionary Force, France 
noted, “Headquarters Company in particular suffered to such an extent that not a single 
platoon entered the lines with over half of the original strength.”396 
The 30th Division was ordered to relieve the Australian 5th Division which had 
advanced beyond the British 6th Division on its right, creating a salient around 
Montbrehain.  The 59th Infantry Brigade was ordered into the line to replace the 
Australian 5th Division on the evening of October 5.  The 2nd Battalion and 3rd Battalion 
of the 118th Infantry Regiment would take over a line 5 kilometers in length extending 
around three sides of Montbrehain; with the 1st Battalion in reserve.397  The History of 
the 118th Infantry American Expeditionary Force, France would recall of the dangers 
encountered in that position, “So deep was this salient that the Hun fired on us from east, 
south and north, thus making it one of the most unhealthy positions imaginable.”398  
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Command of the forward area was assumed by the 59th Infantry Brigade at 5:00 AM on 
October 6 with the 30th Division assuming the entire area of operations at 9:00 AM.399 
The 30th Division was ordered to attack on October 8.  In preparation for the 
attack, on October 7 the 117th Infantry Regiment and two platoons from Company E, 
118th Infantry Regiment, advanced about 1 kilometer to come abreast of the 118th 
Infantry Regiment’s position.  On October 8, the 30th Division was to advance to the 
Normal Objective of Brancourt le Grand where the barrage would halt for 30 minutes 200 
meters beyond the objective.  At that time, the support battalions would move forward to 
exploit the Contingent Objective, Brancoucourt.400 
In the 118th line of attack, Sergeant Gary Foster would be in the left battalion 
while Corporal James Heriot would be in the right battalion.  At 5:10 AM, the corps 
artillery laid down a heavy walking barrage and the 118th Infantry Regiment went over 
the top following the assigned armor, making “steady progress towards its objective, 
which was some distance northeast of the town of Brancourt.”401  At one point in the 
advance, Company F came under heavy machine gun fire from a sunken road.  First 
Lieutenant George F. Read and Sergeant Gary E. Foster charged the German machine 
gun position there and when Lieutenant Read was shot down, Sergeant Foster continued 
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on to assault the machine gun nest.  Using a hand grenade and his pistol, he killed several 
German soldiers and captured another eighteen German soldiers.402 
Corporal James Heriot, in 3rd Battalion was facing even fiercer opposition after 
he went over the top.  Company I in fact would suffer many casualties, losing two 
Lieutenants and other casualties in the battle.403  On reaching the Normal Objective at 
07:50 AM, Captain Jesse Crawford led Company C through the front lines of the 2nd 
Battalion and 3rd Battalion and on to the Contingent Objective.  The History of the 118th 
Infantry American Expeditionary Force, France makes of the success of the assault that, 
“By noon all objectives had been gained and the Regiment dug in for the rest of the day.  
The new line held by it was about two thousand yards east of Brancourt.  So rapid was 
the advance that the enemy did not have time to remove all of his light artillery, resulting 
in the capture by this Regiment of quite a few batteries.”404 
That night, German aircraft bombed the towns of Montbrehain and Brancourt and 
the road running between the two towns.  Orders were received by the 59th Infantry 
Brigade to continue the attack on the morning of October 9.  Captain Jesse Crawford, in 
the 1st Battalion, was in the vanguard of this day’s actions and would reach the battalion 
objective, the Railroad west of Becquigny, earlier than anticipated despite coming under 
heavy machine gun fire from German troops concealed in thick woods.  Sergeant Gary 
Evans, in Company F, would pass through 1st Battalion’s lines and continue on to the 
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118th’s main objective, a line about 1,000 yards beyond the railroad.405  This objective 
would not be secured until 4:00 PM.  The 60th Infantry Brigade would take over the 
advance, passing through the 118th Infantry Regiment’s front lines.  The 118th Infantry 
Regiment would become the division reserve after having captured 11 square miles of 
territory which had been in German hands for four years and taken over 960 prisoners.406 
Late in the morning on October 10, the 118th Infantry Regiment was following 
1,000 yards behind the 120th Infantry Regiment’s support battalion.  Corporal James 
Heriot, in 3rd Battalion, was near the front of the line of advance with the 2nd Battalion 
in support and the 1st following in the rear.  Nearing Becquigny, the Captain Jesse 
Crawford found himself in the middle of an artillery barrage as his company was 
climbing a hill.  “This hill,” The History of the 118th Infantry American Expeditionary 
Force, France reports, “must have been under direct observation by the enemy, as a 
regular barrage was laid down just as soon as the Battalion started up it.”407   
The British 6th Division was unable to advance as rapidly as the American 30th 
Division, which opened up a gap in the lines.  The 1st Battalion and one company from 
the 3rd Battalion, 118th Infantry were sent into the lines to fill the gap.  October 10 
served as a brief respite for the 118th Infantry Regiment, and, with the exception of the 
delay caused by the German barrage, the main duty of the 118th Infantry had been to 
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follow the 120th Infantry Regiment in its advance of 1,000 yards, which they succeeded 
in doing.408 
The 120th Infantry Regiment had advanced for most of the day with the flanks 
exposed, and consequently had suffered severe losses.  That evening, 30th Division 
Headquarters issued orders for the 118th Infantry Regiment to take the place of the 120th 
Infantry Regiment on the right and to continue the advance.  At 5:30 AM following a 
brief barrage, the 118th Infantry Regiment attacked under the command of the 60th 
Infantry Brigade.  The previous three days advance had in fact been so swift that the 
artillery could not keep pace with the 30th Division. 
Captain Jesse Crawford, in 1st Battalion, was located somewhere near the center 
of the Regiment’s line of attack.  Sergeant Gary Foster would be to his left in the 2nd 
Battalion, while Corporal James Heriot was to his right in the 3rd Battalion.  The 1st 
Battalion, 120th Infantry Regiment was serving as the 118th Infantry Regiment’s 
reserve.409  Sergeant Foster would help take the village of LaHaie Menneeresse after a 
brief engagement with a German rear guard which remained in the village.  The 2nd 
Battalion advanced quite rapidly to the LaSalle River, but the 1st and 3rd Battalions faced 
more difficulty in their advance.   
Third Battalion, on the right of the advance had encountered a nest of machine 
guns.  Corporal James Heriot rallied four other soldiers in Company I and attacked a 
                                                          




machine gun nest which was inflicting heavy casualties on his company.  The five 
soldiers quickly came under heavy cross fire from several machine gun positions.  Two 
of the soldiers with Corporal Heriot were killed and the other two took cover refusing to 
move.  Corporal Heriot fixed his bayonet on his British issued Lee-Enfield rifle and 
attacked.  His Medal of Honor Citation reads, “Unmindful of the hazard attached to his 
mission, Corporal Heriot, with fixed bayonet, alone charged the machine gun, making his 
way through the fire for a distance of 30 yards and forcing the enemy to surrender.”410  
Despite machine gun wounds to his arm, he continued forward, but would be fatally 
wounded charging a second machine gun nest, dying on the battlefield of Vaux-Andigny. 
Captain Jesse Crawford also fought at Vaux-Andigny, leading C Company 
against the Germans there.  The town would be taken after heavy combat, where house to 
house fighting was the norm.  Captain Crawford would be injured by a shell fragment 
striking his left foot.  And once beyond the town, the Regiment hit the hardest opposition 
it had encountered during the offensive.  The History of the 118th Infantry American 
Expeditionary Force, France describes the 118th Infantry Regiment’s combat: 
The enemy had taken advantage of the preceding day to make his 
preparations for a stand on the high ground.  Faced by the river and the 
high ground, upon which the enemy had a well-defined trench system 
alive with machine guns, it would have been nothing short of suicide to try 
to advance without artillery support.  The location of the terrain favored 
the enemy, as he was well secured on the side of a hill, while the 
Regiment would have been compelled to advance in the open against 
numerous machine guns.  So the line was established short of the original 
objective for the first time in the fighting.411 
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Calls for artillery support went unanswered by the Corps since the volume of 
artillery necessary to dislodge the Germans was still enroute and had yet to catch up with 
the infantry.  The evening of October 11, the 27th Division relieved the 30th Division 
with the 107th Infantry Regiment entering the lines held by the 118th Infantry Regiment.  
Leaving the front lines, the 118th Infantry Regiment encamped 2,000 yards west of the 
Bohain-Busigny Road.  “All day, the 12th,” The History of the 118th Infantry American 
Expeditionary Force, France notes, “the men stretched out on the ground, trying to relax 
their tired bodies and to make up some of the sleep that had been lost during the 
fighting.”412  On October 14, the 118th Infantry Regiment moved into the town of 
Bohain, which had recently been liberated by the British.  This brought heavy retaliation 
by the Germans who had observed the American regiment’s entry into the town and 
responded with a heavy artillery barrage.  The shell fire drove the 118th Infantry 
Regiment back to the camp ground west of the Bohain-Busigny Road.  Reports from the 
evening of October 14 show the 118th Infantry Regiment had a total strength between 
1,400 and 1,500 men, less than 50 percent of full strength.413 
On the evening of October 15, the 118th Infantry Regiment reentered the lines 
they had handed over to the 107th Infantry Regiment.  Without artillery support in the 
intervening four days, the 107th Infantry Regiment had not attempted to advance against 
the German positions on the hills above the LaSalle River.  The 3rd Battalion was tasked 
as the assault force with the 2nd Battalion in the support role and two companies from 1st 
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Battalion serving as the regimental reserve.  On October 17 the 118th Infantry Regiment 
launched its assault on the German positions across the LaSelle River.  The attack began 
at 5:20 AM with an artillery barrage; then the 118th Infantry Regiment moved across the 
LaSelle River supported by tanks.  Due to the dense fog, there was some confusion as the 
regiment crossed the river.414  The 3rd Battalion though held up by heavy fire from the 
vicinity of Molain, advanced to the right and assisted the 117th Infantry with the 
liberation of Molain.  At the end of the advance, the 3rd Battalion consolidated a forward 
line along a sunken road approximately 1,000 yards short of its objective.415  The other 
regiments were also unable to reach their objectives as the History of the 118th Infantry 
American Expeditionary Force, France notes,  “Neither the 117th, on the right, or the 
105th, on the left, had been able to make an advance beyond that made by the 118th, so 
the line held by these three regiments was consolidated during the night of the 17th, and 
the men dug in for protection and sleep.”416 
The 105th Engineer Regiment meanwhile was busy assisting getting the artillery 
forward within range of the German positions across the LaSalle River.  Lieutenant John 
Trescot and Lieutenant Jennette were detached with two platoons from Company B, 
105th Engineer Regiment to the 54th Australian Artillery Brigade under the tactical 
command of Major Kelly of the Australian Brigade.  He would be responsible for the 
crossings over the LaSalle River for the artillery.  At 8:30 AM, they were reconnoitering 
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the river for a crossing under heavy fire.  The decision was made to bridge the river at 
Marsh Mill.  By 12:30 PM the German artillery barrage had decreased to the point the 
bridge could be constructed, although Lieutenant Trescott and Lieutenant Jennette and 
their men had to endure gas and high explosive rounds falling on the construction site.  
The bridge, however, was completed in 1 hour, 40 minutes with an Australian officer 
stating the work was the best he’d ever seen, notwithstanding the fact that six men had to 
be evacuated due to the gas exposure.417 
By 5:00 PM the 30th Division realized that the 118th Infantry Regiment was 
facing severe exhaustion.  They ordered the 60th Infantry Brigade to relieve the 59th 
Infantry Brigade and the 120th Infantry Regiment to relieve the 118th Infantry Regiment 
before 4:00 AM.  At 5:30 AM the 120th Infantry Regiment resumed the attack, but was 
subjected to heavy artillery fire and was forced to withdraw to the line of departure the 
118th had established the previous day.  However, at 6:00 PM, the 120th was able to 
break through the barrage and resume the advance.418 
On the morning of October 19, the 60th Infantry Brigade once again resumed the 
attack before word arrived at 2:30 PM to dig in and hold its current positions.  The British 
1st Division would be relieving the 30th Division, while the 118th Infantry Regiment 
would begin its march to the rear for rest and recuperation. 
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The impact of the 118th Infantry Regiment on the accomplishments of the “Old 
Hickory” Division during its October operations was highlighted in the regimental 
history.   
The 30th Division penetrated to a depth of over 18,000 yards.  The 
118th Infantry occupied the front line during over 14,000 yards of this 
advance…..  This Regiment captured 48 heavy machine guns, 166 light 
machine guns, 25 field guns, 72 trench mortars, and 2,850 rifles.  The 
Regimental report, showing prisoners captured during the same time, 
shows 1,343 men and 76 officers captured.419 
Further, the “October operations” of the 30th Division would prove to be the 
source of the greatest number of awards for valor for Clemson men in the history of the 
university.  Corporal James D. Heriot’s mother, Carrie, would receive his Medal of 
Honor from Major General Henry Sharpe on February 22, 1919.  The medal resides in 
the South Carolina Confederate Relic Room and Military Museum in Columbia, SC.420  
Sergeant Gary E. Foster would earn the Medal of Honor for his capture of the German 
machine gun nest which prevented many casualties among Company F on October 8, 
1918.  He would also be decorated for his valor six times from five Allied nations. 421  
Sergeant Foster would attend Clemson’s One-Year Agricultural program in September 
1919, graduating from the program in 1920.  Jesse T. Crawford would be promoted to 
Major in 1919 and was awarded the Silver Star Citation for his leadership of C Company 
on October 8.422  Lieutenant John Trescot would receive a Silver Star Citation for his 
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reconnaissance of the bridge under fire on October 17.423  Major Perrin Cothran would be 
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel before the end of the war, making him one of the highest 
ranking Clemson men to command troops in combat at that time.424 
While the 30th Division had been slogging through the Somme Offensive, another 
Clemson Alumni, First Lieutenant Dogan Arthur (Ex’ 1913) was flying missions out of 
the Remicourt Aerodrome in the Marne District.  The 12th Aero Squadron had moved to 
Remicourt on September 20, 1918 after the end of the Saint Mihiel Offensive.425  On 
October 18, he flew an artillery observation mission, providing adjustments to artillery in 
the field.  Attacked by four German planes, Lieutenant Arthur’s observer attempted to 
fight off the attacking fighters until his machine gun jammed.  Lieutenant Arthur dove for 
the ground and led the German planes in a chase as low as 25 foot above ground in order 
to escape.426   
On October 30, Lieutenant Arthur was flying once again with his trustworthy 
friend Lieutenant Howard Fleeson as his observer in a protection flight for an observer 
mission in the vicinity of Buzancy, France.  They were to provide cover for a plane 
piloted by Lieutenant Mulley with Lieutenant Fey taking photographs for the 
reconnaissance mission.427  After crossing 12 kilometers behind German lines, the flight 
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was attacked by 18 German Fokkers.  Lieutenant Arthur and Lieutenant Fleeson engaged 
the Fokkers, in an attempt to allow Lieutenant Mulley time to escape back to friendly 
lines. 428  Engaging the Fokkers in a dogfight, Lieutenant Arthur only began the long 
flight home when he saw Lieutenant Mulley’s plane shot from the sky.  Lieutenant 
Fleeson, manning the machine gun, then shot down two Fokkers before the Germans 
broke off their attack.  The two aircraft they shot down would bring their total aerial 
victories to three.429 
For Clemson Alumni, the Great War was not over yet, and one more division had 
yet to make its mark.  That was the 81st “Wildcat” Division.   Formed at Camp Jackson 
outside Columbia, it was uniquely South Carolinian in nature despite its late entry into 
the war.  Because of the South Carolinian influence on the “Wildcat” Division, it is only 
fitting that Tigers play a crucial role. 
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THE “WILDCATS” BREAK THROUGH 
“Suppose that my experience while in service was that which usually falls to a soldier.  
Give and take…. Good times and bad times.  Laughed in the good times and tried to 
smile in bad times.  Grumbled when I wanted to which is the privilege of all soldiers.”  – 
First Lieutenant Ralph O’Neal,  
324th Infantry Regiment & Clemson Agricultural College Class of 1916.430 
 
Despite being one of the divisions organized by General Order 101 on August 5, 
1917, the 81st Division would not depart for Europe until July and August of the 
following year.  The 81st Division staff began forming at Camp Jackson outside 
Columbia, SC.  Despite being officially named the “Stonewall Division,” the Division 
was more commonly known as the “Wildcat Division” from its shoulder sleeve insignia, 
a wildcat in a circle.431  During World War I, the color of the wildcat denoted the brigade 
of the wearer.432  Over 100 Clemson men would pass through the 81st Division during 
the course of the war, and the officers that went into battle with the division would have a 
marked impact on its success in the last offensive of the war. 
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Several Clemson men were in attendance at the first officer’s meeting held at 
Camp Jackson on August 31, 1917.  This meeting was to prepare for the task of 
organizing and training the incoming draftees who would fill the ranks of the “Wildcat” 
Division.433 
Thomas S. Buie (1917) and Deans Crumpler (1917) were classmates in the “War 
Class of 1917” and attended the First Reserve Officer’s Training Camp at Camp 
Oglethorpe.  Thomas Buie was remembered “for his ability to ‘shoot.’  He has had many 
hard intellectual battles, but has invariably come out victorious.  He considers any grade 
below 99 per cent a ‘flunk.’”434  Deans Crumpler was described in TAPS as having an 
erect carriage and manly bearing, black hair and blue eyes.  TAPS further notes that, “It is 
seldom that you find such an old head on such young shoulders….  Many are the times 
that his ability to juggle figures and manufacture formulas kept us from being late with 
our ‘Sam’ [this is likely a reference to Samuel Broadus Earle, who was the Director of 
the Engineering Department] experiments.”435  While at Clemson, he was very active in 
the Baptist Church and the Carolina Literary Society.  Both men would be commissioned 
as Second Lieutenants on August 15, 1917. 
Ewart G. Acker (1916) was also one of the Clemson men who went to Fort 
Oglethorpe with the volunteers from the “War Class of 1917.”436  Nicknamed “Judge,” 
Ewart was remembered by his classmates as a “sturdy, genteel, hard-working, 
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straightforward fellow, of a kindly disposition.”  He was a First Sergeant and a Major in 
the Corps of Cadets at Clemson.437  On August 15, 1917 he was commissioned as a 
Second Lieutenant and was assigned to the newly forming I Company, 323rd Infantry 
Regiment, 81st Division.438 
Frank Barnwell (Ex’ 1915) departed Clemson after his sophomore year but would 
be part of the “Clemson Club” at the First Reserve Officer’s Training Camp at Fort 
Oglethorpe.  He would be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant and would serve in 
Company K, 323rd Infantry Regiment. 
When the “five-percent” men who were part of the first National Army draft 
arrived at Camp Jackson on September 5, 1917 the officers of the 81st Division were 
ready for their arrival, though the actual camp was not.  This was generally the case, for 
the camps had been built by government contractors under emergency conditions, the 
contractors having to leave much of the finishing touches to the first “rookies” who 
would train in them.  The resulting sparse conditions, which left much room for 
improvement as at Camp Sevier, was not the only challenges facing the 81st Division.  
The History of the 321st Infantry Regiment noted in particular that the division would be 
“cannibalized” frequently to shore up the manning of other divisions headed to the front.  
This caused not only considerable confusion but depleted the ranks. 
This was evident as early as October 12, 1917, when at least 50 per 
cent of the men in the division were transferred to regular army divisions, 
principally to the 30th.  For more than a month there were hardly enough 
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men in a battalion to form a full company. A continual transfer of men 
from the 81st during the winter and spring of 1918 kept the ranks of the 
division depleted.  It looked as though the 81st was destined to be a depot 
division.439   
Morale was also impacted by this continual training of soldiers who would then 
be reassigned to operational divisions.  The Roster and History of 306th Regiment of 
Engineers and 306th Engineer Train recalls of this period that, “It was heart-breaking to 
officers and men alike when these assignments left us and our regiment depleted to a 
mere skeleton, started all over again its task of building up an organization from raw 
material.”440 
From May 11 through May 18, 1918, the 81st Division would depart Camp 
Jackson and leave its “depot division” status in the scrub pines and sandy hills outside of 
Columbia for Europe.  However even before reaching the battlefield, the 321st Infantry 
Regiment would experience something which would compare to the horrors of the 
battlefield.  The History of the 321st Infantry describes in detail a serious train wreck as 
the 81st Division was departing Columbia, South Carolina: 
The train carrying the advance party of the 321st was wrecked on a 
trestle just as it was pulling out of Camp Jackson….  Fortunately, Major 
Bloomhardt saw the cars turned over, and immediately rushed a detail 
with litters and first aid dressings to the scene.  Lieut. Col. Halstead soon 
reached the wreck, restored order out of chaos and confusion, and directed 
the rescue parties. Major Bloomhardt’s timely appearance and fast work 
made possible the rescue and administration of first aid to a large number. 
There were nine killed and twenty-five wounded.441 
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Once the 81st Division arrived at Camp Sevier, its overriding priority was for 
filling the ranks.  The Narrative History of Co. K, 324th INF. 81st (Stonewall) Division 
describes the state of most of the companies in the 81st Division when they arrived at 
Camp Sevier as consisting of forty-six men, of whom a few were N.C.O.’s and first class 
privates; this remained the case till on June 15 eighty-eight men were assigned from the 
Provisional Depot Brigade, Camp Sevier, South Carolina, and between June 22 – 25 
fourteen more were added, and on June 29, 113 more were assigned from the Depot 
Brigade at Camp Jackson.442  On May 25, 1918 the orders were received that the 
“Wildcat” Division had been waiting for since August 1917 that it would depart on July 
14 for overseas service.  The 306th Engineer Regiment was brought to full strength, and 
the new arrivals were trained by the officers and sergeants of the regiment.  July, The 
History of the 321st Infantry Regiment records was a pivotal month in training:  “After 
the first of July the ‘speed-it-up’ fever struck the 81st.  Then it was clear that our days in 
the States were numbered.  About July 10 it was generally known that Sunday, July 14, 
would be our farewell day in Camp Sevier.”443 
The 81st Division spent two weeks in Camp Upton and Camp Mills on Long 
Island, New York in intensive training, since the 81st Division knew they would not have 
the time for training of the divisions which came before it.  On July 30, the 81st Division 
began sailing from New York Harbor for overseas.  Like many divisions which had 
preceded them, England was its first stop, though not for additional training.  The “speed-
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it-up” fever continued in England with The History of the 321st Infantry Regiment noting 
that, “We were too tired from our long voyage and hike of the night before to become 
rested during two nights in bunkless barracks.  However, it was better than no stop, and 
we were especially grateful for the privilege of visiting some of the interesting and 
historic old cities of England.”444  Indeed, according to the Roster and History of 306th 
Regiment of Engineers and 306th Engineer Train, the 306th Engineers spent the two days 
of rest exploring the English countryside:  Winchester Cathedral, the old school, the 
castle, where they, “gazed reverently at King Arthur’s Round Table, and enjoyed to the 
limit the historical things of this quaint old city.”445  Company K, 324th Infantry 
Regiment passed through England three days after the 321st Infantry Regiment, and its 
history notes, “After entraining every man was handed a printed letter from King George 
V of England, expressing his appreciation for America’s participation in the war.”446 
The 81st Division began to arrive in France one month after they departed Camp 
Sevier on July 13.  The 81st Division landed at the port of Cherbourg and were 
temporarily stationed at the rest camps located near there.  After two days at the rest 
camps outside Cherbourg the four infantry regiments and 306th Engineer Regiment went 
to Tonnerre for training while the 156th Artillery Brigade conducted its training at Le 
Valdahon.447 
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The 321st Infantry Regiment, in the vanguard of the 81st Division’s movement 
overseas, proceeded quickly, having the “singular record of going ahead of schedules 
until after the Armistice was signed.”  This occasionally caused some problems, for at 
Tonnerre, “It is said that the 321st arrived in France five days ahead of schedule and that 
no provision had been made for getting supplies to us at that time.”448  The infantry and 
engineers were put through intensive training in the most recent tactics and formations 
while select officer and sergeants were sent to the training schools established by the 
A.E.F. and British Expeditionary Force.  On September 14, the 81st Division received 
orders to move to the Vosges sector, 20 kilometers southwest of Saint Dié.  Upon 
receiving the orders, Colonel Halstead offered these words to the men of the 321st 
Infantry Regiment: 
They are not going to put you into a very active line, but are going 
to put you into the trenches. In front of the trenches is ground called ‘No 
Man’s Land,’ but that’s our land now. We are going to own that land. We 
have a lot of young men here and we are going to make the Boche sit up 
and wish they were at their own firesides, since we can’t be at our own.449 
The untried 81st Division was paired with the French 20th Division from 
September 18 until October 2, entering the lines to relieve the American 92nd Division 
on the night of September 19.  Upon entering the lines the Regiment were given orders 
“to load rifles for the first time and they remained loaded from now on till the 
armistice.”450 
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Each company took a turn in the front line trenches before rotating to reserve 
positions behind a ridgeline which shielded them from direct enemy fire.  Here, the 81st 
Division received its first encounter with shell fire, The History of the 321st Infantry 
noting that, “Nevertheless, ‘Fritz’ had a peculiar fondness for shelling this area [the 
reserve positions behind the ridgeline], and on several nights our reserves had an exciting 
demonstration of Boche fireworks at close range.  Several dozen high explosives landed 
within a few yards of the billets.”451 
On October 9, the German Army conducted a dawn raid on the front line 
positions where First Lieutenant William A. Schilletter (1914) was serving.452  Lieutenant 
Schilletter was a true son of Clemson in many ways.  He born at Clemson Agricultural 
College, the son of Augustus “Shorty” Schilletter453 who served as steward of the mess 
halls for the early college was enormously popular with the cadets.  William Schilletter 
would share the nickname of “Shorty” with his father (despite the fact he was rather tall) 
and played “scrub” football his freshman year, then varsity football from 1911 – 1914.  
TAPS noted that, “his greatest ambition is to return to Clemson and coach the team that 
will beat Georgia Tech.”454   
On the morning of October 9, Lieutenant Schilletter was in command of 
Company I, 321st Infantry Regiment.  The attack began with a barrage of 3,000 to 4,000 
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shells falling on the sector held by Company I.  Two waves of German soldiers followed 
the attack, one wave was equipped with a flamethrower which Company I captured 
before it could be used.  The History of the 321st Infantry credits the repulse of the attack 
to the actions of Lieutenant Schilletter, Sergeant Francis Sutherland and Sergeant 
Yerbe.455  According to The History of the 321st Infantry Division, “Lieutenant 
Schilletter displayed remarkable coolness and marked ability in commanding the men of 
his sector of the trench” and Sergeant Francis Sutherland earned the Distinguished 
Service Cross for his actions.  Sergeant Sutherland was critical to Lieutenant Schilletter’s 
command of his men during the bombardment.  Sergeant Sutherland made multiple 
crossings of unprotected ground while carrying ammunition for the soldiers and 
delivering orders to the front line trenches.456 
Company I killed 13 German soldiers that day, and only 9 American soldiers were 
wounded.  Company I also took the first prisoner taken by the 81st Division.  On the 
night of October 16, the French 20th Division relieved the companies in the trenches on 
the southern portion of the sector assigned to 81st Division, and the Polish 1st Division 
relieved the remaining units in the trenches on October 19.457  The 81st Division then 
marched through a slow rain to Rambervillers to conduct training in extended order 
formations and field problems.458 
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Shortly after the 81st Division entered the lines in the Vosges Mountains, General 
John J. Pershing launched his long anticipated Meuse-Argonne Offensive on September 
26, 1918.  The Meuse-Argonne Offensive would be the largest in United States military 
history with 23 American divisions involved over the course of the 47-day campaign.  
The Meuse-Argonne Offensive consisted of an American attack between the Meuse 
River and the Argonne Forest supported by the French 4th Army between the Argonne 
Forest and Suippes River on September 26.  On September 27, the British-French attack 
between the Oise and Scarpe Rivers was scheduled to be renewed, and on September 28 a 
further attack was to occur on the Ypres front.  The actions of the 30th Division, breaking 
through the Hindenburg Line was part of the operations on the Ypres front.  The intent of 
these coordinated attacks was maintain a continuous pressure on the German Army, 
thereby forcing the German government to agree to an armistice.  Clemson men would be 
heavily involved throughout the campaign.   
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Thomas M. Jervey (1917) was flying missions in support 
of the Meuse-Argonne campaign with the 91st Aero Squadron.  Since the start of the 
campaign, the 91st Aero Squadron observers had suffered severe casualties, the History 
of the 91st Aero Squadron noted that, “the first day’s operations cost us another of the old 
teams, when ‘Ash’ Kelty and Lowry were killed by a direct hit of anti-aircraft fire.”459  
Aircrews were also lost to enemy action on October 5 and October 9.  On September 27, 
Lieutenant Jannopoulo was shot through the chest although he would survive the wound.  
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Lieutenant Merrell also was injured during a crash which killed his pilot on October 
18.460 
October 30 received a special mention in the History of the 91st Aero Squadron as 
a “big day.”  For on that day the 91st Aero Squadron would fly 10 reconnaissance and 
photographic missions,461 take 234 photographs, and engage in five dogfights.462  About 
Lieutenant Jervey’s role on that day, the History of the 91st Aero Squadron notes that, 
“‘The flying ordnance officer’, Tom Jervey, with Vic Strahm, took pictures for the first 
time, snapping thirty-six in all, of which thirty-four were good, while Professor Strahm’s 
boy Victor, not wishing to have his observer get too much credit, shot down an enemy 
Rumpler which seemed to resent their presence in that locality.”463 
Fourteen German aircraft attacked Lieutenant Strahm and Lieutenant Jervey that 
day, but despite damage to their aircraft and the fact Lieutenant Jervey was suffering 
from frozen hands, they managed to successfully complete their mission.  Lieutenant 
Jervey would subsequently be awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for his actions 
that day.  He and his brother, Captain Frank J. Jervey (1914) would be one of the rare 
pair of brothers who both earned the Distinguished Service Cross. 
Lieutenant Robert M. Bailey (Ex’ 1907) from Anderson, SC had attended 
Clemson from 1903 to 1904.  He had enlisted in the South Carolina National Guard and 
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saw service on the Mexican border with the 1st South Carolina Infantry Regiment.  
Going to France with the 30th Division as a Sergeant, he was commissioned after going 
to an Officer’s Candidate School in France.464  After his commissioning, Lieutenant 
Bailey was a platoon leader in the 114th Infantry Regiment, 29th Division.  While 
leading his platoon against an enemy position near Verdun on October 12 he was fatally 
wounded.  He refused to leave his platoon, remaining to direct his platoon in repulsing a 
German counterattack.  His body would not be recovered, and he would be listed on the 
Tablets of the Missing at the Meuse-Argonne American Military Cemetery at Romagne, 
France.  He would be awarded a posthumous Distinguish Service Cross.465 
On November 1, the 81st Division broke camp and began the march to join the 
Meuse-Argonne Offensive east of Verdun.  The History of the 321st Infantry Regiment 
describes the march:  “During our entire stay in France we have undergone no severer 
test of our endurance and morale than the marching between Sampigny and Verdun, via 
St. Mihiel, all of which had to be done under cover of darkness and in rain and mud.”466  
Arriving in Verdun on November 2, the 81st Division was assigned as the reserve of the 
French 17th Corps which was the right corps for the American 1st Army.  It moved 
towards the front southeast of Verdun, before relieving the American 35th Division 
which as the right element of the French 17th Corps on November 6.  On November 6, 
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control of the 81st Division also passed to the French 2nd Colonial Corps which relieved 
the French 17th Corps.467 
Command of the sector passed to the 81st Division at 8:00 AM on November 7.  
Every infantry regiment was in line with two battalions occupying front-line centers of 
resistance with the third battalion held in reserve.  The 324th Infantry Regiment was on 
the far right of the 81st Division’s sector, with the 323rd Infantry Regiment next in line, 
followed by the 322nd Infantry Regiment.  The 321st Infantry Regiment was securing the 
far left of the division’s lines.  When daylight came the reality of the Great War, 
especially at Verdun, became apparent to the Clemson men in the 81st Division.  The 
History of the 321st Infantry Regiment describes the scene: 
When we awoke and climbed out of our dugouts the next morning 
we beheld another wonder of the World War. The wonder of this place, 
which is like all the territory for miles on the east, north and west of 
Verdun, is the utter desolation, the completeness and thoroughness of the 
destruction. Nothing was left standing, not a tree, nor even a bush. The 
sight was oppressive. The barren, shell torn hills were literally strewn with 
bones of French and German soldiers who, just two years before, had 
contested the summit of these hills in a bloody hand to hand combat….  
The effect was weird and somber. It was indeed the “Abomination of 
Desolation.”468 
On November 8 at 11:30 AM, the 81st Division received orders from the French 
2nd Colonial Corps.  The French 2nd Colonial Corps’ plan of attack stated that French 
units would pass through the lines of the 81st Division between the Abaucourt—Etain 
road and the left boundary of the division, reducing the 81st Division front from 18 to 12 
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kilometers.  Shortly after midnight on November 9, the 81st Division headquarters issued 
orders for the attack, long anticipated by the 81st Division.  The plan was treated as a 
pursuit of a retreating enemy rather than a frontal assault.  An artillery barrage would 
begin at 07:30 AM, then at 08:30 AM, the two attack columns would cross the frontline 
trenches with the artillery concentrating its fire on the German main lines of resistance.469  
The 322nd Infantry Regiment would lead the left column with the 321st Infantry 
Regiment as the 161st Infantry Brigade’s reserve.  Also, the 324th Infantry Regiment 
would lead the 162nd Infantry Brigade with the 323rd Infantry Regiment in reserve.470 
The French 10th Colonial Infantry Division relieved the 321st Infantry Regiment 
at 08:00 AM.  First Lieutenant Schilletter led his Company I into the woods west of 
Chatillon sous-les-Côtes to take up its position in the division’s reserve.  Second 
Lieutenant John F. Blackmon (1916), who had studied Textiles at Clemson and was 
active in the Glee and Dancing clubs, would be waiting in Company G.471  Captain 
William A. Robinson (1910) was in command of L Company.  TAPS remembered the 
Civil Engineering student as “Cherry” as “all that his name implies, a red cheeked, good 
natured fellow.”472  Under his command was Second Lieutenant F. W. Hardee (Ex’ 1920) 
who had left Clemson to enlist and had been commissioned as an officer.473  Sergeant 
Clarence Patterson (Ex’ 1920) would also depart with his classmate, Lieutenant Hardee, 
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to enlist in the U.S. Army.  He was across the battlefield, and would be in the rally point 
for Company D, 323rd Infantry Regiment in its reserve position along the road northwest 
of Haudiomont.474 
The 324th Infantry Regiment went “over the top” on time.  First Battalion, 324th 
Infantry Regiment attacked into the Massenoue wood causing the assault companies to 
become disorganized.  The 324th Infantry Regiment became bogged down in the woods 
around the village of Manheulles.  Third Battalion, originally in support, followed the 1st 
Battalion into Bois de Manheulles, where they encountered stiff resistance.  The 2nd 
Battalion, 322nd Infantry Regiment was sent in to reinforce the 324th.475 
Russell S. Wolfe (1911) was a First Lieutenant in the 322nd Infantry Regiment on 
November 9.476  TAPS remembered him for his musical abilities, particularly with the 
clarinet.477 On November 9, he was in the front lines when the 322nd Infantry Regiment 
attacked at 9:00 AM and by 5:30 AM the regiment had seized its objective, Moranville. 
On November 10 on 10:30 AM, Lieutenant Frank Barnwell relieved elements of 
the 2nd Battalion 324th Infantry Regiment.  He was leading his platoon from Company 
K, 323rd Infantry Regiment.  The First Sergeant for Company K, First Sergeant W. W. 
Nicholson (Ex’ 1916), would have known him from Clemson. Their battalion had 
completed the relief by 1:45 PM.  By midnight, November 10, the 323rd Infantry 
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Regiment had moved the 1st Battalion into the line with 3rd Battalion in a reserve 
position.478  At 8:00 AM on November 10, the 322nd Infantry Regiment assaulted the 
town of Grimaucourt, seizing it by 10:00 AM.  At 5:30 PM, the 321st Infantry Regiment 
began to relieve the 322nd Infantry which they completed by 8:30 PM. 
On November 11 at 5:00 AM, the Armistice was signed, to go into effect at 11:00 
AM Paris time.  The 323rd Infantry Regiment was ordered at 6:00 AM not to advance 
unless the 33rd Division on its right flank did so.  The 162nd Infantry Brigade received 
word of the Armistice at 8:10 AM.  At 9:25 AM, the Brigade ordered the 323rd to send 
out strong patrols and begin a forward advance.  The German artillery laid down a heavy 
barrage, preventing the 323rd from advancing until 10:40 AM.  In the 20 minutes until 
the Armistice took effect, the 323rd kept up the advance.479 
The 321st Infantry Regiment attacked at 6:00 AM on November 11.  The History 
of the 321st Infantry Regiment describes the attack: 
At exactly 6:00 a. m. (6 hours) the First Battalion and Third 
Battalion moved out straight to their fronts, both battalions had “two 
companies in assault and two companies in support, assaulting companies 
deploying at wide intervals, support companies in double line of combat 
groups. The visibility was extremely bad on account of very dense fog, 
and the assaulting companies almost immediately ran into heavy machine 
gun fire all along the front.480 
First Lieutenant Schilletter was leading I Company on the left of 3rd Battalion’s 
advance while Captain Robinson was leading Company L in a support position.  Noticing 
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a gap between the 3rd Battalion and 1st Battalion, the 2nd Battalion Commander ordered 
his battalion to fill the gap.  At 10:00 AM, Lieutenant John F. Blackmon in G Company 
found himself under a heavy artillery barrage and machine gun fire.  His company would 
push through the heavy fire, reaching the enemy lines at 10:55 AM.  This meant the 321st 
Infantry Regiment was advancing along a front 3,000 meters wide by 6:30 AM.481 
Company I advanced through open marsh south of Grimaucourt under heavy fire 
from its front and right flank.  Realizing this, Captain Jaeckle ordered his Company K 
into the marshes on Company I’s flank.  The History of the 321st Infantry Regiment notes 
that, “The advance was continued vigorously until 11:00 a.m, at which time the order to 
cease firing found the two companies.”482  After the Armistice went into effect at 11:00 
AM, the American lines were consolidated.  That evening, the men of the 81st Division 
bivouacked at the spot they had reached once the firing had ceased.  The History of the 
321st Infantry Regiment describes what followed the end of the Great War: 
The night of November 11 stands out unique in the history of 
mankind….  That night the bright light of our camp fires dispelled the 
dreary darkness that had settled like a pall upon northern France every 
night with the going down of the sun for four long years.  Before the night 
of the 11th, the faint light of a cigarette was the signal for a deadly missile.  
That night the fields and woods were aglow with bright fires—the signals 
of peace and victory. The merry laughter and bright, happy faces of the 
fellows as they sat around their open camp fires told of a joy too deep for 
words and too sacred for a public demonstration. Such demonstrations as 
followed the receipt of the news of the Armistice in our cities, would have 
been as much out of place on the front that day as at the funeral of a great 
and honored personage.  We were on hallowed ground—hallowed and 
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forever made sacred to us by the blood of our own comrades, whose 
mangled and shell-torn bodies still lay around us on the battlefield.483 
On the signing of the Armistice, the Allied and Central Powers still had much to 
discuss and there was no plan in place to demobilize millions of soldiers and return them 
home until the peace treaties had been completed.  The History of the 321st Infantry 
Regiment notes the attitude of the soldiers towards the end of hostilities: 
It never occurred to us then that there would be an Army of 
Occupation and months of weary waiting on the other side.  The men of 
the 321st, like all other American soldiers, went into this war to fight it to 
a victorious finish for the Allies.  We had that conception of our task from 
the beginning.  The time required, whether three months or three years, 
was of little concern to us.  But we could not understand how this task 
could include a seven months after war program in Europe, for at that time 
we thought victory would mean peace and a return home “toot sweet.”484 
The 118th Infantry Regiment had spent the time between its “October 
Operations” and the Armistice preparing to reenter the war.  Replacements had begun to 
arrive during the first week of November, with the officers and sergeants of the regiment 
working overtime to train the new men.  The History of the 118th Infantry American 
Expeditionary Force, France states that: 
On the night of November 10th, news of the armistice reached the 
men, putting an end to the tension and suspense under which everybody 
had been working for the past two weeks.  The news was received more 
quietly than might have been expected, but that was probably due to the 
fact that the men had been through so much that they did not care to 
express themselves by giving away to any emotion.  Almost as soon as it 
was officially stated that the Armistice had been signed, talk of going 
home began.485 
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The war was over, but the impact of the war would be long felt on the globe, at 
Clemson Agricultural College and in the lives of the Clemson Alumni who fought and 
survived the war.  Many men were ready for the war to end and ready to return home.  
Some of them would wait two years as a part of the Army of Occupation, but others 
would return home sooner and rise to leadership in their communities.  But, regardless of 






“Go, tell the Spartans, stranger passing by 
That here, obedient of their laws, we lie.” 
 – Simonides of Ceos. 
 
Quantifying the impact of 822 men through the course of 19 months of warfare is 
difficult; and defining their legacies over the course of generations is impossible.  
Officers and sergeants have immense impact on their unit, and the knowledge gained in 
the Clemson Corps of Cadets had given the Clemson men in the Great War a distinct 
advantage.  This is evident by the number of Clemson men selected for instructor duty 
and advanced promotions in the early Reserve Officer’s Training Camps.  By mentoring 
and passing on that knowledge, these men shaped the units where they were assigned.  
That mentoring and training is what saves lives on the battlefield.   
Perhaps one of the most lasting and well documented of these legacies is the 
impact that Captain Quincy B. Newman had on the U.S. Coast Guard.  He would design a 
new power plant for the Miami-Class cutters by redesigning General Electric turbo-
generators used in rolling mills ashore for marine use.486  In the Lake-Class cutters, he 
supervised the design of a “central electric power station” to provide electricity for 
auxiliary machinery and propulsion.487  His most lasting legacy in the Coast Guard was 
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as the head of the Engineering Department at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy.  Robert J 
Erwin describes his tenure there in Guardians of the Sea: 
In this capacity, he revised the engineering curriculum thoroughly 
and designed the facilities to support it, sending his subordinates to obtain 
information from leading universities and industrial laboratories across the 
country.  Since all cadets had to take engineering courses – the distinction 
between line and engineering cadets had been abolished in 1926….  
According to one of his subordinates, however, Newman’s influence went 
beyond engineering:  “He did this for every single thing at the Coast 
Guard Academy.  He put it together, and when we opened shop it all 
worked.  And he’s the man that did it.”  At Newman’s insistence, the 
engineering building was named McAllister Hall in memory of his 
predecessor as engineer in chief; none bears Quincy Newman’s name.488 
Dogan H. Arthur’s (Ex’ 1913) legacy on military aviation is another well 
documented case.  Lieutenant Arthur would have a busy time in the Army of Occupation.  
He would be promoted to Captain and command the 12th Aero Squadron until it was 
demobilized.  During the demobilization, he would revert to his rank of First 
Lieutenant.489  In November 1920, Ms. Eileen Farrell of Columbia, SC would sail to 
Germany to marry Lieutenant Arthur.490  As an experienced combat aviator, he would be 
called upon to mentor younger pilots.  Lieutenant Arthur would continue to fly with the 
Army Air Service during its early history when many experiments would take place.  As 
an experienced pilot, he was critical to the success of some of these aviation experiments.  
On April 24, 1923 he took off at Langley Field, Virginia in a Sperry M-1 Messenger, an 
early airplane used for multiple military tasks including experimental flights.  Climbing 
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to an altitude of 200 feet, his plane suddenly went into a nose dive.  He died on impact.491  
Lieutenant Arthur would be buried on April 26 at the Presbyterian cemetery in Gaffney, 
South Carolina, The Gaffney Ledger reporting that, “After the service at the grave, 
officers of the United States Air Service who came in planes from Langley Field, circled 
in the air, paying last military honors to Lieut. Arthur.”492 
Some Clemson alumni would return to Clemson to give back to their alma mater.  
Captain Frank J. Jervey (1914) would enter federal civil service after returning from the 
war.  He would work extensively in the ordinance industry until retirement.  This 
placement within the federal government permitted him to leave a lasting impact on 
Clemson University, for it was his efforts that secured funding for the War Department to 
finish the new large barracks, which is now Norris Hall on campus.493  Captain Jervey 
upon retirement from the Department of Defense returned to Clemson where he served as 
the president of the Clemson Alumni Corporation, Vice-President for Development at 
Clemson, and as a Life Trustee.494  For these services he become known as “Mr. 
Clemson,” and later, in recognition of his football days, would have the Athletic Center 
was named for him. 
While not as visible as having a building named in their honor, many of these 
men’s legacies are recognized on the monuments found on Clemson University’s 
campus, as Professor Daniel stated on the evening of May 3, 1917, a bronze memorial 
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plaque was placed after the Great War in the Cadet Chapel, now known as the auditorium 
of Tillman Hall.  The plaque reads: 
IN HONOR AND LOVING REMEMBRANCE OF 
THE ONE THOUSAND, FIVE HUNDRED 
AND FORTY-NINE PATRIOTS 
WHOSE NAMES ARE KNOWN, AND OTHERS UNKNOWN, 
SONS OF CLEMSON COLLEGE 
WHO ANSWERED THEIR COUNTRY’S CALL TO ARMS 
Twenty-five names of Clemson alumni who died in military service during the 
Great War are listed on the plaque.  In 1942 in considering the contributions of Clemson 
football players in the military service, the new football stadium was named Memorial 
Stadium.  And expanding upon these early memorial efforts, the Clemson Corps in 2010 
established the Scroll of Honor to recognize all the Clemson Alumni who have given 
their lives in military service to their country since the establishment of Clemson 
Agricultural College in 1889.495  As of April 7, 2015 the Scroll of Honor names 31 
Clemson alumni who gave their life in the service of their nation during World War I.496  
Carlos G. Harris would be the 485th alumnus added to the Scroll of Honor on September 
5, 2014. 
Carlos G. Harris (1917) entered the first Officer’s Training Camp at Camp 
Oglethorpe as part of the 54 men selected from the “War Class of 1917.”   TAPS noted 
that Carlos’ “congeniality and the fearlessness with which he has discharged his duty 
have won for him many staunch and intimate friends.” 497  On graduation, he was 
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commissioned a First Lieutenant and assigned as a platoon leader in Company C, 371st 
Infantry Regiment.498  The 371st Infantry Regiment was one of four “Negro” infantry 
regiments which were raised and saw combat action during World War I.  The 371st 
Infantry Regiment would also have the distinction of being the only infantry regiment 
composed entirely of draftees to see combat service during the war. 
On September 28, 1918, Lieutenant Harris was leading Company C in an assault 
on German lines at Hill 188 as part of the Meuse-Argonne Offensive.  When the 
company commander fell ill, Lieutenant Harris as the senior Lieutenant in the company 
assumed command of the assault the next day.  He led Charlie Company through a 
barrage of German Artillery and French Artillery which was falling short.  Nearing the 
front trenches of Hill 188, the German troops appeared to surrender, climbing from the 
trenches and calling out “Kamerade.”  As Charlie Company closed in on their position, 
the Germans leapt back into their trenches and opened fire on the exposed Americans.  
Lieutenant Harris was the only officer to survive that day, although his hip was shattered 
by a German shell.499 
After his recovery and discharge from the Army, Carlos went on to study law at 
Columbia University and work as a department store manager in Des Moines, Iowa.  
According to the Harris family, he fell in love with a nurse who had cared for him, but 
would not marry her because he did not want to burden her with his infirmities.  In March 
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1926, he went into the Brooklyn Naval Hospital for surgery on his hip.  He died there of a 
septic infection on March 30th.   
Lieutenant Percy Deckard, who served with Lieutenant Harris in the 371st 
Infantry, summed up best his legacy.  “He not only met the enemy manfully and 
courageously on the battle field to perform his full duties as a soldier and an officer,” he 
wrote, “but he fought gallantly and cheerfully after the war in another brave battle to live 
against the enemy of health.”500   Lieutenant Harris would sacrifice not only his life for 
world peace, but also the love of his life. 
Unfortunately, the peace bought by these brave men was not to last.  Field 
Marshall Ferdinand Foch would later be recorded as saying, “This is not a peace.  It is an 
armistice for 20 years.”501  One Clemson man would note similar observations in his 
Clemson Service Record.  William B. Townsend (1916) would serve as a Captain in 
command of Company A, 27th Infantry Regiment as part of the American Expeditionary 
Force in Siberia.  Captain Townsend would observe of his encounters with the Japanese 
there:  “Have studied closely the Japanese question in the Far East and found them a 
militaristic people like the Germans.  The Japanese are casting greedy eyes upon Siberia.  
There was constant friction between the Japanese and Americans.”502  While Marshall 
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Foch had in mind the European situation, Captain Townsend the Pacific, both foresaw 
that peace would not be lasting. 
The World War I veterans of Clemson Agricultural College cemented its place as 
a prime source of officers for the U.S. military.  The Reserve Officer’s Training Corps 
detachments still recount the legend of the “War Class of 1917” to their cadets.  Most 
Thursday afternoons cadets are still to be found marching across Bowman Field, just as 
cadets have done for over 100 years.  During the Second World War, the college would 
become one of the three largest producers of officers for the U.S. Army challenging West 
Point and Texas A&M for the distinction.   
These “rookie” officers would not go into war alone though, for several World 
War I veterans would continue to serve in the 1940s.  Calhoun Ancrum (Ex’ 1904) would 
be recalled to Active Service during the “Limited Emergency” declared prior to World 
War II.  He would pass away at the Naval Medical Center at Bethesda, Maryland on 
December 31, 1941.503  James P. Adams (1917) would return to service in the Marine 
Corps Reserve in 1938 as a Captain.  William A. Schilletter (1914) would continue 
serving in the U.S. Army, finally retiring as a Colonel after World War II.  
Many Clemson alumni do not realize one legacy of the Great War is worn on their 
finger.  While the iconic design of the Clemson Ring evolved over the years, two of the 
most significant and final evolutionary changes occurred during the World War I years.  
Dr. Jerome Reel, the University Historian, describes the changes:  “In the first graduation 
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after World War I had begun in Europe, the United States shield, swords, tiger head, and 
star were added to the ring.  In 1916, the ring also bore the S.C. state seal with both faces 
and rifles.”504  Like the courage, honor, and sacrifice of the men who made these 
changes, these elements have remained unchanged. 
  
                                                          




















CLEMSON ALUMNIA IN U.S. MILITARY SERVICE IN WORLD WAR I 
 




Acker, Ewart G. 1916 USA 1LT 
J Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt.  81 DIV 
  
Adams, Henry A. 1912 USA CPT 




Adams, James P. 1917 USMC CPT 
78 Co. 6 Regt. 2 
DIV 
NC, DSC, 
SS w/ OLC, 
PH, CdG x 
2 
 
Adams, John R. 1920 USA SGT    
Adams, W. G. 1900 USA CPT 
D Co. 505 Engr. 
Regt.  
  
Agnew, Edwin H. 1916 USA 1LT 
378 Inf. Regt. 95 
DIV 
  
Albrecht, Carl H. 1916 USA     
All, Fred. H. 1911 USA CPT CAC   
Allen, Woodward 1910 USA MAJ    
Allison, Haskell 1917 USA 2LT 
54 Inf. Regt. 
6 DIV 
  
Allison, W. A. Ex’ 1919C USA     
Altman, V. H. Ex’ 1920 USA  
D Co. 322 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Amme, D. August 1916 USA 2LT    
Ancrum, Calhoun Ex’ 1904 USMC LTC   
Apr. 22, 
2010E 
Ancrum, James N. 1912 USA     
Anderson, Carroll 
S. 
1916 USA 2LT    
Anderson, Frank 
C. 
1916 USA 2LT 156 FA BDE   
Anderson, J. B. OYA USA SGT    
Anderson, Joe P. Ex’ 1913 USA CPL 






1918 USN ENS 





1917 USA 2LT    
Armstrong, 
George M. 











Arthur, Howell T. 1917 USA 2LT B BTY, 116 FA   
Arthur, John F. Ex’ 1907 USA 2LT 







1915 USA SGT 





1917 USA  
C Co. 222 Field 
Signal BN 
  




Ayers, Thomas L. 1918 USA SGT 4 Corps   
Bailey, A. W. OYA USA     
Bailey, H. E. Ex’ 1917 USA 2LT 
A Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Bailey, Monroe B. 1918 USA 2LT 
K Co. 51 Inf. 
Regt. 6 DIV 
  
Bailey, Robert M. Ex’ 1907 USA 2LT 
A Co. 114 Inf. 




Banks, David H. 1916 USA 2LT    
Barker, Charles E. 1918 USMC CPL A Co. 13 Regt.   
Barker, Henry D. 1915 USN SN    





Barnette, C. E. 1910 USA 1LT 
Veterinary 
Training School, 
Camp Lee, VA 
  
Barnett, David E. 1915 USA 2LT    
Barnett, Marshall 
S. 
1915 USA 1LT 
C BTY & E 





Ex’ 1915 USA CPT 
K Co. 323 Inf. 




1913 USA CPT 




Barre, Martin L. 1916 USAAS 2LT 
Air Service HQ, 
Paris 
  
Barron, Archie A. 1917 USA PVT    
Barron, Benjamin 
P. 
1914 USA 2LT QMC   
Baskin, J.C. Ex’ 1894 USA 1LT    
Baskin, J. L. Ex’ 1918 USA SGT 
L Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Bass, Robert E. 1918 USA     
Bates, Joel A. 1912 USA     
Baxter, Clifford 
L. 
1917 USA 2LT CAC   
Baxter, Jacob T. OYA USA CPL 
H Co. 323 Inf. 




Beaty, Dudley C. 1911 USA 2LT 96 DIV   
Becker, Aaron J. 1910 USA MAJ 
52 Inf. Regt.  
6 DIV 
  
Bell, Thomas 1912 USA PFC QMC   
Bell, R. Ex’ 1920 USN  USS Fish Hawk   
Benjamin, Ray N. 1915 USA 1LT 
2 Engr. Regt. 
2 DIV 
DSC, LdH,  
CdG x 2 
 
Bennett, Carl G. 1915 USA 2LT 
F Co. 306 Engrs. 
81 DIV 
  
Berly, George E. 1915 USA  
M Co. 362 Inf. 
Regt. 91 DIV 
  
Berry, James F. 1917 USA CPL QMC   
Berry, L. C. Ex’ 1917 USA 2LT    






Beymer, Oliver H. 1915 USAAS 2LT 12 Aero SQ   
Bigby, Walter A. 1915 USA 1LT 





Ex’ 1920 USAAS  Aviation Corps   
Billings, A. K. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Bishop, Russell T. 1921 USA PVT 
D BTY, 118 FA, 
31 DIV 
  
Black, W. L. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Blackmon, John 
F. 
1916 USA 2LT 
G Co. 321 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Blair, John D. 1917 USA SGT 




Blake, Robert S. Ex’ 1918 USA 1LT 
G Co. 321 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Blake, W. K. Ex’ 1917 USA 2LT FA   
Boggs, J. L. Ex’ 1918 USA  CAC   




Boggs, Lewers A. 1916 USA  Signal Corps   
Boineau, Charles 
E. 
1903 USA MAJ 81 DIV   




Bomar, W. M. Jr. Ex’ 1915 USA 1LT    
Boone, Ladson D. 1911 USA     
Boone, Louis 1910 USA PVT 
16 BTY, Camp 
Taylor, KY 
  
Bostick, A. H. OYA USA CPL 
HQ Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Bostick, Benjamin 1915 USA SGT 318 FA   
Bowen, Robert A. 1917 USMC 2LT    
Bowen, H. B. OYA USA LT 








1913 USA 2LT QMC   
Bowman, W. L. Ex’ 1915 USA SGT HQ Co. 317 FA   
Boyd, Parks O. 1916 USA SFC 36 Regt. CAC   
Brandon, John D. 1917 USA 2LT 40 FA, 14 DIV   
Braswell, J. R. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Brawley, H. C. Ex’ 1907 USA     
Brawley, William 
F. 
1914 USAAS 2LT Love Field, TX   
Breland, Blish 1917 USA 2LT 




Briggs, George R. 1915 USA 1LT 5th SCNG   
Brinson, H. W. Ex’ 1910 USA 2LT FA   
Bristol, Harold W. 1915 USA CPT Ordinance Dept.   
Bristow, Thomas 
N. 
1907 USAAS     
Brock, William T. 1898 USA MAJ    
Brockington, B. 
O. 
Ex’ 1919 USNR  
Charleston 
Naval Base, SC 
  
Brockington, J. H. Ex’ 1917 USA CPL 
Supply Co. 323 
Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Brown, Andrew J. 1912 USA 2LT 
HQ Co. 318 FA 
81 DIV 
  







1914 USA 2LT 
306 Engrs. & 
316 Engrs. 
  
Brown, Harold W. 1919 USA 2LT 66 FA   
Brown, L. W. Ex’ 1920 USN PO2 USS Pittsburgh   
Brown, S. M. Ex’ 1912 USA 2LT Medical Corps   
Bruce, Edwin C. 1917 USA 1LT 
L Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
SS  
Buice, F. T. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Brunson, Henry 
H. 
1908 USA 2LT 




Brussell, Paul 1912 USAAS 2LT 278 Aero SQ   
Bryant, Virgil F. 1914 USA 2LT 
A Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  




Bryant, Wade H. 1918 USA PVT    
Bryant, W. D. Ex’ 1914 USA     
Buckner, James 
M. 
1910 USA     
Buie, Thomas S. 1917 USA 2LT 





Burch, Harry L. 1918 USA 2LT 
A Co. 122 MG 
BN 
  
Burdette, F. W. 1918 USA 2LT    
Burgess, Joseph 1918 USA 2LT    
Burgess, R. L. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Burgess, Thomas 
H. 
Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT 
C Co. 306 Field 
Signal BN, 81 
DIV 
  
Burnett, Dennis E. 1920 USA CPL B BTY 61 CAC   
Burley, M. M. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Burnett, Dennis E. Ex’ 1918 USA CPL 
B BTY, 61st 
Artillery, CAC 
  
Busch, C. W. Ex’ 1908 USA 2LT    
Byers, George W. 1912 USA SGT    
Byers, James L. 1915 USA     
Cain, David J. 1917 USA PVT    
Cain, F. M. Ex’ 1913 USA 2LT    




Caldwell, D. W. Ex’ 1917      
Calvert, J. W. Ex’ 1912      
Calvert, Leonard 
F. 
Ex’ 1920 USA SGT B BTY 61 CAC   
Campbell, 
Archibald 
1917 USA CPL    
Campbell, W. E. 
Jr. 
Ex’ 1909 USMC 1LT    
Campbell, C. C. Ex’ 1916 USN     
Campbell, Charles 
D. 
1919 USA PVT    
Campbell, Louis 
O. 









1916 USA     
Cannon, Douglas 
L. 




Cannon, John C. 1915 USA 1LT QMC   
Cannon, Louis B. 1916 USA CPTF 
F Co. 60 Inf. 
Regt. 5 DIV 
  
Cannon, P. B. Ex’ 1920 USA  CAC   
Cannon, William 
M. 
1918 USA 2LT 
A Co. 52 Inf. 
Regt. 
  
Carmichael, J. H. Ex’ 1915 USN     
Carmor, F. M. 1915 USA PVT    
Carpenter, Wade 
H. 
1896 USA COL 351 FA, 92 DIV   
Carson, Julius L. 
Jr. 
1914 USA 2LT FA   
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Carter, W. M. Ex’ 1903 USA     
Carver, William 
A. 
Ex’ 1919 USAAS PFC 77 Aero SQ   
Carwile, Addison 
B. 






Cash, C. B. Ex’ 1919 USA CPL 8 Co. CAC   
Caskey, Arthur J. 1917 USA 1LT 
M Co. 323 Inf. 




Ex’ 1915 USA     
Chambliss, Henry 
E. 
1914 USN     
Chapman, A. B. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Chapman, C. F. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Chapman, Francis 
W. 
1910 USA     
Chapman, Hugh 
R. 
1917 USA 2LT    
Chapman, Robert 
C. 
Ex’ 1919 USA SGT 
A Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Chappell, P. C. Ex’ 1918 USA     
Cheatham, Robert 
J. 
1916 USA 2LT 
A Co. 117 Engrs 
& A Co. 305 
Engrs. 
  
Clark, Joseph D. 
Jr. 
1916 USA 2LT 




Clement, Ed W. 
D. 
1909 USN LT 
USS DeLong, 





1910 USA PVT    
Coble, C. M. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Cochran, J. T. Ex’ 1913 USA  QMC   
Cogswell, V. Ex’ 1920 USA  
HQ Co. 2 SC 
Inf. Regt. 
  
Cole, W. P. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Coleman, Henry 
A. 
1914 USA PFC 





Coles, Marion 1913 USA 1LT 
46 Inf. Regt. & 
89 Inf. Regt. 
  
Collins, R. W. Ex’ 1897 USA MAJ    
Colvin, J. S. Ex’ 1916 USAAS     
Cook, J. L. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Cooper, J. L. Ex’ 1920 USA  
Ambulance Co. 
323 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Corbett, L. W. 1912 USA 2LT    





1919 USA 2LT 
SATC Instructor, 
Univ. of WV 
  
Cork, W. N. Ex’ 1915 USA 2LT    
Corrington, Henry 1912 USA 2LT 383 Inf. Regt.   
Cothran, Perrin C. 1904 USA LTC 
1 Bn. 105 Engr. 
30 DIV 
  
Cothran, W. B. 1902 USN LCDR    
Covington, Henry 
S. 
1912 USA 2LT 383 Inf. Regt.   
Cox, J. C.  USA     
Cox, J. M. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Cox, Moses E. 1916 USA CPT 
E Co. 1 Engr. 
Regt. 1 DIV 
SS, CdG   
Cox, Robert E. 1914 USA 1LT HQ Co. 309 FA   
Craig, John M. 1917 USA  
B Co. 384 Inf. 




1911 USA MAJ 
B Co. MG Co. & 
C Co. 118 Inf. 




1915 USA 1LT 
323 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Creighton, Z. A.  Ex’ 1915 USA  
MG Co. 1 SC 
Inf. Regt. 
  
Creighton, W. H. Ex’ 1916 USA  
K. Troop, GA 
Cav. 
  
Cribb, E. OYA USA SGT 
HQ Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Crisp, Francis 1908 USA PVT    
Crosland, T. M. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Crouch, H. W. 1905 USN  SC Naval Militia   




Crumpler, Dean 1917 USA 2LT 
G Co. 323 Inf. 




Ex’ 1910 USA 2LT    
Cureton, Ralph B. 1915 USA 2LT 
B Co. 105 Engr. 
Regt. 30 DIV & 
C Co. 309 Engr. 
Regt. 84 DIV 
  
Davis, E. 1911 USA PVT    
Davis, R. F. Ex’ 1913 USA 2LT 
H Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
DeLoach, J. B. Ex’ 1918 USA 1LT    
Derham, John P. 
Jr. 
1917 USA     
DeSaussure, E. H. Ex’ 1915 USA 2LT Cavalry   
Deschamps, 
Clarence  
1914 USA CPT 318 FA   
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Dibble, Evans B. 1905 USA 
MSTR 
ENGR 
HQ Co.  
117 Engr. Regt. 
42 DIV 
  
Dick, James B. 1917 USA CPT 
7 FA Regt. 1 
DIV 
  
Dorn, A. M. Ex’ 1918      
Douglas, James R. 1918 USA 2LT 
A Co. 321 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  






Dukes, Henry H. 1915 USA PVT Veterinary Corps   
Duncan, Daniel T. 1916 USN ENS USS Henderson   
Dunlap, Charles 
K. 
1913 USA 1LT 
D BTY, 55th 
Artillery, CAC 
  
Dunlap, James E. 1914 USA CPT 





Ex’ 1919 USA 2LT 
C Co. 53 Inf. 
Regt. 6 DIV 
  
Durant, N. L. Ex’ 1916      
Dwight, Francis 1919 USA 2LT    
Dwight, P. M. Ex’ 1915 USA     
Eason, Frank G. 1905 USA CPT 
A Co. 317 Engr. 
Regt. 92 DIV 
  
Eason, James L. Ex’ 1909 USA 2LT QMC   
Eldredge, I. F. Ex’ 1904 USA CPT    
Elliot, Henry M. 1919 USA 2LT    
Ellis, Louis C. 1917 USA 1LT 
H Co. 324 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Ellison, Roy J. 1918 USAAS 2LT    
Ellison, Thomas 1906 USA 1LT    
Emanuel, L. F. Ex’ 1915 USA CPL 
G Co. 323 Inf. 




1914 USA 2LT 
F BTY, 318 FA 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Epps, J. C. Ex’ 1913 USA     
Ervin, J. M. Ex’ 1908 USA     
Erwin, John W. 1914 USA     
Etheridge, 
Mahlon P. 
1918 USA PVT    
Evans, Andrew B. 1913 USA 2LT Ordinance Dept.   
Evans, David W. 1915 USA 1LT 
G Co. 324 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  





Fain, Porter 1917 USA 2LT CAC   
Fairey, J K. Ex’ 1919 USA SGT    






Farmer, W. C. Ex’ 1914 USA     
Felder, G. B. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Felder, Harry H. 1918 USA 2LT 
13 Service Co. 
Signal Corps 
  
Fellers, H. L. Ex’ 1918 USA  
F Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Fennell, J. E. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Ferguson, L. B. Ex’ 1917 USA  
G Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Finger, B. L. Ex’ 1918 USA  306 Engr. Regt.   
Finley, States R. 1918 USMC CPL 188 Co. 15 Regt.   
Fletcher, John E. 1914 USA 2LT 
D Co. 323 Inf. 




1917 USA  1 Co. CAC   
Folger, Dagnall F. 1916 USA 2LT 
MG Co. 53 Inf. 
Regt. 83 DIV 
  
Forsythe, R. G. 1901 USA CPT 
106 Field Signal 
BN & 218 Field 
Signal BN 
  
Fowke, L. C. Ex’ 1913 USA  
D Co. 118 Inf. 
Regt. 30 DIV 
  
Fowler, W. W. 1914 USA     
Foy, S. A. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Frampton, 
William 




Franks, H. M. Ex’ 1903      
Freeman, Walter 
T. 








Fulmer, Henry 1911 USA CPT Sanitary Corps   
Gage, John 1912 USA 1LT HQ Co. 301 FA   
Gaines, Henry E. 1918 USA 1LT    
Gaines, Theodore 
W. 
Ex’ 1909 USA 1LT CAC   
Gambrell, Samuel 
C. 
1918 USA PVT QMC   
Gandy, M.  USA  CPL 
A Co. 324 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Garrett, Claude S. 1917 USAAS 1LT 8 Aero SQ  
Apr. 22, 
2010 
Garris, John M. 1916 USA 1LT    
Garrison, Eugene 
H. 
1917 USA 1LT 
K Co. 54th Inf. 
Regt. 
  
Gary, J. W. Ex’ 1913 USA     
Gaskin, H. B. OYA USA     
Gee, Clough F. 1913 USA CPT FA   
Gee, Wilson 1908 USA PFC AEF   






Gentry, L. M. Ex’ 1920 USA  CAC   
Gentry, Thomas 
C. 
1913 USN WO USS Orion   
Gettys, Benjamin 
W. 
1911 USA CPT 71 Inf. Regt.   
Gilliam, Charles 
R. 
1911 USAAS PVT 
808 Aero Repair 
SQ 
  
Gilmer, G. G. Ex’ 1920 USA 2LT 
J Co. 53 Inf. 
Regt. 5 DIV 
  
Gilmore, Leroy H. 1918 USN ENS USS Canonicus   
Glover, Clarence 1918 USN ENS 
USS Stephen R. 
Jones 
  
Glover, E.   Ex’ 1914 USA 2LT    
Goldsmith, Jame 
N. 






Goodman, L. J. Ex’ 1912 USA     
Graham, Stephen 
W. 
1917 USA 1LT QMC   
Graman, J. H. Ex’ 1918 USA  
Co. B, 105 
Ammo Train 
  
Grant, C. O. Ex’ 1916 USMC     
Grant, Furman 1917 USA 2LT    
Gray, John 1919 USA PVT 
A Co. 184 Inf. 
Regt. 96 DIV 
  
Green, Marion C. 1916 USA  E. Co. 306 Engrs   
Green, S. L. Ex’ 1914 USA SGT 





1918 USA 2LT    












Hagood, Hugh 1913 USA 1LT 
B Co. 121 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Haight, A. B. Ex’ 1914 USA     
Hairston, George 
W. 
Ex’ 1913 USA PVT   
Apr. 22, 
2010 
Hames, W. W. Ex’ 1909 USA     
Hamilton, Ben L. 1915 USA 1LT 
2 BN, 321 Inf. 




1896 USA MAJ 
101 Sanitary 




Ex’ 1918 USA 1SGT 










1898 USA MAJ 84 DIV   
Hardee, F. W. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT 
L Co. 321 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Hardin, A. Ex’ 1917 USA  
B Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Hardin, C. Ex’ 1920 USN     
Hardin, Lorraine 
G. 
1917 USAAS 1LT 
48 Aero SQ & 










1917 USA 1LT 
M Co. 322 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Harrall, James P.  1916 USA 1LT 
G Co. & K Co. 
333 Inf. Regt. 84 
DIV 
  
Harris, Carlos G. 1917 USA 1LT 
C Co. 371 Inf. 
Regt. 93 DIV 
SS, LdH, 
CdG x 2 
Sep. 5, 
2014 
Harris, George L. 1915 USA 2LT 
I Co. 52 Inf. 
Regt. 6 DIV 
  
Harris, Hunter S. 1917 USA CPT 
A Co. & G Co. 
371 Inf. Regt. 93 
DIV 
  
Harris, T. Ex’ 1912 USAAS 2LT    
Harrison, James 
W. 
1911 USN PO2 
Charleston 




1911 USA SGM QMC   




Hayden, Claude J. 1912 USA     
Hayden, Otis L. 1918 USA 1LT 
M Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Hayes, Wilbur H. 1912 USA CPT 





1907 USA 1LT 




Heath, J. P. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Heldman, James 
M. 
1916 USA 2LT 
B Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Hellams, R. B. 1916 USAAS     
Henegan, J. C. Ex’ 1918 USA     
Henderson, 
Edward P. 
1917 USA     
Henderson, James 
R. 
1916 USMC CPT 
8 Regt. & 6 
Regt. 2 DIV 
  
Henry, Barry S. Ex’ 1917 USA 1SGT    
Henry, G. F. Ex’ 1917 USA  
105 Field Signal 
BN 
  
Herbert, W. W. 1913 USA 2LT    
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Heriot, James D. Ex’ 1912 USA CPL 
I Co. 118 Inf. 




Herring, Leroy C. 1919 USA 2LT    
Herron, Walter C. 1917 USA 2LT    





Hill, Samuel T. 1904 USA CPT CAC   
Hobbs, Kenneth 
O. 
1917 USN ENS USS Polar Star   
Hoffman, George 
P. 
1915 USA PVT    
Hoffmeyer, G. M. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Hoke, G. M. Ex’ 1919 USA 2LT    
Holman, J. R. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Hollingsworth, D. 
F. 
Ex’ 1920 USN  USS Texas   
Hollingsworth, J. 
H. 
Ex’ 1914      
Hollowell, John 
W. 
Ex’ 1917 USA SGT 
B Co. 117 Engr. 




Holmon, J. R. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Holroyd, C. E. Ex’ 1917 USAAS     
Hood, Richard S. 
Jr. 
1914 USA 2LT    
Hooks, Arthur V. 1907 USA MAJ 
C Co. 117 Engr. 




1915 USA 2LT 
323 Ambulance 
Co. 306 Sanitary 
Train 
  
Horton, Harry C. Ex’ 1919 USA 2LT 
E Co. 11 Inf. 
Regt. 5 DIV 
  
Horton, J. C. Ex’ 1919 USA 2LT    




Hough, J. Ex’ 1908 USAAS     
Howell, William 
F. 
1918 USA SGT 
HQ, 54 Inf. 
Regt. 
  
Huiet, B. T. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Humphries, Willie 
K. 
OYA USA PFC 
HQ Co. 118 Inf. 




Humphries, J. D. Ex’ 1917 USA  CAC   
Hunter, J. Ex’ 1919 USMC  10 Co.   
Hunter, J. E. Ex’ 1917 USMC CPT    
Hunter, J. T. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Hunter, Willie E. 1917 USA     
Hunter, William J. 1915 USA CPT 
323 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Huskey, Jenning OYA USA CPL 
D Co. 105 
Supply Train 
  






1917 USA  
53 Inf. Regt.  
6 DIV 
  
Hydrick, Onan A. 1910 USA CPT 
323 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Iler, Claude B. 1915 USA 1LT 
E Co. & L Co. 
118 Inf. Regt. 30 
DIV 
  
Inabinet, M. A. Ex’ 1916 USA  
HQ Co. 
323 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Jackson, John M. 1916 USA     








Ex’ 1919 USA 1LT 
HQ Co. 52 Inf. 
Regt. 6 DIV 
  
Jefferies, S. L. 1903 USA 1LT Dental DIV   
Jefferies, William 
N. 
1917 USA 2LT 
B Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV & 
1 CAV DIV 
  
Jeffords, J. E. Ex’ 1915 USA 2LT 105 Ammo Train   
Jeffords, A. C. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT    
Jeffords, Thomas 
E. 
1915 USA 1LT 
7 Trench Mortar 
BN 
  
Jenkins, Joseph  1911 USN ENS SP 192   
Jenkins, Robert F. 1915 USA 1LT 
K Co. 2 SC Inf. 





1916 USN ENS 
HQ 6 Naval 





1912 USA 1LT 
B Co. 344 BN 
304 BDE  
Tank Corps 
  
Jennings, R. H. Ex’ 1917 USA 1LT    
Jervey, Frank J. 1914 USA CPT 
B Co. C Co. & D 
Co. 4 Inf. Regt. 
3 DIV 
DSC, WMC  
Jervey, Thomas 
M. 







1912 USA SGT 
F Co. 315 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Jeter, Robert P. 1909 USMC CPT 116 Co.   
Johnson, Alfred 
H. Jr. 
1918 USN ENS USS Wassaic    
Johnson, Henry S. 1910 USA CPT 
E Co. 11 Inf. 
Regt. 5 DIV 
  











Johnson, R. E. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Johnson, Richard 
H. 
1915 USA 1LT 







1917 USA 2LT QMC   
Johnson, W. E. Ex’ 1916 USA SGT    




Jones, R. Ex’ 1914 USA     
Jordan, Thomas 
M. 
1918 USA 2LT 





Josey, Edgar P. 1912 USA 1LT 81 DIV   
Kangeter, John H. 1913 USN LT 
USS Barney & 








Kay, L. M. Ex’ 1912 USA SGT 
MG Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Kay, R. B. Ex’ 1912 USA     
Keith, James B. 1911 USA MAJ 
B Co. 105 MP 
BN 30 DIV 
  
Keith, W. C. Ex’ 1915 USA     
Keitt, George W. 1909 USA MAJ 32 DIV   
Kelly, S. C. Ex’ 1919 USA  
HQ 324 Inf. 




1916 USA 2LT 
MG Co. 52 Inf. 




1908 USA 1LT 
E Co. 4 Inf. 




1905 USA LTC 
20 FA, 8 FA, 





1915 USA 1LT C BTY 316 FA   
Kennedy, R. M. 
Jr. 
Ex’ 1906 USA 1LT    
Kennedy, W. P. Ex’ 1917 USA  CAC   
Kennerly, Harold 
S. 
1913 USA 1LT 10 Co. CAC   
Kenney, Frank M. 1917 USA PVT CAC   
King, E. E. Ex’ 1918 USA     
Kinsey, Horace 
M. 
1919 USA 2LT    
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Kirven, J. L. Ex’ 1917 USA  105 Ammo Train   
Kittles, Ebenezer 
G. 
1915 USA SFC 




Kittles, Thomas  Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT 
SATC Instructor, 
Univ. of PA 
  
Klenke, J. H. F. Ex’ 1919 USAAS     




Knox, John S. 1911 USA PVT    
Kuykendall, C. 
M. 
Ex’ 1919 USA  Signal Corps   
Lachicotte, 
Eugene S. 
1915 USA     
Lachicotte, 
George E. 
1911 USN ENS    
Laidlaw, Robert 
E. 
1916 USA PVT 
306 Trench 





1912 USN LT USS Frederick   
Latimer, James R. 1916 USA 
MSTR 
ENGR 
HQ Co. 117 
Engr. Regt. 42 
DIV 
  
Laurens, A. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Laurens, S. L. Ex’ 1921 USMC     
Lawhon, Glenn J. 1915 USA 2LT 146 FA 41 DIV   
Lawrence, W. B. Ex’ 1914 USA CPL QMC   
Lawton, Beverly 
E. 
Ex’ 1918 USA PFC 5 Co. CAC   








1918 USN ENS USS Minnesota   
Lay, J. F. Ex’ 1918 USN     
Leathrop, Frank 
H. 
1913 USA 2LT Sanitary Corps   
Lee, W. D. Ex’ 1919 USA CPL    
LeGrand, Leon 1915 USN CPO    
Leland, J. G. Ex’ 1914 USN     
Lemmon, William 
T. 
1917 USN PO1C    
Lenior, J. W. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT    
Leppard, Ben T. 1919 USA 2LT    






Leslie, William E. 
Jr. 
1916 USA CPL 
B BTY, 318 FA, 
81 DIV 
  
Lester, W. M. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT    
Levy, G. D. Ex’ 1903 USA 2LT    
Lewis, DuGue K. 1903 USA 1LT 366 MG BN   
Lewis, James  1908 USA 2LT 
B Co. 37 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Lide, Francis P.  1918 USMC PVT 





1917 USA CPT    
Ligon, J. R. OYA USA CPL 
I Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Link, James C. 1918 USA CPL    
Littlejohn, 
Charles E. 
1916 USA MAJ 
6 Ammo Train 
& 54 Inf. Regt. 
  
Littlejohn, R. M. Ex’ 1911 USA CPT West Point, NY   
Littlejohn, Samuel 
Jr. 
1917 USA 2LT    
Livingston, A. H. Ex’ 1914      
Logan, J. R. Ex’ 1916 USA  
HQ Co. 318 FA 
81 DIV 
  
Lowery, T. M. Ex’ 1916      
Lunden, A. F. Ex’ 1918 USA     
Lunney, George 
W. 
1915 USA CPL    
Lupo, G. M. Ex’ 1919 USN  USS Ohio   
Lykes, Frank W. 1911 USA CPT 13 FA, 4 DIV   
Lyles, Nicholas P. 1916 USA PVT    
McAiley, T. A. 1906      
McArn, Daniel H. Ex’ 1919 USA CPL 
I Co. 118 Inf. 
Regt. & M Co. 





1914 USAAS 1LT    
McCelvey, G. C. Ex’ 1909 USA 2LT    
McClanahan, P. 
S. 
OYA USA  
E BTY, 318 FA, 
81 DIV 
  
McClellan, E. P. Ex’ 1916 USA     






1911 USA 1LT 
G Co. 325 Inf. 




McCord, O. P. 1911 USAAS MAJ 99 Aero SQ   
McConnell, 
Harold S. 







1919 USA 2LT    





1911 USA 2LT    
McCue, Claude 
M. 
1918 USA 2LT 54 Inf. Regt.   
McCullogh, W. 
W. 
Ex’ USA  





1917 USA 2LT 53 Inf. Regt.   
McDermid, James 
A. 
1919 USA PVT CAC   
McDonald, C. T. Ex’ 1919 USA     
McDonald, 
Frederick H. 
1914 USA 1LT 
E Co. 105 Engr. 




1914 USN LTJG USS America   
McEachern, D. H. Ex’ 1915      
McFadden, E. A. Ex’ 1918 USAAS     
McFadden, R. H. Ex’ 1911 USA  Medical Corps   
McHugh, Fred 1917 USA PFC    
McInness, P. W. OYA USA  
M Co. 118 Inf. 




1914 USA 1LT 
A Co. 357 Inf. 




McIntyre, D. 1912 USA 1LT    
McIntyre, J. M. Ex’ 1919 USA     
McIver, E. R. 1905 USA 2LT 105 Ammo Train   
McKenzie, D. W. Ex’ 1918 USA  
E Co. 323 Inf. 




1916 USA 2LT 318 FA, 81 DIV   
McKie, J. G. Jr.       
McGee, H. 
Sproles. 
1913 USA CPT 106 Engr. Regt.   
McGregor, R. M. Ex’ 1918 USA     
McLaurin, E. B. Ex’ 1913 USA     
McLean, Claude 
E. 
1908 USA     
McLeod, H. H. Ex’ 1920 USA     
McLure, H. M. Ex’ 1910 USA 2LT    
McMahan, Edgar 
O. 
1915 USA 2LT 
323 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
McMillian, D. G. Ex’ 1920 USA     
McMillan, N. A. Ex’ 1918 USA     
McMillan, 
William L. 
1916 USA 1LT 
A Co. 318 MG 
BN 81 DIV 
  
McNair, M. P. Ex’ 1919 USN     
McSweeny, W. 
M. 
Ex’ 1917 USA     
McWhirter, A. M. Ex’ 1909 USA 1SGT CAC   





1915 USA 2LT Veterinary Corps   
Mallard, J. T. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Mallory, Waldo 
W. 
1916 USA 2LT 
I Co. 51 Inf. 
Regt. 
  
Manly, J. T. OYA USA SGT 
D BTY 318 FA 
81 DIV 
  
Marscher, John F. 1918 USMC SGT 344 Co.   
Martin, B. H. Ex’ 1906 USA 1LT 114 Engr. Regt.   
Martin, Edgar 1910 USA 2LT 





Martin, Frank 1908 USA 1LT 
Medical Corps / 
Base Hospital, 
Camp Lee, VA 
  
Martin, George H. Ex’ 1919 USN  USS Illinois   
Martin, John R. 1918 USA     
Martin, R. L. Ex’ 1918   
8 Co. 1 Regular 




1916 USA 2LT    
Matthews, G. R. Ex’ 1919 USA SGT    
Matthews, J. D. Ex’ 1919 USA  
C Co. 318 MG 




Ex’ 1901 USN CAPT    
May, Louis A. 1916 USA 2LT 29 Engr. Regt.   
Mays, Eugene D. 1912 USA 1LT 
324 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Meares, Walter A. 1917 USA 2LT    
Mellette, Russell 
R. 
1916 USA 2LT 
H Co. 5 Pioneer 
Inf. Regt. 
  
Merrett, J. A. 1913 USA SGT    
Metts, James C. 1919 USA 2LT    
Miller, J. L. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Miley, John 1915 USN ENS 
USS Foote & 
USS Laudence 
  
Mitchell, J. M. Ex’ 1918 USN PO1C    
Monroe, David E. 1917 USA 2LT 





Monroe, James B. 1915 USA 2LT 81 DIV   
Montgomery, 
Irvin P. 
1918 USA PVT 
384 Inf. Regt. 96 
DIV 
  
Moore, De S. P. Ex’ 1914 USA  2 Inf. Regt.   
Moore, E. K.       
Moore, George F. 1915 USA CPL 318 MG BN   
Moore, Jerry H. 1917 USA  
Co. G 154 Inf. 
Regt. 
  
Moore, J. S. Ex’ 1915 USA     
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Moore, M. P Ex’ 1912 USA     
Moorman, 
Thomas S. 
1898 USA COL 





1914 USA CPT 
E Co. 312 Inf. 
Regt. 
  
Morrah, S. P. Ex’ 1914 USA  QMC   
Morrah, W. W. Ex’ 1917 USA  MG Co.   
Morrison, 
William A. 
1916 USMC CPT HQ Co. 8 Regt.   
Morrison, W. E. 1913 
USA / 
USN 
2 LT / 
LTJG 
USS Pocahontas   
Muldrow, Henry 
W. 
1915 USA 1SGT 105 Ammo Train   
Murphy, W. G. Ex’ 1920 USN     
Myers, Fritz O. 1916 USA  
A BTY 318 FA 
81 DIV 
  
Myers, J. H. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Myers, P. E. 1913 USA 2LT    




Nelson, P. H. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Neuffer, G. A. Jr. Ex’ 1912 USA  MG Co.   







1918 USA 2LT    
Nicholson, S. W. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Nicholson, W. W. Ex’ 1916 USA 1SGT 
K Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Nickles, Robert 1910 USA PVT 
C Co.  
243 Tank BN. 
  
Norman, Albert I. 1917 USA MAJ D BTY 316 FA   
Norris, John E. 1915 USA PVT 304 Ammo Train   
Norris, R. H. Ex’ 1919 USA     
O’Dell, Durward 
G. 
1916 USA     
Odom, Railford J. 1916 USA 2LT Signal Corps   
Odom, William F. 1909 USA MAJ Ordinance Dept.   
Oliver, Rowland 
S. 
1916 USA CPT 
A Co. 321 MG 
BN 82 DIV 
  
Oliver, S. M. OYA      
O’Neal, Ralph M. 1916 USA 1LT 
MG Co. 324 Inf. 




1916 USA     
Page, L. A. Ex’ 1917 USA 2LT 49 Inf. Regt.   
Page, Otis M. 1908 USA MAJ    
Parker, E. M. Ex’ 1910 USA     
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Parker, Harry L. 1914 USA CPT 
2 Anti-Aircraft 
MG BN 1 Army 
  
Parker, James E. 1917 USA 2LT 
20 Motor 




Parks, Floyd L. 1918 USA CPT Tank Corps   





Parrott, Ernest 1919 USA 1SGT 20 Engr. Regt.   
Patjens, Andreas 
A. 
1917 USA 1LT 
K Troop 11 
CAV Regt. 
  
Patjens, Henry K. 1917 USN ENS    
Patrick, Willie T. 1916 USA 2LT    
Patterson, 
Clarence E. 
Ex’ 1920 USA 1SGT 
D Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Paulling, R. M. Ex’ 1915 USA     
Pearce, Robert R. Ex’ 1919 USA SGT 









Pegues, V. R. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Pennell, B. B. Ex’ 1913 USA SGT 
A Co. 318 MG 
BN 81 DIV 
  
Pennel, J. R. Ex’ 1909 USA     
Pennell, R. E. 1913 USA 2LT 334 FA   
Perry, T. Ex’ 1912 USA 1SGT    
Perry, William 1914 USAAS 2LT    
Pinckney, Edward 
H. 




Pitts, Robert C. 1918 USA SGT 
I Co. 45 Inf. 
Regt. 9 DIV 
  
Platt, E. V. OYA USA CPL 
A Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  




Poe, T. M. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Pickney, E. S. Ex’ 1914 USN LTJG    
Plaxco, L. R. Ex’ 1918 USAAS     
Poole, E. C. Ex’ 1918 USN  USS Florida   
Poole, Robert F. 1916 USAAS     
Poore, Ralph D. 1915 USA 2LT 
K Co. 167 Inf. 
Regt. 42 DIV & 
E Co. 61 Inf. 
Regt. 5 DIV 
  
Pottinger, C. T. 1907 USA CPT 
321 FA 82 DIV 
& 112 Ammo 




Potts, R. C. Ex’ 1920 USA 2LT    
Poulnot, J. M. Ex’ 1916 USN     
Pruice, George E. 1916 USA 2LT 
I Co. 57 Pioneer 
Inf. Regt. 
  
Pruitt, Vernon O. 1917 USN PO2C 
Charleston 
Naval Base, SC 
  
Purdy, W. H. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT    
Pyatt, E. N. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Quinn, W. R. Ex’ 1917 USA  CAC   
Ragsdale, William 
G. 




Randle, Edwin L. 1915 USA CPT 317 FA 81 DIV   
Reaves, George 
H. 
1917 USA 1LT 
Supply Co. 55 
Inf. Regt. 7 DIV 
  
Reaves, Harry L. 1910 USA CPT 
C Co. 11 Inf. 
Regt. 5 DIV 
CdG x2  
Redfern, Thomas 
C. 
1912 USN LT 6 Regt. 2 DIV   
Reeves, Frank M. 1917 USN CPO 
4 Naval District 
HQ, New York, 
NY 
  
Reid, A. M. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Rhett, W. P. Ex’ 1918 USA     
Rhoad, Julius St. 
C. 
1916 USA  
D Co. 23 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Rice, C. A. Ex’ 1918 USA SGT    
Richards, Abram 
J. 






Richards, J. P. Ex’ 1915 USA     
Richards, Stephen 
M. 
1915 USA 1LT 





Richardson, I. M. Ex’ 1915 USA 2LT    
Richter, C. Ex’ 1917 USN     
Rivers, Elias L. 1917 USA 2LT 
I Co. 324 Inf. 




Robb, C. M. 1910 USA 1LT CAC   
Roberts, Stephen 
L. 
Ex’ 1917 USA Bugler 
E Co. 323 Inf. 




1919 USA 2LT    
Robertson, 
Taliaferro B. 
1917 USN SN USS Los Angeles   
Robinson, 
Alexander 
1918 USN ENS USS Fresno   
Robinson, 
William A. 
1910 USA CPT 
L Co. 321 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  










Rogers, H. A. Ex’ 1918 USN YN    





Rogers, R. A. Ex’ 1915 USA SGT 
I Co. 322 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Rogers, Theo B. 1914 USA 2LT    
Rosa, Joseph T. 1915 USA 1LT QMC   
Rosborough, 
William M. 
1908 USA 1LT 
C Co. 301 BN 
Tank Corps 
  
Rowell, J. B. Ex’ 1920 USA     
Rowell, Samuel 
T. 
1918 USA 2LT Ft Sill, OK   
Russell, John A. Ex’ 1917 USMC PVT USS San Diego   
Ryan, C. M. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Ryan, G. D. 1910 USA     
Ryan, John B. 1908 USA 2LT 





Ryan, W. D. Ex’ 1915 USA     
Salder, R. E. Ex’ 1913 USA 2LT MG Co.   
Salley, Albert M. 1911 USA PVT    
Salley, Thomas B. 1910 USA 2LT 
A BTY 329 FA 
85 DIV & 114 
Trench Mortar 
BTY 39 DIV 
  
Salter, Frank P. 1914 USAAS PFC Rich Field, TX  
Apr. 22, 
2010 
Sams, S. P. Ex’ 1918 USA  CAC   
Sams, R. H. Ex’ 1918 USA  HQ Co. CAC   
Sanders, J. W. 1915 USA     
Sanders, M. F. Ex’ 1913      
Sanders, Osborne 
T. 
1911 USA 2LT Ft. Sill, OK  
Apr. 22, 
2010 
Sanders, W. H. Ex’ 1918 USA CPL CAC   
Sansbury, L. S. Ex’ 1919 USA     
Sarratt, J. A. Ex’ 1901 USA CPT    
Sarratt, W. J. 1898 USA     
Scaife, William 
M. 
1918 USA 2LT    
Schilletter, 
August E. 
1914 USA 2LT 





1914 USA 1LT 
I Co. 321 Inf. 




1917 USA SFC    
Schroder, F. E. 1914 USA 2LT    
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Scott, Walter H. 1901 USA CPT 
C Co., D Co. & 
MG Co. 47 Inf. 
Regt. 4 DIV 
  
Scoville, E. N. Ex’ 1916 USA     
Scruggs, J. L. Ex’ 1914 USA     
Sellers, Arthur R. 1917 USA 1LT Ordinance Dept.   
Sessions, C. J. Ex’ 1919 USA 2LT    
Seybt, H. B. Ex’ 1916 USA 2LT    
Shannon, Charles 
J. 




Sharp, W. B. Ex’ 1909 USA     










Shedd, Robert R. 1920 USA SFC 
C Co. 117 Engr. 
Regt. 42 DIV 
  
Shields, Hollis L. 
B. 
1919 USA 2LT    
Shingler, E. M. 1907 USN LTJG USS A-2   




Shuler, K. B. 1910 USA     
Simmons, 
Benjamin F. 
1915 USA 2LT    
Simmons, Joshua 
W. M. 
Ex’ 1908 USN ENS USS Osceola  
Apr. 13, 
2015 





1916 USA 2LT 54 Inf. Regt.   
Simpson, J. K. Ex’ 1905 USN     
Simpson, Jesse 
W. 
1916 USAAS 1LT 
Flying School, 
Scott Field, IL 
  
Singley, Leslie K. 1917 USA 2LT CAC   
Sitton, Benjamin 
G. 




Sitton, Joseph J. 1916 USA 2LT 




William T. Jr. 
Ex’ 1917 USA SGT 
L Co. & Supply 
Co. 118 Inf. 
Regt. 30 DIV 
  
Sloan, Baylis F. 1896 USA CPT 
323 Ambulance 




Sloan, Edward D. 1917 USN ENS    
Smarr, A. R. Ex’ 1910 USA  QMC   
Smoak, W. W. Ex’ 1920 USA CPL CAC   
Smith, Louis 1916 USAAS PVT 







1918 USA     
Sowell, Henry E. 1916 USA     
Spratt, Tom 1917 USAAS PVT    
Sprott, William T. 
P. 
1914      
Stanford, Alan G. 1914 USA     
Staubes, J. H. Ex’ 1918 USA CPL 
K Co. 323 Inf. 




1917 USAAS 2LT    
Steele, E. P. Ex’ 1913 USA     
Steel, G. H. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Stender, Herbert 
R. 
1914 USA 2LT    
Stevens, Chamer 
L. 




Stevens, J. C. J. Ex’ 1918 USA     
Stevens, J. T. 1910 USA 2LT    
Stewart, Frank S. 1921 USN SN USS Montauk  
Apr. 22, 
2010 
Stewart, Ralph  1915 USA 2LT 
A Co. 213 Field 
Signal BN 13 
DIV 
  
Still, K. M. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT    
Stoudemire, C. E. 1913 USA 2LT    
Stribling, Bruce 
H. 
1918 USA 1LT 
Supply Co. 46 
Inf. Regt. 9 DIV 
  
Stribling, Fred  1915 USA 1LT 
46 Inf. Regt. & 




1912 USA 1LT 
B Co. 117 Engr. 
Regt. 42 DIV 
  
Stribling, J. W. 1916 USA 2LT 
HQ Co. & F 
BTY, 7 FA 
  
Stribling, Stiles C. 1916 USA 2LT    
Strong, Hazle H. Ex’ 1920 USA SGT 
HQ Co. 324 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Strother, J. R. Ex’ 1915 USA 2LT    
Sturkey, M. N. Ex’ 1914 USN YN USS Madawaska   
Suggs, George W. 1918 USA 2LT HQ Co. 6 DIV   





1902 USN LCDR USS Cristobel MOH  
Sullivan, David 
H. 
1918 USA 2LT Ft. Sill, OK   
Talleyvast, 
William D. 
1918 USN SN    
Tarrant, Leland R. 1915 USA SGT 












Taylor, Wyllys H. 1905 USA MAJ 
E Co. 306 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Tennet, Joseph 1918 USA 2LT 
C Co. 5 Pioneer 
Inf. Regt. 
  
Thayer, N. S. Ex’ 1912 USA 2LT    
Thompson, J. W. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT 
I Co. 1st 
Provisional Regt. 
  
Thompson, W. K. Ex’ 1908 USA     
Thornhill, 
Theodore W. 
1914 USA 1LT 
Co. D 37 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Thornton, Robert  1915 USA 2LT 
60 Pioneer Inf. 
Regt. 
  
Thornwell, E. A. 1904 USA CPT Ordinance Dept.   
Thrower, James 
R. Jr. 
1916 USA CPL 
C Co. 117 Engr. 
Regt. 42 DIV 
  
Tillman, Henry C. 1903 USA MAJ CAC   
Timmerman, N. 
D. 
Ex’ 1919 USA     
Todd, B. R. Ex’ 1908 USA CPT 
HQ Co. 324 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Todd, C. D. Ex’ 1917 USA 1SGT 6 Co. CAC   
Todd, James G. 1915 USA SGT 
HQ Co.  
117 Engr. Regt. 
42 DIV 
  
Todd, Joseph R. 1913 USA 1LT 
C Co. & HQ Co. 
117 Engr. Regt. 
42 DIV 
  
Townsend, C. P. 
Jr. 
1910 USA 2LT 117 Engr. Regt.   
Townsend, 
William B. 
1916 USA CPT 
A Co. 27 Inf. 
Regt. & 8 Field 
Signal BN 
  
Trantham, W. D. Ex’ 1907 USA SGT    
Trescot, John H. 1915 USA 1LT 
B Co. 105 Engr. 
Regt. 30 DIV 
SS  
Tribble, R. M. Ex’ 1916 USA  MG Co.   
Trott, C. H. 1910 USA CPT    
Trott, Cambridge 
M. 
1908 USA CPT 306 Engr. Regt.   
Trott, Henry R. 1916 USA SGT 
A Co.  





1915 USA 1LT 
A Co. 7 Inf. 




Truluck, G. M. 1908 USA 1LT 
Medical Corps / 
18 Inf. Regt. 
  
Tyler, Gerald R. 1917 USA 1LT 





Ulmer, Rush F. 1912 USA PVT 
E Co. 105 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Vardell, W. G. Ex’ 1918 USA CPL    
Verner, J. D. Ex’ 1914 USA 2LT    
Vernon, James E. 1918 USAAS 2LT 
64 SQ, Fort Sill, 
OK 
  
Vincent, C. Ex’ 1918 USA 2LT    
Walker, Heyward 1917 USA SGT 
B BTY 318 FA 
81 DIV 
  










Wallace, Fred M. 1919 USA 2LT    
Wallace, J. M. Ex’ 1903 USA CPT CAC   
Wallace, M. G. OYA USA 2LT    
Wannamaker, 
Harry Clifton Jr. 
1916 USA PVT 
A. Co.  





1915 USA SFC 





1915 USN SCPO USS Stockton   
Ward, Audley H. 1914 USA CPL 
B Co. 5 Corps 
Artillery 
  
Ward, Cecil W. 1916 USA 1SGT 
C Co. 105 





1917 USMC CPT    
Washington, P. 
M. 
Ex’ 1916 USA SGT 





Ex’ 1919 USA  
B BTY 318 FA 
81 DIV 
  
Waters, Robert B. 1916 USA 1LT 
H Co. 52 Inf. 
Regt. 6 DIV 
  
Watson, J. B. Ex’ 1912 USA CPL 
K Co. 323 Inf. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Webb, G. R. Ex’ 1916 USA SGT 
D Co. 306 Engr. 
Regt. 81 DIV 
  
Webber, C. P. Ex’ 1919 USN PO2 
Charleston 
Naval Base, SC 
  
Wells, James H. 
S. 
1914 USA 1LT    




Weinberg, B. A. Ex’ 1913 USA     
West, Homer B. 1918 USA 1LT 
C Co. 48 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
West, L. E. Ex’ 1920 USN     
West, William R. 1917 USA 2LT CAC   
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Wilcox, C. A. Ex’ 1919 USA  SGT    
Wilkerson, S. H. Ex’ 1917 USA  
118 Inf. Regt. 
Band 30 DIV 
  
White, David L. 1915 USA 1LT 
E Co. 306 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
White J. Ex’ 1915      
White, Warren T. 1917 USA 1LT    
Wiehl, Ernest A. 1917 USN ENS 
SS Naiwa & SS 
South Pole 
  
Wilcox, C. A. Ex’ 1919 USA  




Wilkes, T. L. Ex’ 1917 USA     
Williams, Arthur 
M. 
1905 USA 1LT AEF   
Williams, F. B. Ex’ 1918 USN     
Williams, Wesley 
C. 
1917 USA 2LT 
D Co. 323 Inf. 




1914 USA SGT 
Ambulance Co. 
331st Sanitation 














Williford, W. H. Ex’ 1914      
Willis, Horace H. 1917 USA 2LT    




Wingo, R. A. Ex’ 1918 USA 1SGT 
C Co. 306 Engr. 
Regt. 
  
Wise, Jacob R. 1916 USA     
Witherspoon, 
Samuel M. Jr. 
1916 USA 2LT    
Witsell, F. L. 1917 USAAS  Ft. Sill, OK   




Wolfe, John 1919 USA 2LT    
Wolfe, Russell 1911 USA CPT 
322 Inf. Regt. 81 
DIV 
  
Wood, H. E. Ex’ 1918 USA SGT 
C Co. 306 Field 
Signal BN 
  
Woodward, H. M. 1911 USA     
Worthy, Hood C. 1917 USA 2LT CAC   
Wright, John N. 
Jr. 
1906 USA 1LT 2 Co. CAC   
Wright, Robert F. 1916 USN ENS 
USS Edward L. 
Doheny III 
  





1916 USA 2LT    






1913 USAAS 2LT 126 SQ   




Zeigler, L. M. Ex’  USA CPL 105 MP BN   
Zeigler, Ola J. 1918 USA 2LT 
E Co. 54 Inf. 




1918 USA PVT    
Abbreviations 
OYA One Year Agricultural Student 
TYT Two Year Textiles Student 
USA United States Army 
USAAS United States Army Air Service 
USMC United States Marine Corps 
USN United States Navy 
USNR United States Navy Reserve 








ENGR Master Engineer 
SFC Sergeant First Class 
GySGT Gunnery Sergeant 
1SGT First Sergeant 
SGM Sergeant Major 
WO Warrant Officer 
2LT Second Lieutenant 
1LT First Lieutenant 
CPT Captain 
MAJ Major 




PO3 Petty Officer Third Class 
PO2 Petty Officer Second Class 
PO1 Petty Officer First Class 
CPO Chief Petty Officer 
ENS Ensign 
LTJG Lieutenant (Junior Grade) 
LT Lieutenant (Navy) 
LCDR Lieutenant Commander 
CDR Commander 













FA Field Artillery 
MP Military Police 
Ammo Ammunition 
CAC Coastal Artillery Corps 
QMC Quartermaster Corps 
SCNG South Carolina National Guard 
AEF American Expeditionary Force 
USMA United States Military Academy 
COTS Central Officer’s Training School 
Citations 
MOH Medal of Honor 
DSC Distinguished Service Cross (US) 
NC Navy Cross (US) 
DSM Distinguished Service Medal (US) 
SS Silver Star Citation 
PH Purple HeartD 
LdH Legion d’Honneur (France) 
CdG Croix de Guerre (France) 
WMC War Merit Cross (Italy) 
w/  with 






A.  CLEMSON ALUMNI:  For the purpose of this paper, individuals included in this list must have 
attended Clemson before service in World War I.  The same definition of Clemson Alumni used by the 
Scroll of Honor is used to determine who would be considered a “Clemson Alumni.  The Scroll of Honor 
Standard Operating Procedures dated June 9, 2012 defines a Clemson Alumni as a person who:  
1. applied and was accepted in a degree-producing academic program (a degree-producing program 
includes such majors as pre-business, general engineering, and AAH undeclared) and,  
2. has an academic record. 
B.  SCROLL OF HONOR:  This list notes the date a Clemson Alumni was added to the Scroll of Honor.  
Per the Scroll of Honor Standard Operating Procedures dated June 9, 2012, inclusion on the Scroll of 
Honor is given to Clemson Alumni who meet the following criteria: 
1. Those alumni who while serving as a member of the Armed Forces of the United States: Army, 
Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, and Coast Guard ( Title 10 USC and Title 38 USC) lost their lives 
in the performance of their military duties are eligible. The performance of military duties includes 
those killed in combat operations (recipients of the Purple Heart) whether the deaths occurred in 
“declared” wars or in other police or stability operations such as Korea, Vietnam, Grenada, or 
Iraq. Alumni who were killed in the performance of their military duties while involved in 
training, aircrew missions, or other normal duty operations or activities, for example, no matter the 
geographical location, will also be eligible. 
2. Alumni who served in the United States Merchant Marine, who otherwise meet the criteria to be 
included on the Scroll of Honor, will be eligible if, as occurred following World War II, a law is 
passed granting these alumni veteran status (e.g. PL 95-202 and PL 105-368). 
3. Alumni who served in the Armed Forces of US allied countries during World War II and earlier, 
who otherwise meet the criteria to be included on the Scroll of Honor, will be eligible.  
4. Those Alumni who died later of wounds suffered in combat or as a result of an accident while 
performing their military duties may be considered for inclusion on the Scroll of Honor. The 
Scroll of Honor Committee will evaluate these nominees on a case-by-case basis if it is confirmed 
that the cause of death was due to a service connected injury. 
5. This SOP does not specifically include deaths due to illness (like the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Wall criteria), but neither does it rule out considering those if circumstances warrant a “case-by 
case” review. 
C.  In honor of the contributions of Mr. J.C. Littlejohn and in the same fashion as he documented these 
Clemson Men’s contributions to the War effort, Clemson Alumni who left before graduation will be 
referenced as “Ex’” before their class.  One Year Agricultural (OYA) students, since they were part of an 
academic program and generated an academic record are considered Clemson Alumni. 
D.  The Purple Heart was awarded retroactively, upon application, to an estimated 320,518 recipients 
during World War I.  Only recipients who were confirmed to have applied and been awarded the Purple 
Heart are listed here. 
E.  LTC Ancrum retired from the USMC in 1936, and was recalled to active duty during the “limited 
emergency” declared by President Roosevelt prior to the U.S. entry into World War II.  He died in 
Bethesda Naval Hospital on December 31, 1941 from disease. 





CLEMSON MEN IN FOREIGN SERVICE 
ITALIAN ARMY 
M. Brandi (Ex’ 1918) attended Clemson from September 1914 through September 1915 
while studying Engineering.  He came to Clemson Agricultural College from Quiz-de-
Fora, Brazil.505  He is listed in Clemson’s Answer to Her Country’s Call as a Lieutenant 
in the Italian Army.506 
BRITISH ROYAL ARMY 
Amos Lyles Harris (1909) graduated with a degree in Agriculture and Chemistry from 
Clemson Agricultural College in 1909.507  According to his family, he travelled to Africa 
as a missionary after graduation.  He enlisted in the East African Motor Transport Corps 
as a Driver during World War I.  According to his Medal Card, he was awarded the 
British War Medal and the Victory Medal.508 
Genson K. Heiss (1916) graduated from Clemson Agricultural College with a degree in 
Agriculture and Chemistry in 1916.  According to TAPS, he was active in the Chemistry 
Club.509 Genson Heiss was appointed as the Assistant Chemical Inspector of the British 
War Mission with the rank of Second Lieutenant on October 9, 1916.  Lieutenant Heiss 
was stationed at headquarters, Eastern District at Bethlehem, PA.  On March 12, 1918, he 
was promoted to First Lieutenant and appointed as Chemical Inspector in charge of 
inspections for all Allied militaries at the Albany Chemical Company in Albany, NY.  He 
was awarded a Certificate of Appreciation by Brigadier General Kenynon.510 
James M. McBain (Ex’ 1915) first attended came to Clemson Agricultural College in 
September 1911.  He studied Architecture, leaving the college sometime in 1912.  He is 
listed in Clemson’s Answer to Her Country’s Call as a member of the Interland 
Waterways & Docks section of the Royal Engineer Corps.511  His Medal Card lists his 
rank as a Sapper and he entered service in France on July 24, 1915.  Sapper McBain was 
awarded the 1914-1915 Star, British War Medal, and Victory Medal.512  
  
                                                          
505 Email from Kellie Powell, Records and Registration at Clemson University.  February 23, 2015. 
506 Clemson’s Answer to Her Country’s Call, p. 6. 
507 Clemson Catalog 1908 – 1909, p. 142. 
508 Medal Card.  National Archives of Great Britain. 
509 TAPS 1916, p. 58. 
510 Clemson University Student Military Service Records, 1894-1945. 
511 Clemson’s Answer to Her Country’s Call, p. 12. 
512 Medal Card.  National Archives of Great Britain. 
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ROYAL FLYING CORPS, CANADA 
Ernest Huggins (Ex’ 1919) attended Clemson from September 1915 through the autumn 
of 1917.  He left Clemson and enlisted as an Aviation Cadet in the Royal Flying Corps in 
Canada.  He briefly attended flight school before the Inter-Allied Agreement led to his 
discharge because of his American citizenship.  Huggins then went to Washington, DC 
for a physical examination by the U.S. Aviation Examination Board, which he did not 
pass.  On October 5, 1918, he enlisted with the Student’s Army Training Corps in 
Charleston, SC.  He was discharged on December 7, 1918.513 
Warren D. Arthur Jr. (1915) graduated with a degree in Agronomy from Clemson 
Agricultural College in 1915.  He is remembered by his classmates, “‘Doc,’ as he is 
called by all, except one, who called him ‘Dockie Dear,’ has one great weakness – ladies.  
His winning ways and line of ‘bull’ make him popular among the ‘fair ones’: while his 
leadership and character have won him a front place among his fellow-students.”514  He 
enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps in September 1917.515  In May 1918, he was 
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant.  He served as an Instructor Pilot with the 81st 
Squadron, 42nd Wing until he was demobilized on March 7, 1919.516 
AMERICAN AMBULANCE CORPS, FRANCE 
Fred H. All (1911) studied Agriculture and Animal Industry at Clemson before 
graduating in 1911.  He reported on his Clemson Service Record that he served six 
months in 1915 as an ambulance driver with the American Ambulance Hospital of Paris 
at Neuilly-sur-Seine.  He returned to the United States where he participated in the first 
Officer’s Training Camp at Camp Oglethorpe.  He was commissioned as a Second 
Lieutenant in the U.S. Army on August 17, 1917 and was promoted to First Lieutenant on 
November 28, 1917.  He would be discharged on December 17, 1918 at Camp Taylor, 
Kentucky.517 
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AWARDS AND CITATIONS OF CLEMSON ALUMNI 
NOTE:  Only United States of America decorations and documented foreign decorations 
are listed below, since every Clemson man in U.S. military service during the First World 
War would have been awarded the Victory Medal (U.S.), it will not be listed.  Foreign 
Service Medals will be listed, since those awards are unique considering their rarity 
among U.S. citizens.  Foreign commemorative medals, such as the Verdun Medal 
(France) will not be listed since they are not recognized as official government 
decorations. 
Medal of Honor 
Name:  Daniel Augustus Joseph Sullivan, ENS, U.S. Navy 
Ship:  USS Cristabel 
The President of the United States of America, in the name of Congress, takes pleasure in 
presenting the Medal of Honor to Ensign Daniel Augustus Joseph Sullivan, United States 
Navy (Reserve Force), for extraordinary heroism as an officer of the U.S.S. Cristabel in 
conflict with an enemy submarine on 21 May 1918. As a result of the explosion of a 
depth bomb dropped near the submarine, the Cristabel was so badly shaken that a number 
of depth charges which had been set for firing were thrown about the deck and there was 
imminent danger that they would explode. Ensign Sullivan immediately fell on the depth 
charges and succeeded in securing them, thus saving the ship from disaster, which would 
inevitably have caused great loss of life.518 
********** 
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Name:  Gary Evans Foster, SGT, U.S. Army519 
Unit:  Company F, 118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division, American Expeditionary 
Forces 
The President of the United States of America, in the name of Congress, takes pleasure in 
presenting the Medal of Honor to Sergeant Gary Evans Foster (ASN: 1311059), United 
States Army, for extraordinary heroism on 8 October 1918, while serving with Company 
F, 118th Infantry, 30th Division, in action at Montbrehain, France. When his company 
was held up by violent machinegun fire from a sunken road, Sergeant Foster with an 
officer went forward to attack the hostile machinegun nests. The officer was wounded, 
but Sergeant Foster continued on alone in the face of the heavy fire and by effective use 
of hand grenades and his pistol killed several of the enemy and captured eighteen. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 16 (January 22, 1919)520 
********** 
Name:  James Davison Heriot, CPL, U.S. Army 
Unit:  118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, in the name of Congress, takes pride in 
presenting the Medal of Honor (Posthumously) to Corporal James Davidson Heriot 
(ASN: 1311750), United States Army, for extraordinary heroism on 12 October 1918, 
while serving with Company I, 118th Infantry, 30th Division, in action at Vaux-Andigny, 
France. Corporal Heriot, with four other soldiers, organized a combat group and attacked 
an enemy machine-gun nest which had been inflicting heavy casualties on his company. 
In the advance two of his men were killed, and because of the heavy fire from all sides 
the remaining two sought shelter. Unmindful of the hazard attached to his mission, 
Corporal Heriot, with fixed bayonet, alone charged the machinegun, making his way 
through the fire for a distance of 30 yards and forcing the enemy to surrender. During this 
exploit he received several wounds in the arm, and later in the same day, while charging 
another nest, he was killed. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 13 (January 18, 1919)521 
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Distinguished Service Cross 
Name:  James P. Adams, 1LT, U.S. Marine Corps 
Unit:  78th Company, 6th Regiment, 2d Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross to First Lieutenant 
James P. Adams (MCSN: 0-1846), United States Marine Corps, for extraordinary 
heroism while serving with the Seventy-Eighth Company, Sixth Regiment (Marines), 2d 
Division, A.E.F., in action near Blanc Mont Ridge, France, 3 October 1918. Voluntarily 
leading four soldiers through a heavy barrage, Lieutenant Adams attacked and killed a 
machine-gun crew, which was enfilading his company first line. His willingness, 
fearlessness, and great courage made possible the cleaning out of many more machine 
guns, which were holding up the advance of his company. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 35 (1919)522 
********** 
Name:  Dogan H. Arthur, CPT, U.S. Army Air Service 
Unit:  12th Aero Squadron, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross to Captain (Air 
Service) Dogan H. Arthur, United States Army Air Service, for extraordinary heroism in 
action while serving with 12th Aero Squadron, U.S. Army Air Service, A.E.F., in the St. 
Mihiel salient 12 September 1918. Lieutenant Arthur, pilot, and Second Lieutenant 
Howard T. Fleeson, observer, executed a difficult mission of infantry contact patrol, 
without protection of accompanying battle planes, on the first day of the St. Mihiel 
offensive. After being driven back twice by a patrol of nine enemy planes, they 
courageously made a third attempt in the face of a third attack by the same planes, found 
the American lines, and after being shot down, but falling uninjured in friendly territory, 
communicated their valuable information to headquarters. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 126 (1919)523  
********** 
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Name:  Dogan H. Arthur, CPT, U.S. Army Air Service (Second Award) 
Unit:  12th Aero Squadron, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting a Bronze Oak Leaf Cluster in lieu of a Second Award 
of the Distinguished Service Cross to Captain (Air Service) Dogan H. Arthur, United 
States Army Air Service, for extraordinary heroism in action while serving with 12th 
Aero Squadron, U.S. Army Air Service, A.E.F., on October 18 and 30, 1918, while on 
artillery reglage. Lieutenant Arthur and his observer were attacked by four enemy planes. 
His observer’s guns were jammed, but Lieutenant Arthur, with splendid courage and 
coolness, outmaneuvered the hostile aircraft and escaped, although they followed his 
plane to within 25 meters of the ground, badly damaging it by machine-gun fire. On 30 
October 1918, Lieutenant Arthur was one of a formation of nine planes which were to 
take photographs in German territory. Before the lines were reached six planes dropped 
out, but the remaining three entered the German lines, although they observed several 
large formations of enemy planes in the near vicinity. When they were 12 kilometers 
within the German lines they were attacked by 18 enemy Fokkers. Regardless of his own 
safety, Lieutenant Arthur engaged these planes in order to allow his companions to 
escape, and turning toward his own lines only when he saw them shot down. Then he 
fought his way home, and in the fight which ensued his observer shot down two enemy 
planes. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 126 (1919)524 
********** 
Name:  Robert M. Bailey, 2LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  114th Infantry Regiment, 29th Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pride in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross (Posthumously) to 
Second Lieutenant (Infantry) Robert M. Bailey, United States Army, for extraordinary 
heroism in action while serving with 114th Infantry Regiment, 29th Division, A.E.F., 
near Verdun, France, 12 October 1918. Leading his platoon against an enemy position, 
Lieutenant Bailey was fatally wounded, but refused to leave until his position was 
organized and a counterattack repulsed. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 44 (1919)525 
********** 
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Name:  Ray N. Benjamin, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  2nd Engineers Regiment, 2nd Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross to First Lieutenant 
(Corps of Engineers) Ray N. Benjamin, United States Army, for extraordinary heroism in 
action while serving with 2d Engineers, 2d Division, A.E.F., near Blanc Mont, France, 6 
October 1918. While commanding a detachment of wire cutters working in advance of 
the Infantry, Lieutenant Benjamin was painfully wounded by a shell fragment, but he 
refused to leave his men until his mission was accomplished and the advance of the 
Infantry assured. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 32 (1919)526 
********** 
Name:  Reuben G. Hamilton, MAJ, U.S. Army 
Unit:  Headquarters Company, Ambulance Section, 101st Sanitary Train, 26th Division, 
American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross to Major (Medical 
Corps) Reuben G. Hamilton, United States Army, for extraordinary heroism in action 
while serving with Headquarters, Ambulance Section, 101st Sanitary Train, 26th 
Division, A.E.F., near Marcheville, France, September 25 – 26, 1918. Major Hamilton 
established and maintained an ambulance dressing station in an advanced and hazardous 
position, where he labored unceasingly, treating and evacuating the wounded, throughout 
the day, in full view of the enemy and under heavy bombardment. Knowing that our 
troops were withdrawing and the enemy was about to enter the town, he continued his aid 
to the wounded, even after permission to withdraw had been given him by his 
commanding officer. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 138 (1918)527 
********** 
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Name:  Frank J. Jervey, CPT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  4th Infantry Regiment, 3rd Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross to Captain (Infantry) 
Frank Johnstone Jervey, United States Army, for extraordinary heroism in action while 
serving with 4th Infantry Regiment, 3d Division, A.E.F., near Les Franquettes Farm, 
France, 23 July 1918. Although wounded five times when his company was suddenly 
fired upon by machine-guns while crossing an open field, Captain Jervey remained in 
command of his company until he became unconscious. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 32 (1919)528 
********** 
Name:  Thomas M. Jervey, 1LT, U.S. Army Air Service 
Unit:  1st Army Observation Group (Attached,) American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross to First Lieutenant 
(Air Service) Thomas M. Jervey, United States Army Air Service, for extraordinary 
heroism in action while serving with 1st Army Observation Group (Attached), U.S. Army 
Air Service, A.E.F., near Longuyon, France, 31 October 1918. Assigned to the 1st Army 
Observation Group, Air Service, armament officer, Lieutenant Jervey volunteered as 
observer on a photographic mission from Ontedy to Longuyon, 25 kilometers into the 
enemy lines. In combat with 14 enemy aircraft which followed, one enemy aircraft was 
destroyed. Lieutenant Jervey, regardless of the fact that his plane was badly shot up, and 
that his hands were badly frozen, continued on the mission, returning only upon its 
successful conclusion. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 16 (1919)529 
********** 
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Name:  David E. Monroe, 2LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pride in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross (Posthumously) to 
Second Lieutenant (Infantry) David E. Monroe, United States Army, for extraordinary 
heroism in action while serving with 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Division, A.E.F., south 
of Soissons, France, 19 July 1918. His platoon having been halted by machine-gun fire, 
Lieutenant Monroe advanced alone against the nest and captured the gun and crew. 
Although wounded in this encounter, he returned to his platoon and led them on to its 
objective. His gallant conduct had a marked effect upon his men. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 35 (1920)530 
********** 
Name:  Augustus M. Trotter, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  7th Infantry Regiment, 3rd Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
The President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pride in presenting the Distinguished Service Cross (Posthumously) to First 
Lieutenant (Infantry) Augustus M. Trotter, United States Army, for extraordinary 
heroism in action while serving with 7th Infantry Regiment, 3d Division, A.E.F., at 
Belleau Wood, France, 21 June 1918. Lieutenant Trotter gallantly led his platoon through 
heavy machine-gun fire in an attack on a strongly fortified enemy position. His platoon 
suffered heavy casualties, but he pushed forward until shot down near the enemy 
position. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 60 (1920)531 
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Name:  James P. Adams, 1LT, U.S. Marine Corps 
Unit:  78th Company, 6th Regiment, 2d Division American Expeditionary Forces  
The President of the United States of America takes pleasure in presenting the Navy 
Cross to First Lieutenant James P. Adams (MCSN: 0-1846), United States Marine Corps, 
for extraordinary heroism while serving with the 78th Company, 6th Regiment (Marines), 
2d Division, A.E.F. in action near Blanc Mont Ridge, France, 3 October 1918. Lieutenant 
Adams voluntarily lead four soldiers through a heavy barrage and attacked and killed a 
machine-gun crew which was enfilading his company’s first line. His willingness, 
fearlessness, and great courage made possible the cleaning out of many more machine 
guns which were holding up the advance of his company.532 
Distinguished Service Medal 
Name:  Frank M. Gunby, COL, U.S. Army 
Unit:  Engineering Branch, Construction Division 
he President of the United States of America, authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 
1918, takes pleasure in presenting the Army Distinguished Service Medal to Colonel 
(Quartermaster Corps) Frank M. Gunby, United States Army, for exceptionally 
meritorious and distinguished services to the Government of the United States, in a duty 
of great responsibility during World War I, as Officer in Charge of the Engineering 
Branch of the Construction Division of the Army. The success of the engineering features 
of the Army building program is in large measure due to Colonel Gunby’s genius for 
organization, his ability to judge men and inspire in them a determination to succeed. The 
services he rendered are of signal worth. 
General Orders: War Department, General Orders No. 103 (1919)533 
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Silver Star Citation 
NOTE:  During World War I, the Silver Star Citation originally was a 3/16 inch silver 
star device placed on the suspense or service ribbon to denote a Citation for Gallantry in 
Action after being cited in official orders which did not warrant a higher award for valor.  
In 1926, this was clarified to require the publication of orders from the headquarters of a 
force commanded by a general officer.  The Silver Star Citation was upgraded to the 
Silver Star Medal by the Secretary of War on July 19, 1932.  The original “Silver Star 
Citation” device was incorporated into the center of the medal’s design.  Due to changing 
criteria, more citations for Clemson alumni exist than are listed here. 
Name:  James P. Adams, 1LT, U.S. Marine Corps 
Unit:  78th Company, 6th Regiment, 2d Division American Expeditionary Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), First Lieutenant James P. Adams (MCSN: 0-1846), 
United States Marine Corps, is cited by the Commanding General, American 
Expeditionary Forces, for gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the 
ribbon of the Victory Medals awarded him. First Lieutenant Adams distinguished himself 
while serving with the Sixth Regiment (Marines), 2d Division, American Expeditionary 
Forces at Blanc Mont, France, 1 to 10 October 1918. 
General Orders: Citation Orders, 2d Division, American Expeditionary Forces534 
********** 
Name:  James P. Adams, 1LT, U.S. Marine Corps (Second Award) 
Unit:  78th Company, 6th Regiment, 2d Division American Expeditionary Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), First Lieutenant James P. Adams (MCSN: 0-1846), 
United States Marine Corps, is cited by the Commanding General, American 
Expeditionary Forces, for gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the 
ribbon of the Victory Medals awarded him. First Lieutenant Adams distinguished himself 
while serving with the Sixth Regiment (Marines), 2d Division, American Expeditionary 
Forces at Chateau-Thierry, France, 6 June to 10 July 1918. (SECOND Citation) 
General Orders: Citation Orders, 2d Division, American Expeditionary Forces535 
********** 
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Name:  Edwin C. Bruce, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  Company L, 323rd Infantry Regiment, American Expeditionary Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), First Lieutenant (Infantry) Edwin C. Bruce, United 
States Army, is cited by the Commanding General, American Expeditionary Forces, for 
gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the ribbon of the Victory Medals 
awarded him. First Lieutenant Bruce distinguished himself by gallantry in action while 
serving with Company L, 323d Infantry, American Expeditionary Forces, in action south 
of the Bois de Manheulles, southeast of Verdun, 19 November 1918, in coolly directing 
his men under heavy fire, and refusing to be evacuated although badly gassed. 
General Orders: GHQ, American Expeditionary Forces, Citation Orders No. 7 (June 3, 
1919)536 
********** 
Name:  Moses E. Cox, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  1st Engineer Regiment, 1st Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), First Lieutenant Moses E. Cox, United States Army, 
is cited by the Commanding General, 1st Division, American Expeditionary Forces, for 
gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the ribbon of the Victory Medals 
awarded him. First Lieutenant Cox distinguished himself by gallantry in action while 
serving with the First Engineers, 1st Division, American Expeditionary Forces, in action 
during the operations connected with the capture and defense of Cantigny, France, 27 to 
31 May 1918. First Lieutenant Cox displayed extraordinary coolness, bravery and 
leadership in conducting his section to and from its work of constructing a strong point; 
while under heavy shell and machine gun fire, he set a splendid example to his men. 
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Name:  Jesse T. Crawford, CPT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), Captain (Infantry) Jesse Turner Crawford, United 
States Army, is cited by the Commanding General, American Expeditionary Forces, for 
gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the ribbon of the Victory Medals 
awarded him. Captain Crawford distinguished himself by gallantry in action while 
serving with the 118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division, American Expeditionary 
Forces, in action at Brancourt, France, 8 October 1918, in personally leading his 
company forward against a strong enemy point. 
General Orders:  GHQ, American Expeditionary Forces, Citation Orders No. 1 (June 3, 
1919)538 
********** 
Name:  Carlos G. Harris, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  Company C, 371st Infantry Regiment, 93rd Division, American Expeditionary 
Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), First Lieutenant (Infantry) Carlos G. Harris, United 
States Army, is cited by the Commanding General, American Expeditionary Forces, for 
gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the ribbon of the Victory Medals 
awarded him. First Lieutenant Harris distinguished himself by gallantry in action while 
serving with Company C, 371st Infantry Regiment, 93d Division, American 
Expeditionary Forces, in action on Hill 188, on 28 September 1918, Vosges Sector, 
France, and by his brilliant leadership. 
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Name:  Richard H. Johnson, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  56th Infantry Regiment, 7th Division, American Expeditionary Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), First Lieutenant (Infantry) Richard H. Johnson, 
United States Army, is cited (Posthumously) by the Commanding General, American 
Expeditionary Forces, for gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the 
ribbon of the Victory Medals awarded him. First Lieutenant Johnson distinguished 
himself by gallantry in action while serving with the 56th Infantry Regiment, 7th 
Division, American Expeditionary Forces, in action at Preny Ridge, France, 10 
November 1918, and by his brilliant leadership. 
General Orders:  GHQ, American Expeditionary Forces, Citation Orders No. 3 (June 3, 
1919)540 
********** 
Name:  John H. Trescot, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  105th Engineer Regiment, American Expeditionary Forces 
By direction of the President, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved July 
9, 1918 (Bul. No. 43, W.D., 1918), First Lieutenant (Corps of Engineers) John H. 
Trescot, United States Army, is cited by the Commanding General, American 
Expeditionary Forces, for gallantry in action and a silver star may be placed upon the 
ribbon of the Victory Medals awarded him. First Lieutenant Trescot distinguished 
himself by gallantry in action while serving with the 105th Engineers, American 
Expeditionary Forces, in action near St. Souplet, France, 17 October 1918, in 
reconnoitering for a bridge location under heavy machine gun and artillery fire. 
General Orders:  GHQ, American Expeditionary Forces, Citation Orders No. 4 (June 3, 
1919)541 
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Legion d’Honneur (France) 
Name:  Ray N. Benjamin, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  2nd Engineer Regiment, 2nd Division, American Expeditionary Forces542 
Name:  Carlos G. Harris, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  371st Infantry Regiment, 93rd Division, American Expeditionary Forces543 
Medaille Militaire (France) 
Name:  Gary E. Foster, SGT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division, American Expeditionary Forces544 
Croix de Guerre (France) 
Name:  James P. Adams, 1LT, U.S. Marine Corps 
Unit:  6th Marine Regiment, 4th Marine Brigade, American Expeditionary Forces545 
Name:  James P. Adams, 1LT, U.S. Marine Corps (Second Award)  
Unit:  6th Marine Regiment, 4th Marine Brigade, American Expeditionary Forces546 
Name:  Joseph W. Barnwell Jr., CPT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  117th Engineer Regiment, 42nd Division, American Expeditionary Forces547  
Name:  Ray N. Benjamin, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  2nd Engineer Regiment, 2nd Division, American Expeditionary Forces548 
Name:  Ray N. Benjamin, 1LT, U.S. Army (Second Award) 
Unit:  2nd Engineer Regiment, 2nd Division, American Expeditionary Forces549 
Name:  Moses E. Cox, CPT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  1st Engineer Regiment, 1st Division, American Expeditionary Forces550 
Name:  Gary E. Foster, SGT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division, American Expeditionary Forces551 
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Name:  Carlos G. Harris, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  371st Infantry Regiment, 93rd Division, American Expeditionary Forces 552  
Name:  Carlos G. Harris, 1LT, U.S. Army (Second Award) 
Unit:  371st Infantry Regiment, 93rd Division, American Expeditionary Forces553 
Name:  Harry L. Reaves, CPT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  11th Infantry Regiment, 5th Division, American Expeditionary Forces554 
Name:  Harry L. Reaves, CPT, U.S. Army (Second Award) 
Unit:  11th Infantry Regiment, 5th Division, American Expeditionary Forces555 
Name:  Gerald R. Tyler, 1LT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  28th Infantry Regiment, 1st Division, American Expeditionary Forces 556 
Distinguished Conduct Medal (United Kingdom) 
Name:  Gary E. Foster, SGT, U.S. Army 
Unit:  118th Infantry Regiment, 30th Division, American Expeditionary Forces557 
1915 Star Medal (United Kingdom) 
Name:  James M. McBain, Sapper, Royal Army 
Unit:  Royal Engineer Corps, Royal Army (U.K.)558 
British War Medal (United Kingdom) 
Name:  Amos L. Harris, Driver, Royal Army 
Unit:  East African Motor Transport Corps, Royal Army (U.K.)559 
Name:  James M. McBain, Sapper, Royal Army 
Unit:  Royal Engineer Corps, Royal Army (U.K.)560 
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